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100 YEARS!
NURSES
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BULLETIN
1891

1991

Dedicated To
A Century of Excellence
in Nursing Education
Thomas Jefferson University & Hospital

FALL 1991

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE SCHOOL OF NURSING
College of Allied Health Sciences
Thomas Jefferson University

JEFFERSON NURSES ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
PHILADELPHIA
Dear Alumni:
Regular meetings of the Alumni Association will be held on the
following dates:
September 10, 1991
November 12, 1991
January 14, 1992

March 10, 1992
May 2, 1992-Annual Meeting
(held in Jeff Hall.)

The meetings will be held at Suite 315, Benjamin Franklin House,
834 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 4:30 PM.
This is the only notice you will receive.
Dorothy Cloud, Treasurer
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JEFFERSON NURSES' ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
1991-1992 MEETING DATES
THE BULLETIN PUBLICATION COMMITTEE
1991

Regular meetings of the Alumni Association will be held
on the following dates:
September 10, 1991
March 10, 1992
November 12, 1991
May 2, 1992-Annual Meeting

BETTY PIERSOL, '34
ELIZABETH K. PRISNOCK, '47
MARIAN E. SMITH , '36
MARGARET SUMMERS, '41 , Chairman

January 14, 1992
The meetings will be held at Benjamin Franklin House,
Suite 315, 834 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107 at
4:30PM .

Credits

MARIA ELFRETH
Assistant Director of Development and Director of
Alumni Programs- C.A.H.S .

OFFICERS FOR 1991-1992

GALE DRYDEN
Alumni Events Coordinator- C.A.H .S.

President
ALICE C. BOEHRET, '42
Vice President
CAROLE ROSLE , '56

The Bulletin is publ ished annually by

Recording Secretary
NANCY T. POWELL, '51

Alumni Association of the School of Nursing
College of Allied Health Sciences
Thomas Jefferson University
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127

Treasurer
DOROTHY A. CLOUD, '42
President ex-officio
FLORENCE ROCHE , '56

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN

PATRICIA A. DUNN , '71
DOLORES HECKENBERGER, '55
JANET HINDSON , '50
PAULA LEVINE '68
LORRAINE McCALL, '49
BETTY PIERSOL, '34
JEANETTE PLASTERER, '51
E. NANCY SCOTT, '55

Bulletin
MARGARET SUMMERS, '41
By-Laws
DOROTHY RANCK LONG , '39
Finance
BETTY PIERSOL, '34
Nominating
PATRICIA A. DUNN , '71

ALUMNI OFFICE COORDINATORS

Relief Fund
LORRAINE McCALL, '49

BETTY PIERSOL, '34
MARGARET SUMMERS, '41

Satellite
MABEL C. PREVOST, '29
Scholarship
DORIS E. BOWMAN , '42
Social
RUTH T. WEST, '42

Dear Fellow Alumni,
It does not seem possible that this is the third time I have put pen to paper to write a message to the
membership of the School of Nursing Alumni Association. So much has happened in such a short three years, it
would seem appropriate to recap some of the changes that have occurred.
Perhaps the most gratifying is the increased attendance at the Annual Meeting before the luncheon. It is here
that the membership has the opportunity to hear, first hand , what has been done for the members. They have the
opportunity to ask questions, to clarify the work which is reported by committee chairpersons, and to propose
other activities which could result in improvements to the total membership.
Although Jefferson University subsidizes our office by providing space, postage, telephone, printing , and etc.
It is our dues and annual giving which keeps us solvent. Yes, we are a wealthy organization when you look at the
Relief Fund and Scholarship Fund monies, but, and that is a big BUT, those monies are restricted and can be
used only for the purposes for which they are designated. So, the increase in paid membership in the past three
years has helped us maintain our independence as an organization . We have a workable budget which you will
find in the Treasurer 's Report.
The Scholarship Fund was studied to see how we could benefit the greatest number of Alumni, and it was
suggested that children , grandchildren , and nieces and nephews, should be able to utilize the money for nursing
education. This past year the first of that level of aid was given.
The Relief Fund is more difficult to dispense. We really need to keep an eye out for our classmates and
alumni sisters, and a few brothers. Many are reluctant to admit that they could use assistance. But even a small
amount could help over a little hump and we would like to help. We are Nurses! So, if you know someone who has
been having a hard time making ends meet, let the Relief Committee know.
The Satellite Committee has worked hard to help get groups started , but it takes someone at the location to
do the work. As with any activity, it does take work. "The spirit is willing but the flesh is weak." The main problems
to be overcome are: a meeting place and time, and what you want to accomplish . The Officers and Board in
Philadelphia are eager to have suggestions from the membership which can be incorporated into the organization
and views the satellite groups as a means to learn of the needs of the members .
The By-Laws committee has reviewed the By-Laws and several amendments were approved by the membership at the Annual Meeting.
As you can see, these past three years have been busy ones. We are still in need of more people to help run
the organization . We know that you who come back every five years for reunions have been renewing friendships
and comparing notes on families, but your help is needed to make your day even better.
No longer is the hospital staffed with organdy capped "pink and white" nurses. Many of our graduates have
gone away to demonstrate the excellent education in nursing they got at Jefferson. Many graduates have small or
teenage children and have problems getting free ; but it can be done. Under discussion is a change of meeting
times and number of meetings each year. A consensus has not been reached , so discussion goes on. As we hear
from more of the membership changes are bound to evolve.
I have enjoyed my three years as President. It has been challenging and stimulating, and I feel progress has
been made, and I look forward to further developments as our needs as an organization change.
Respectfully,
Alice C. Boehret, RN , EdD
President
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Nurses' Alumni Association • School of Nursing
FINANCIAL REPORT May 1, 1990 -

April 30, 1991
$24,258

Balance May 1 , 1990
General Fund .. .. . . . .. . . . . . ...... . ..... .. . .. . . . . ... ..... ... . .. . . . · · · · · · · · ·
Income
Dues .... . . .. . . . . ..... . . .. . ... . ......... . .. . .. . .. . . . ... · .. · ···· · · · · · · · · ··
Annual Giving . . . . . . . . ... . . .... . . . .... . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .... . . . . ·
Luncheon .. . . ... ... .... . .. . .... .. . . . .. . ... .. . . ..... . . . . .. . . . . . . ..... . .. . .
First Pennsylvania ....... .. .... ... .. . . .... . . . ....... . ... . .... . . . . ... . . . . . .
Miscellaneous . ..... . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . ... .. ... .. . .. . . . . . .. .
TOTAL ..... . ..... . .. .... . . . . . ..... . . .. . . . . .... .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. ... .. . .

$

71 ,961

47 ,703

Disbursements
Salaries . ... . .... . .. . .... . . .... . . . . . .. ... . . . . . .... . .. . .. . . .. ... .... . . .... .
Florist . .... . . . . . ... . . ... .. . . . . .. . ... ... . ...... . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .... . .. . .. . .
Office Expenses ..... . . .. ... . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . ... . . ... . . . . . ... . .
Satellite Expenses .. . .... . . . .... . . ...... . . . . .. . ..... . . . . . ....... ... ...... .
Luncheon .. . . . ... . ... ...... . .. . . . . . .. . ..... . . . . .... . ... . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . .
Insurance ..... . .. ... . . . . ..... . . . . .. .. . .. . . · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
IRS . ....... . ..... . . ····· · ·· ······· · ·· · ···· · · ······· · ·· · · · ·· · · .... . .. . . . . .
President's Exp. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . ... . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . ...... . .... ..... .
Treasurer's Exp. . .... . ... . . .. . . .. ..... . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. ... . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .
United Fund . .... .. ... . .... . . . .. .... . ...... .. . ..... . .. . .. . . .. . . .... . . . . . . .
Christmas Checks ... . .. . . ... . .. ... . .. . . .. ... . . .. ... . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .
Engraving ...... . ..... . ... . ... . . . ... . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . · .·.··.·· · · ·· · ·
1990 Bulletin .... . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .... . .. ... . ... . . ... .. . . . ... .. . .... . . · · · .
Accountant . .. . .. . . ... . .. . . .... . .. . . ... . ... .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . ..... . .... . .
Scholarship Comm. . ... . . .. .... . ........ . . . . ..... . ... ... . .. . ......... . . . . .
Miscellaneous .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . ... . . ... . . . . ... ..... . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. ..... .
Bank Charge . ..... . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . ..... . ..... . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . · .. · .
TOTAL .. . .. . . .. .... . ... . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ...... . .. . .. . ·.· . · · ·

BUDGET

11 ,700
26,439
7,074
2,365
125

$

11 ,541
748
914
345
4,932
300
1,595
19
32
150
1,650
49
11 ,550
785
50
220
10
$

Balance in Funds
General Fund .. . ... . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . .. . .... . .. ... . . .. . . . . . . .. ..... . . . ..... . . . . .
Relief Fund . . . .. ... .. .. . .. . . . . ... . .. . .... . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . ... . .. . .... . . . . .
Scholarship Fund .......... .... .... . ... . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . ... .. . . . ..... . . . . . .. . . .
Marguerite Barnett Student Loan Fund .. . .... .. . . . . . ... ... ... . . ...... .... ... . ... .

College of Allied Health Sciences • Thomas Jefferson University
Philadelphia, PA 19107 • (215) 955-8981

Income
Dues .. . . . .... . . .... .. . . .. .. ..... . ..... ...... . . .. . .
Annual Giving .. . . . ....... . . . .. . ... . ... ... . . ....... .
Luncheon .... .. . .. . .......... . . .. .. . . .. .... .. . . . . . .
Miscellaneous .. ..... . . .. ... .... . . . . . .. . .. .... .. . . . .

1990 Proposed
9,500.00
20,000.00
5,500.00
100.00

1990 Actual
11 ,130.00
22,165.00
5,329.00
153.00

1991 Proposed
11 ,000.00
21 ,000.00
5,500.00
100.00

TOTAL . . ... .. .. .. . .. . ..... .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .

35 ,100.00

38,777.00

37,600.00

1,750.00
11 ,500.00
1,650.00
800.00
200.00
100.00

815.00
11,490.00
1,548.00
730.00
150.00
75.00

11 ,800.00
5,400.00
153.00

11 ,550.00
5,020.00
300.00

1,500.00
11 ,700.00
1,700.00
850.00
200.00
100.00
75.00
12,000.00
5,400.00

Committees
Social
Finane~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Relief .. . ... .. . . .. . .. ..... . . .. .. ........ ... . ..... .. .
Bulletin ..... . ..... . . . .. . . .. . . . . .... .. .. . . ..... . ... .
By-Laws ... . . .. . .. . ..... . .. . . . ...... . .......... . . . .
Satellite ... . ... . . .. . . . . ........ . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .... .
Nominating .... .. ... .. . . .... ... ... . ..... . .. . . ... . . . .
Scholarship ... . .. . .. . . .... ... . .. . ........ .. . . .... . .
Miscellaneous .. ..... . . .. .. . . .. . . .. ... . . . ... . .. . .. . .
1OOth Anniversary ... . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . ..... . . . .

500.00
25.00
25.00
50.00
25.00
600.00
25.00
25.00
200.00

244.00

312.00

TOTAL ........ . .. . .. . . .... . .. . .. . . .. ..... . ..... . .. .

34,828.00

32 ,586.00

Expenses
Office ..... . .... .. . . ..... . .. . .... . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .
Salaries .... .... ... . ... .. ... . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .... . . . .. .
IRS .. ... . ..... . . . .. ..... . .... .. .. ... . .. . .. . .... ... .
Accountant .... . . . . .. . . . .. ... . .. . . . . ... . . . . .. .. .. . . .
Contributions ......... . ..... . .. . .. . .. .... .. . . .. . . . . .
President's Exp. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . ...... . . .. . ..... . . . .
Treasurer's Exp .. . . . ... . .. . . . . .. . .. .... .... .. .. . . . . . .
Bulletin . ..... . . . .. . ... . .... . ..... . . . .......... .. . . .
Luncheon . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . ... .. .
Insurance ..... . . ... ..... . .. . .. . . ... .. . . . . .. . . .... . .

37,071

34 ,890

37 ,071
1,021,277
246,793
63 ,693

&

CoMPANY

CERT lf'IE D P UBL I C ACCOUNT.'\.' lT S

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE SCHOOL OF NURSING
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY
STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND FUND BALANCE
DECEMBER 31, 1990
ASSETS
Cash -

$

General Fund ... . . . . . .. .. . .... . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..... ... .... . . .... .. .. .

Endowment Funds:
Relief Fund . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . ...... . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . ... ... . .. . .... .
Scholarship Fund . .. . .... . .......... . .. . . . . ..... . . . . ... . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .
Marguerite G. Barnett Memorial Student Loan Fund .... . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . .. .. .. .
Other Equipment .... . ....... . . .. ... . .... . .... . ..... . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . ... . . . .
TOTAL ASSETS . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. ... . . . ... . .. . .. . . . . . . .

18,156

$1 ,085,186
119,323
64 ,330
1,268,839
2,517
$1 ,289,512

FUND BALANCE
Fund Balance . .. . . . . ... . ..... . .. . ......... . ... ....... .. . .. . .. .. .. . ..... .. . .. . . .

$1 ,289,512

5

4

277.00

Betty Piersol
Dorothy A. Cloud

Dorothy A. Cloud Treasurer

BROWN. BRousE

75.00

500.00
25.00
25.00
50.00
25.00
600.00
25.00
50 .00
300.00
1,000.00
36 ,125.00

History of the School of Nursing
of
The Jefferson Medical College Hospital
In the middle of the 18th century a small private school
under the auspices of the Presbyterian Church was founded
in Canonsburg , Washington County, Pennsylvania.
This became in 1794 the first chartered Academy, west of
the Allegheny Mountains. It was founded as Jefferson College in 1802, and on February 2, 1870 united with the Washington College and became known as the Washington and
Jefferson College.
Dr. George McClellan, desirous of teaching medicine in
Philadelphia, enthusiastically supported by Dr. John Eberly,
Dr. Joseph Klopp and Jacob Green, Esq. , appealed to the
Jefferson College at Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, for the establishment of a medical department. The plan was accepted
in 1825 and in 1826 Jefferson Medical College was incorporated as the Medical Department of Jefferson College with
the power of granting degrees.
The first course of Medical Lectures was delivered May 9,
1825, and the first operation was performed by Dr. George
McClellan in the old Tivoli Theatre, 518 Locust Street.
In order to impart medical knowledge, and to demonstrate
to students, it was necessary to have an infirmary where
such bed side knowledge could be obtained ; consequently
the College organized what was called a "Teaching Infirmary" consisting of a clinical room for operations and lectures, one for general dispensary work, and two rooms , one
for men and one for women and children, with about six beds
in each room.
All patients, after operation, unless the operation was a
serious one, were sent to their homes in carriages , where
they were attended by the Clinical Assistant.
In 1843, as a Teaching Infirmary, provision was made for
twenty bed patients, and not until 1877 did the Jefferson
Hospital have a home of its own , accommodating one hundred and twenty-five patients, located at 1020 Sansom
Street.
In the earlier days there was no science of Bacteriology
or attempt at surgical cleanliness , and no course of scientific
training in male or female nursing .
The nursing care of patients was assigned to women ,
many of whom were not pleasing. Most of the male nurses
had an unfortunate predilection for alcoholic liquors. The directions of physicians were often misunderstood because of
ignorance, few nurses having had even the slightest knowledge of drugs, symptoms and signs of hemorrhage, or any
other dangers. There was no real sense of responsibility, no
comprehension of the dignity of the nurse's responsibility
and little realization of the needs of humanity.
Patients were burned with over-hot poultices. Male patients , at times, lay for hours with retention of urine, this
disorder having been regarded by the nurse, unless the physician was notified, as a mere irritating obstinacy on the part
of the patient.

Intra-abdominal hemorrhage occurring after operation was
apt to be missed until it was too late to save life, the nurse
being unaware of the significance of restlessness , rapid
pulse, etc.
In head injuries it was seldom realized that coma was not
sleep , and is different from sleep. The pulse was taken , but
nothing was known of the significance of rapidity, weakening ,
tension , irregularity, etc. The presence of these signs, if understood, would have led to calling the physician. It was always necessary to detail a Clinical Assistant to sit by the
patient's bedside during his or her emergence from ether in
order to be certain that the patient was turned over properly
during the attacks of vomiting . A number of unconscious or
paralyzed patients were burned with hot water bags and hot
cans because of carelessness. It was extremely difficult in
cases of spinal injury to have proper care of the skin , care
imperatively necessary to prevent bedsores. The dressing of
bedsores, unless done by the interne, was seldom carried
out with care and regularity.
The nurse was not permitted to prepare or handle the
instruments or the gauze dressings during surgical
operations.
When the change to professional nursing began in the
Jefferson Medical College Hospital in 1891 , it was in a small
way ; only a few student nurses were entered on probation
into the Training School under the Chief Nurse, Miss Ella
Benson. Many of the old type nurses were retained for a
time . The old time physician and the modern physician disagreed and quarreled. In spite of the modest beginning there
were members of the medical staff who opposed the entire
movement and regarded it as the first step on the road to
chaos and destruction. It was considered by them a new
fangled notion fraught with infinite possibilities of evil , an
English idea, the invention of a friend of discord, but in a few
months most physicians were convinced and in a year or
more all had become advocates of the value of the trained
nurse.
Miss Ella Benson organized the Training School in connection with the hospital in 1891 , making it a two years' training
course . In a short time Miss Benson was succeeded by Miss
Effie Darling as Directress of the Training School for Nurses
of the Jefferson Hospital. In March 1893, the training school
consisted of three graduate nurses, thirteen student nurses
and six male nurses.
The first Nurses' Home was located at 518 Spruce Street
and was formally opened May 22, 1893. The first graduating
exercises were held in the Clinical Amphitheatre of the Hospital November 24, 1893, five nurses receiving diplomas
from the training school. The next year the course of training
was changed from two to three years.
by Clara Melville, R.N., Class of 1910, Directress of Nurses,
1915-1937*
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1893-1894 First Graduating Class

The Directress of Nurses of the Training School was assisted in the teaching by lecturers who gave annual courses
to the nurses on subjects relating to their profession. After
the student nurse had attended lectures and classes on the
subjects relative to nursing the various diseases and had
some experience on the wards, she was sent out into the
homes to care for the sick, the attending physician assuming
the entire responsibility of the patient and the nurse. If the
nurse proved satisfactory she was retained ; if not, she was
sent back to the hospital. A report concerning the nurse was
submitted to the Directress of the Training School by the
physician and patient, or members of the family, stating their
opinions as to her adaptability, fitness, standing and future
possibilities as a professional woman .
In the Fall of 1894 Miss Darling resigned to be succeeded
by Miss Susan C. Hearle, a graduate of the Training School
of the Philadelphia General Hospital. Miss Hearle had matriculated under Miss Alice Fisher, Directress of Nurses of
the Philadelphia General Hospital, or "Old Blockley", as it
was commonly called. Miss Hearle was an English woman
and had received her training under Florence Nightingale.
She assumed charge of the Jefferson Medical College Hospital Training School with thirty student nurses and continued
with a gradual increase in number.

The Maternity Department of the Hospital was located at
327 Pine Street, Philadelphia. The nurses received instruction in maternity nursing from Dr. Theophilus Parvin , who
occupied the Chair of Obstetrics for fifteen years and was
succeeded by his chief assistant, Dr. Edward Parker Davis
in 1898, who continued as the instructor in obstetric nursing
until his resignation from the faculty of the Jefferson Medical
College and Hospital in 1925.
Dr. Pascal Brooke Bland was elected to the Chair of
Obstetrics May 25, 1925, which he held until he resigned
May 7, 1937. He was elected Consulting Obstetrician to the
Jefferson Hospital and Dr. Norris W. Vaux was elected Professor of Obstetrics to the Jefferson Medical College.
Finding the Pine Street building overtaxed, a more commodious building was leased in the Autumn of 1894 at 224
South Seventh Street. In 1894 negotiations were made to
move the Nurses' Home from 519 Spruce Street to 226
South Seventh Street, and in the Spring of 1895 this building
was occupied as a Nurses' Home.
The Diet Kitchen of the Hospital, where special diets could
be prepared by nurses for the patients, was opened in October, 1897, and Miss Ann Bailey was employed as the teacher
of the "Theory and Practice of Cooking ".
The sterilizing room of the Hospital was opened in October
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Through her efforts she did much toward the upbuilding of
the Nurses' Training School and laid the foundation of its
future success. Miss Anna E. Laughlin , a graduate of the
Training School of the Jefferson Medical College Hospital
and chief nurse in the operating room of the hospital succeeded Miss Hearle. Miss Laughlin made but few changes ,
continuing the policies upon which the school had been
established.
The seal of the school of nursing was a specially designed
gold pin, bearing the head of Florence Nightingale, surrounded by the name of the school, with a small edge of
blue enamel encircling the pin. This pin did not meet the
approval of all the graduates in the class of 1910, consequently an entirely new seal was designed. It has a gold
scroll, containing a blue cross, surrounded by black enamel
and lettered bearing the name of the institution . These pins
were first presented in 191 0 to each member of the graduating class by Dr. W. M. L. Coplin, as the personal gift of the
Board of Trustees of the Hospital and each graduate nurse
has received the pin to the present time .
In October 1913, the Department for Diseases of the
Chest, 236-238 Pine Street, formerly the old Phipps Institute,
which had been purchased and remodeled by the Jefferson
Hospital, was open to receive patients, under the direction
of Dr. Thomas McCrae, Professor of Medicine, and Dr. Elmer
H. Funk, the Medical Director and Physician in charge. Miss
Mary A. Boyle, a graduate of the Training School of the Philadelphia General Hospital was appointed chief nurse. Two
student nurses were assigned on duty on October 2, 1913.
Miss Anna E. Laughlin, Directress of the Training School,
a woman of high ideals and aspirations, kind , dignified and
gentle in manner, with a clear vision of the needs and demands of the nurses and the public, resigned from the school
in 1915, after seven years of untiring service. Dr. Henry K.
Mohler, Medical Director of the Hospital since 1914, recommended to the Board of Trustees Miss Clara Melville, a graduate of the Jefferson Medical College Hospital Training
School, Class of 1910, to fill this vacancy. Miss Melville, who
had been a former assistant to the Directress, was elected
Directress of Nurses in February, 1915, Miss Nora E. Shoemaker was elected assistant directress.
The school continued to grow along the original plans. A
slight change was made in the uniforms of the student nurse.
A seamstress was secured who improved the appearance
of the student nurses by keeping in repair all uniforms and
aprons. At this time the Directress of the School was advised
by the Chief Resident Physician to adopt the flat collar rather
than the Bishop collar, as it was believed it would lessen the
tendency for attacks of "sore throat" among the nurses. With
the approval of the Medical Director and members of the
Training School Committee this recommendation was
adopted and contributed much toward the comfort and general appearance of the student body.
In 1916 with the general and increasing uneasiness created by the realization that war was inevitable and that preparations must be made to meet the demands of the country,
it became necessary again to increase the enrollment of the
Training School. Accordingly, with the additional responsibilities to be placed upon the hospitals for nursing service, arrangements were made for the training of thirty additional
student nurses.
When the United States entered the World War in 1917,
numerous hospitals throughout the country were forming
hospital units which offered services and supplies to the
United States War Department, to render aid and assistance

1897. One nurse was detailed to make and sterilize all the
dressings used in the Hospital.
In August 1898, during the Spanish-American War, when
the mortality of the American troops was high due to typhoid fever, and an inadequately trained nursing personnel
to care for the sick, the City of Philadelphia sent a service
train to Camp Fernandina, Florida. Misses Adelaide O'Laughlin
and Katherine Baker were detailed to "train service". They
returned to Philadelphia with fifty very ill soldiers suffering
from typhoid fever, with one death during transportation . A
number of graduate nurses gave their services for some time
during the epidemic of typhoid fever, board and lodging being
the only compensation received by these nurses for their
services.
During the Galveston flood of 1900 one of the leading
Philadelphia newspapers sent Miss Katherine Rogers, a Jefferson graduate nurse, to render aid and assistance to the
sick and injured.
In 1899 two commencement exercises for nurses were
held, one in May and another in December. At this time it
was decided to have one commencement each year during
the month of May. As the Hospital continued to grow in service to the community, with an increasing demand for hospital care, it became necessary to plan toward a better, more
modern and larger structure with better facilities. Consequently, in 1902 plans and specifications were drawn up for
the erection of an eight story building. During erection, labor
disturbances prevented its completion until 1907. The opening exercises were held on June 26, 1907.
With enlargement of the hospital , which entailed more clinics, additional operating rooms, larger dispensaries, and an
increased number of ward patients and with additional private rooms, it became necessary to increase the enrollment
of the training school. Student nurses were no longer sent
into the homes to care for the sick, but remained permanently in the hospital during the entire three years' course in
nursing . The enrollment of the training school was increased
in number from fifty to ninety students.
After the increase in the number of nurses the Nurses'
Home and the use of the second floor of the hospital building
proved inadequate to accommodate the student body and
efforts were made to adjust this condition . Upon evacuating
the old hospital building of patients, it was decided to renovate and equip the old building for a nurses' home. The number of staff nurses was increased to assume charge of the
floors, dispensaries, operating rooms and accident ward,
and, at the same time, the enrollment of the student nurses
was increased to one hundred and twenty-five.
The probationers entering the school in September 1907,
were housed on the second floor of the hospital building , as
the wards had not been made for the admission of patients.
In October 1907, Miss Virginia McCieavy of Harrington,
Delaware, a former school teacher, was appointed matron
of the Nurses' Home, and assumed charge making the necessary preparation for the staff and student body. Early in
November 1907, the nurses were assigned rooms with the
privilege of choosing their roommate, and, moving into the
old hospital building renovated as a nurses' dormitory enjoyed the freedom of a structure with ample space.
Miss Susan C. Hearle, Directress of Nurses of the Training
School , a graduate of the Training School of the Philadelphia
General Hospital who guided thoughtfully and wisely the administration of the school for fourteen years, resigned on
August 31 , 1908. She was a capable woman , for whom the
nurses cherished the greatest respect and admiration.
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to the sick and wounded. The Jefferson Hospital formed a
unit which was accepted by the War Department of the
United States, and was known as U.S. Army Base Hospital
No. 38.
Dr. William M. L. Coplin, Professor of Pathology of the
Jefferson Medical College, and former Medical Director of
the Jefferson Hospital, secured the first donation, a sum of
fifty thousand dollars subscribed by Mr. Henry Gibson and
his sister, Mrs. Adelaide Pepper Gibson. This initial financial
contribution greatly assisted in making possible the foundation of the U.S. Army Base Hospital No. 38, to which were
added many other contributions from the friends of the hospital, including those from its own Board of Trustees, the
medical, the nursing, and the hospital personnel.
Doctor Coplin assumed charge of Base Hospital No. 38
during the time of preparation , assembling and mobilizing
the entire unit.
Miss Clara Melville, Directress of Nurses of Jefferson Hospital, was asked by Doctor Coplin to secure the nursing personnel, to consist of sixty-five Red Cross Nurses and six
civilian employees which was to comprise the necessary
staff for a five hundred bed war-time hospital. After considerable work, such as joining the Alumnae Association of the
Jefferson Hospital, enrolling in the Red Cross Nursing organization, having the necessary physical examinations made
and prophylactic measures taken , i.e., vaccination, typhoid
and paratyphoid inoculations; the unit was ready to mobilize
when orders were received from the office of the Surgeon
General of the War Department in Washington, D.C. to increase the Unit from a five hundred to a one thousand bed
hospital and to increase the number of nurses from sixty-five
to one hundred. In a short time this was accomplished, and
the Unit awaited orders for active duty.
In March, 1918, orders were received from Washington ,
D.C. to sign the muster roll, take the Oath of Allegiance to
our Country and report at once to Lakewood, N.J., where an
Army General Hospital had been established. Seventy-eight
of the personnel proceeded from Philadelphia to Lakewood,
New Jersey, and at the end of two weeks the additional
members of the nursing personnel had arrived. The entire
group was completed and awaited further instructions.
Two weeks later orders were issued by the War Department for nurses of Base Hospital No. 38 to proceed to New
York. Arriving in New York the nursing personnel was assigned for accommodations to Hotel Bristol , located at 129
West 48th Street. The days in New York were very busy, the
nurses having many duties such as securing the uniform
outfit, having fingerprints taken, reporting for roll call , and
being ready to receive instructions as issued. Drill was held
each day at the Armory, the hotel or the Park.
Upon completion of the overseas equipment the anxiety
of moving onward and preparation for the call of duty was
the prime consideration uppermost in the thought of each
nurse. On May 17, 1918, orders were received from Headquarters at Washington, D.C. that the nursing personnel of
U.S. Base Hospital No. 38 was to embark Saturday, May 18,
1918, at eleven o'clock in the morning from Brooklyn, New
York City.
Ninety-nine nurses and six civilian employees reported for
embarkation. One nurse, Miss Myrtle Phillips, was unable to
go because she had contracted pneumonia and was in a
critical condition . She passed away June 19, 1918 in the
Army Hospital, Gun Hill Road , New York.
The nurses of the unit boarded the Army Transport "Saturnia" on Saturday at noon. The ship slipped quietly out of its

berth at 6:20 A.M., Sunday, May 18, 1918, and anchored
just outside New York harbor, near the Statue of Liberty, until
2:18P.M. when fifteen camouflaged ships grouped together
with the cruiser "Montana" as scout leader to the convoy,
ploughed through the seething waters, those aboard not
knowing the danger that a torpedo from an enemy submarine
might send a ship to her final resting place. On Thursday,
May 30, Memorial Day, beautiful and serene, the ocean calm
and peaceful amid sadness and anxiety on every side, the
convoy reached the danger zone.
Nearing the North Sea, with Ireland on one side and Scotland on the other, the submarine chasers, mine sweepers
and dirigibles made their appearance on every side, hemming in the ships completely to protect and guide them to
safety.
This was accomplished in the most marvelous manner. In
the midst of the danger area, a submarine scare was in
evidence which was quickly over. The ships finally reached
the English waters of Liverpool. Lights on the ship had to be
extinguished owing to the night air raids that were being
made over England.
The next day the ship "Saturnia" passed through the locks
of Liverpool, England, finally docking at six o'clock on Friday
evening, May 24th, 1918. No one was granted permission to
leave the ship, the passengers were to disembark at six
o'clock Saturday morning, but debarkation did not take place
until eight A.M . the following day. The nursing personnel of
Base Hospital No. 38 was transported to Walton-on-the-Hill
Station and welcomed to England in the name of King
George. After this greeting a train was boarded for Southampton, England, where we arrived about 8 P.M. Our group
was met by Army Officers, divided into smaller groups, and
taken to hotels to await further orders. The next day, Sunday
May 26, 1918, in the afternoon at 6 P.M. we were sent
aboard the light, speedy, hospital ship St. David, to cross the
channel to France.
Increasing anxiety was felt at this point, more than at any
other time since leaving the United States. The night seemed
long ; few, if any, slept. After careful guidance through an
uneventful night, the ship arrived in safety in the port of
LeHavre at 4 A.M. At 10 A.M. instructions were received to
proceed to a hotel in LeHavre and await further orders. Here
the personnel remained all day Monday and Tuesday until
early Wednesday morning when we moved onward to some
unknown destination in France. We arrived in Paris about 5
P.M ., again leaving about 8 P.M. and arrived at Nantes,
France, at 4 A.M. on the morning of June 6, 1918.
Not knowing our destination, one can imagine our pleasant
surprise to find temporary assignment to Base Hospital No.
34, the Unit of the Episcopal Hospital of Philadelphia.
On the day of arrival the nurses were divided into several
groups and sent to various Army posts in France, leaving
only seven nurses and the civilian employees, who were
placed on duty with Base Hospital No. 34.
Base Hospital No. 38 was under construction less than
five miles from Base Hospital No. 34, and in a short time
was ready for occupancy. In July 1918, the male personnel
of Base Hospital No. 38 arrived at St. Naziare, France, and
proceeded to the Grand Blatereau, Nantes, France, to complete and prepare the hospital as quickly as possible, as
there was urgent need for additional hospital facilities to care
for the sick and wounded. It was not until August 1918 that
the nursing and civilian personnel were relieved from duty
with Base Hospital No. 34 and transferred to Base Hospital
No. 38, the permanent base for the period of the war.
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The nurses immediately reported for duty on the wards,
assumed charge of the operating rooms, the dietitian taking
charge of the diet kitchen , the civilian employees in the office, and the necessary adjustment made to the new
surroundings.
At this time the weather was quite warm, the enemy using
deadly gases, with much bombing and shelling. Consequently the hospital was filled with the sick and wounded .
The nursing personnel of Base Hospital No. 11, arrived at
their Base and some of its nurses were transferred to Base
Hospital No. 38 for duty. Splendid and constant work was
accomplished by the nurses during long hours of duty, with
untiring devotion, always ready to help alleviate the terrible
suffering of the soldiers. This excellent work continued until
the Armistice was signed November 11 , 1918.
When the Armistice was consummated, the Americans felt
their work was completed and their one endeavor was to
return to the United States. Dissatisfaction arose because
real work had ceased and the vast majority were awaiting
orders to return home. To adjust conditions, orders were issued to recall, detach and evacuate as rapidly as conditions
and facilities permitted. Hospital teams were returned to
Bases; the sick and wounded who were able to travel, were
transported rapidly to army hospitals in the United States. In
March 1919, orders were received for the nurses attached
to Base Hospital No. 38 to be prepared to return to the United
States.
Thirty-eight nurses left the Grand Blatereau , Nantes,
France, and proceeded to LaBoule, France, remaining there
about one week. From there they proceeded to Brest,
France, and on the following morning embarked on the S.S.
Harrisburg . After a rough voyage of ten days they landed in
Hoboken, N.J., March 19, 1919. The nurses were stationed
in New York for about three days, and then were honorably
discharged from the Army and returned to their respective
homes.
During the absence of Clara Melville, Nora E. Shoemaker
was elected Acting Directress of Nurses. The noble and unfaltering work at Jefferson Hospital was accomplished amid
hard and strenuous conditions. The terrible ravages of the
influenza epidemic claimed by death five student nurses.
Many of the nurses were off duty each day by reason of
illness. It was almost impossible to secure adequate nursing
care . The epidemic claimed hundreds, placing the entire
country in a general chaotic condition.
Upon the return to the United States of those engaged in
military services, Miss Melville again assumed her former
position as Directress of the Training School. Miss Shoemaker, Acting Directress of Nurses, had in the meantime
offered her services to the American Red Cross to do relief
work in Siberia. Upon Miss Melville's return , Miss Shoemaker resigned and proceeded to Siberia.
So many changes had taken place during the period of
the war that considerable readjustment was necessary to
return to former conditions. This required much time and
energy and a clearer vision than ever before to cope with
and meet the existing situation. A feeling of unrest and dissatisfaction prevailed on every side and the reason offered
was "Owing to the war the country can expect nothing other
than prevailing conditions". Finally, more normal conditions
prevailed,
people
again
assuming
their
former
responsibilities .
Business had taken on new aspects, and living conditions
had changed . In place of houses, as formerly, apartments

were in demand, and as a result hospitals in times of illness
were in greater demand . More beds for ward patients, and
an additional number of rooms for private patients were required. This problem, together with the necessity of increasing the number of students in the Training School of Nurses,
again confronted the Board of Trustees of the Hospital.
The Board of Trustees decided to raze the building located
at Clifton and Sansom Streets, (used as a nurses' home and
formerly the first hospital building of Jefferson) and erect a
sixteen story building on the site, now the Samuel Gustine
Thompson Annex. It was proposed to use part of this building
as dormitories for nurses, the remaining portion to be used
for private patients.
The nurses were moved from the residence , 1020 Sansom
Street, to the Hotel Irving, located on the north side of Walnut
Street and immediately east of Tenth Street, on July 18,
1922. The razing of the old building was started July 20,
1922. Some of the staff nurses were moved from the Hotel
Irving to 1029 Walnut Street on August 12, 1922, and student
nurses moved to 1012, 1014 and 1016 Spruce Street August
14 and 15, 1922. During the time the day nurses occupied
space in the Hotel Irving, the house at 1014 Spruce Street
was opened and occupied by the night nurses.
After the nurses were located and settled at 1012, 1014,
1016 and 1018 Spruce Street and the Samuel Gustine
Thompson Annex was under construction , the Board of
Trustees decided that it would be inadvisable to establish the
nurses' residence in the hospital building. The yard space in
the rear of the Spruce Street property was utilized to erect
the first section of the proposed plan for a new nurses' residence. Plans were drawn by Stone and Webster Company.
Jefferson, along with other hospitals in Philadelphia, was
in great need of a convalescent home for men where such
care could be provided in keeping with the financial ability
of the patient. Mr. and Mrs. Alba B. Johnson in 1915 presented to the Jefferson Hospital for this purpose a tract of
land and a house, to be known as "lvycroft", located near
Wayne , Pennsylvania. This project required the services of
a nurse to act as superintendent. Miss Katherine Strohmaier,
a Jefferson graduate nurse, was selected as the person qualified to fill this position. In June, 1917, the dedicatory exercises were held amid a large gathering of interested people.
The building of the first section of the residence for nurses,
on Spruce Street between Tenth and Eleventh Streets, was
started in October 1924, and was ready for occupancy May
15, 1925. The building has a capacity of ninety single rooms,
hot and cold running water in each room and with a large
closet. It was well equipped with comfortable beds, chairs,
desks, dresser, reading lamp, rugs, wall cabinet and every
convenience to make the student comfortable. While this
new section was under course of erection, houses at 226
and 228 South Seventh Street were occupied by some of
the nurses until the completion of the building in 1925. These
houses were used only from October 1924 to May 1925.
Not having adequate classroom space and with constant
changes in methods used to instruct nurses which required
enlarged and better facilities with more modern equipment,
two new laboratories were added , one for instruction in dietetics and one for chemistry. The increased classroom
space was made available for nursing instruction by the
Dean of the Medical School, Dr. Ross V. Patterson.
New equipment was added to the demonstration rooms
and a laboratory for instruction in dietetics and also one for
chemistry was provided by Dean Patterson in the college
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building. Finding that additional space was needed to house
the student nurses, two additional floors, the seventh and
the eighth, were added to the first wing of the recently constructed nurses' residence, which increased the capacity of
the building by thirty rooms, making a total of one hundred
and twenty single rooms . This work, started in July 1926,
was completed for occupancy on September 15, 1926.
Formerly the Directress of Nurses was responsible for and
assisted in all the teaching of undergraduate nurses. The
trend of times and conditions necessitated changes in
Schools of Nursing. It became necessary to secure an Educational Director. Miss Nora E. Shoemaker (former teacher
and acting Directress of Nurses during Miss Melville's leave
of absence on account of the World War) was appointed in
September 1924, the first full time instructor of nurses in the
School of Nursing of the Jefferson Hospital.
The formal opening exercises of the Samuel Gustine
Thompson Annex were held in the Clinical Amphitheater of
the Annex on October 30, 1924. The private floors of this
new building were ready to receive patients on this date, with
Miss Emma P. Gillespie, previously sixth floor supervisor of
the General Hospital, as supervisor of all floors of private
rooms in the new building.
The maternity department of the hospital, located at 224
South Seventh Street since 1892, was moved to the third
floor of the Annex building in October, 1924, with Miss Sarah
J. Martin, a graduate of Jefferson, continuing as nurse-incharge.
The Clinical Amphitheater of the Hospital was opened for
operative clinics to medical students during March of 1925
with Miss Nora E. Smith, a graduate of Jefferson, as chief
clinic nurse.
Following the commencement exercises of the School of
Nursing on May 14, 1925, the guests were invited to inspect
the first section of the new residence for the nurses which
affords accommodations for one hundred and twenty nurses.
The Centennial Anniversary of the College was celebrated
by Alumni Day, held May 29, 1925. The entire hospital and
annex were thrown open to visitors. Friday morning the visitors arrived in large numbers and continued throughout the
day. During the afternoon the Jefferson Nurses Alumnae Association entertained visitors by serving tea on the roof garden of the fifteenth floor of the Samuel Gustine Thompson
Annex. Many of the older graduate nurses were present and
assisted in receiving the guests. The occasion afforded an
opportunity for many graduates to meet, after years of separation from their College and Hospital days and enjoy reminiscences of by-gone times. Everyone entered into the spirit
of the day to make a "welcome home coming " which was
an outstanding success, marking admirably the hundredth
anniversary of the birth of Jefferson.
A smallpox scare raged in Philadelphia in the Spring of
1925. Miss Elizabeth Steward was nurse-in-charge of the
Accident Ward, where so many patients applied for vaccination that the space could not accommodate them and a temporary dispensary at 1029 Walnut Street was used. In about
seven days over forty · thousand persons had been
vaccinated .
The Bronchoscopic Department on the fourth floor of the
Samuel Gustine Thompson Annex under the direction of Dr.
Chevalier Jackson, Bronchoscopist, was opened to receive
patients in September 1926. Miss Angele Piquenais, a Jefferson graduate, was appointed nurse-in-charge of the
department.

In September 1928, an affiliation between the Pennsylvania Hospital for Nervous and Mental Diseases and the
Jefferson Medical College Hospital School of Nursing for the
training of male nurses was granted by the Board of Trustees
of the Hospital, for a period of eleven months for practical
work; three months of surgical, three months medicine, two
months operating room, two months genito-urinary and one
month dispensary. Three students were admitted to the
course and a graduate male nurse had charge of the genitourinary cases in the private building and also supervised the
work of the male student nurses.
In September 1929, Miss Fern Nunemaker was elected a
teacher in the Principles and Practice of Nursing and an
assistant instructor.
After thirty years of devoted and enthusiastic service, Miss
Sara J. Martin, chief nurse, severed her connections with
the Maternity Department in November 1930.
Early in the history of the School of Nursing, in order to
further promote interest, awards had been made to nurses
for excellency in their work. Because much dissatisfaction
arose regarding these awards, the award of prizes was
discontinued.
In May 1931, Mrs. Joseph Walker Wear in memory of her
father, the late Hon. William Potter, a former President of the
Board of Trustees of Jefferson Medical College for more than
thirty-five years, established an award consisting of twentyfive dollars and a specially designed gold medal, bearing the
head of Thomas Jefferson, to the member of the graduating
class attaining the highest average in the senior examinations. This award is presented each year and is known as
the William Potter Memorial Prize.
The Curtis Clinic was erected to provide care for all deserving ambulatory patients, the out-patient department having outgrown the space allotted to it in the General Hospital
building. In this building three floors have been set aside to
be used as classrooms for student nurses of the training
school. In September 1931 , these rooms were ready for occupancy. On the twelfth floor is the assembly room , having
a seating capacity of one hundred and seventy-five, a motion
picture booth, picture screen, desk, adjustable blackboards
and cabinets. The lighting arrangement is excellent, the daylight is seldom so dull as to require artificial lighting. Seats
are arranged in elevation, making vision to the front of the
room very clear. An Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory is
provided with excellent equipment in the way of models,
charts, specimens and every facility for the teaching of the
subject.
On the eleventh floor is located the demonstration room
containing beds, bedside tables, Chase doll and infant,
blackboards, screens for motion pictures, a model bathroom
for practice, a large closet containing set-up trays for the
various forms of treatment and also the linen necessary for
the demonstrations. There is a closet containing a supply of
rubber goods and other surgical supplies to teach the student the necessary care required in the preservation of such
supplies. Folding doors between classrooms and demonstration rooms can be closed to provide a classroom only, or
opened into one large demonstration room for instruction in
the Principles and Practice of Nursing.
A splendidly equipped science laboratory used for teaching chemistry and bacteriology is on the eleventh floor. Microscopes are kept in specially provided closets for safety.
Tables for microscopes, individual equipment for each student nurse, blackboards, desks for instructor, sterilizers, in-
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The dedicatory exercises of the Curtis Clinic, the outpatient building, were held at 11 A.M. on Thursday, December 17, 1931 . James M. Willcox, a member of the Board of
Trustees, presided. The portrait of Cyrus H. K. Curtis was
presented to the hospital by Dr. P. Brooke Bland. Alba B.
Johnson, President of the Board of Trustees, received the
portrait and Mr. Curtis responded with a short address expressing appreciation of the opportunity to contribute to such
a worthy cause as the foundation of the Curtis Clinic.
Through the kindness and generosity of a friend of Dr.
Ross V. Patterson, Dean of the Jefferson Medical College,
the Charlotte Cushman Club property at 101 0 Spruce Street,
with its furniture , was purchased in 1931 and presented to
the hospital to be used as a residence for the staff nurses of
the hospital. The building has a large double reception room
beautifully furnished , a dining room , with a seating capacity
of sixty, a spacious kitchen , and sleeping accommodations
for about forty persons. Before possession of the property
had been secured some of the furniture , especially in the
reception room , was removed by the Charlotte Cushman
Club and this has been replaced with new furniture similar
to that removed , by Mrs. John C. Martin. An entrance was
made in the hallway between 1010 Spruce Street and 1012
Spruce Street, giving access to all buildings from the inside.
The Nurses' Commencement in 1932 brought an additional award of merit. The Jefferson Nurses' Alumnae Prize
of twenty-five dollars was awarded to the nurse attaining
the highest average during the entire three years' course in
nursing.
The Jefferson Nurses' Alumnae Association held a reunion
of all the Jefferson graduates on April 21 , 1933. A full program was scheduled for the day. General inspection of hospital buildings, Curtis Clinic, nurses' classrooms, which
included special demonstrations in nursing procedures. In
the morning were given addresses followed by class lunch eons. A tea was served in the Nurses' Home, 1010 Spruce
Street, in the afternoon where many of the alumnae assembled and reminisced. The reunion was concluded by a recpeiton and dance, held in the assembly hall of the Jefferson
Medical College. Many of the older graduates responded,
enjoyed a thoroughly good time and hoped a homecoming
could be made an annual event of the commencement each
year.
On March 29, 1934, Dr. Ross V. Patterson , Dean of the
Jefferson Medical College, presented to the School of Nursing , a library consisting of twelve hundred books, mostly volumes of standard works. This was the beginning of a much
needed library in the nurses' residence. The rooms selected
for this purpose are located on the first floor of 1012 Spruce
Street, an ideal location for a library, spacious and suitably
furnished. The books are all catalogued in readiness for use.
Mrs. Charles M. Lea presented to the local Red Cross
Chapter a banner to stimulate interest in enrolling nurses in
the Red Cross Nursing Organization, to be awarded to the
school enrolling the largest number. According to the membership of the graduating class the school having the highest
percentage enrollment for the year would be awarded the
banner for one year and if that school succeeded in having
the highest enrollment for three consecutive years, it would
be awarded permanent ownership of the banner. The Jefferson Medical College Hospital School of Nursing succeeded
in retaining the banner for three consecutive years, hence
the final home of the Red Cross Banner in 1934.
At the Commencement exercises held in May 1935, the

cubators are among the facilities found in the well lighted
laboratory.
Another classroom is located on the tenth floor and is used
for the theoretical and practical teaching of Materia Medica
to classes divided into sections. The equipment consists of
a double blackboard , screen for motion pictures, and two
large closets for the storage of drugs and supplies. Adjacent
to this room is a dietetics laboratory equipped with combination desk and table with seat attached, a sink with hot and
cold running water, two gas plates and a complete set of
cooking utensils for each of twenty students. A colony of
four gas ovens serves the entire group. Other equipment
consists of a blackboard, desk for instructor, colored nutrition
charts, food models, specimens of foods, flavoring agents
and other necessary household equipment.
The reference library and study room , with the instructor's
office adjoining , is also located on the tenth floor. This office
is equipped with desks, typewriters , filing cabinets, bulletin
board, mineograph machine and all facilities required for a
well regulated office. The reference library and study room
has afforded unexcelled facilities to the students, in that
there are found many books containing valuable information
on the various subjects pertaining to nursing. Comfortable
chairs and tables have been provided . A large magazine
stand contains all the latest medical and professional magazines. Smaller cases are used to store magazines and periodicals to be kept in readiness to be bound and preserved
for future use. A bulletin board contains class schedules and
other important notices.
The needs of the student are amply provided for. There is
a large closet with deep shelves where she can deposit her
wrap and books during the hours she is attending classes.
Lavatories on the tenth and eleventh floors and drinking
fountains on the tenth , eleventh and twelfth floors are
provided .
The classrooms are splendidly located and have good ventilation , sunshine and ample lighting facilities. Artificial lighting is required only on an exceptional dark day or in the very
short winter season.
Through the interest of Dr. Ross V. Patterson, Dean of
the Jefferson Medical College, it was made possible for the
School of Nursing to have excellent modernized teaching
facilities and equipment.
With the changes in the trend of nursing education, and
the employment of an additional number of the graduate
nurses as full or part time instructors, a serious problem had
to be met. In the Fall of 1931 the small remuneration allotted
to each student per month was discontinued and this sum
used in the employment of graduate nurses to supplant the
student having charge of the wards ; relieving the student
of the responsibility of the ward and assuring her of the
opportunity to attend classes. A deposit of twenty-eight dollars was charged the student to defray expenses of books,
laboratory equipment, thermometers , breakage, etc. At this
time a special fund was created whereby all books were
furnished the student nurses and paid from the fund. This
amount, however, did not meet the expenses and in September 1931 , the amount was raised from twenty-eight to fifty
dollars.
In November 1931 , the Curtis Clinic was opened to receive
patients. Miss Marguerite Barnett, a graduate of the Training
School of the Jefferson Medical College Hospital was placed
in charge of the nursing and housekeeping personnel , each
clinic having a graduate nurse in charge.
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Adaline Potter Wear Memorial Prize of a gold medal and
twenty-five dollars was established, to be awarded to the
graduate nurse attaining the highest average in the Principles and Practice of Nursing. Mrs. Wear had been associated
with the Jefferson Medical College and Hospital and was an
interested and untiring worker for the hospital during her entire life. She gave of her time and possessions to help the
less fortunate who had suffered from illness. The family of
Mrs. Wear established this prize to commemorate her devotion and untiring efforts on behalf of the hospital and its
patients.
In the forty-five years since the founding of the School of
Nursing it has progressed steadily. The students have had
excellent opportunities of serving in all departments of the
hospital. Educational facilities have been afforded the student nurse in accordance with the growth of the institution.
Since the founding of the School of Nursing to 1936, thirteen hundred and nineteen nurses have been graduated and
have given service in every country of the world . Jefferson
nurses have been successful in all phases of work in the
nursing field open to the graduate nurse. In any wars, calamities or disasters that have occurred, the graduates of Jefferson always have cheerfully responded to the call of the City,
State or Country. In the Pennsylvania flooded area of the
Spring of 1936, ten nurses responded immediately upon the
call for help to give temporary relief in the various stricken
districts.
May the work of the School of Nursing of Jefferson Hospital continue to be carried on with the same devotion, ideals
and enthusiasm as it was conducted by those in the past,
thus increasing its accomplishments and hold its place
among the outstanding schools of nursing in the country.

. Toward the end of the decade war clouds were gathering
m Europe. Germany invaded Poland and Nazi tanks cut
France in half and the Battle of Britain was begun . President
Roosevelt declared a national emergency and inaugurated
a national defense program. The Japanese bombed Pearl
Harbor on December 7, 1941 and the United States was at
war not only with Japan , but also with Germany and Italy,
joining her allies- England and France.
In 1940, Dr. Baldwin L. Keyes , Colonel in the U.S. Army
Reserves, and formerly Commanding Officer of Jefferson's
Base Hospital, No. 38, in WWI was asked to recruit and
organize doctors and nurses to staff a 1000 bed Army
Hospital.
Dr. Keyes complied and on the afternoon of December 7
1941 , reported to Washington that the Jefferson Hospital
Unit was ready for active duty. The unit was activated and
left Philadelphia on May 15, 1942.
So many graduate nurses had volunteered to join the 38th
Hospital that the bulk of patient care was performed by the
student nurses.
Student enrollment had increased to 347 by 1945. A major
factor was the creation of the Cadet Nurse Corps. If necessary these nurses would spend the last six months of their
program in the military service.
Miss Shoemaker resigned in June 1943. Her successor
was Miss Ethel Hopkins who remained until 1944. She was
succeeded by Miss Margaret Jackson who kept that position
until1947. Miss Katherine Childs was appointed in 1947 and
resigned in 1953.
Each of these directors made changes in the curriculum
and the overall program which improved and strengthened
it. When Miss Childs tendered her resignation in June 1953,
she recommended to Dr. Hayward Hamrick, Medical Director, that Miss Mabel Prevost be appointed to replace her.
Miss Prevost was appointed to the position and although
Miss Childs offered to stay until September, Dr. Hamrick felt
that a two-week orientation would be sufficient.
In her orientation, Miss Childs told of her efforts to submit
an application for accreditation of the School by the National
League for Nursing (NLN). The Board of Trustees felt that
the approval of the State Board of Nurse Examiners was all
that was necessary.
When the nurse instructor in the basic sciences resigned
three weeks before the new class was to report, Miss Prevost asked that she be permitted to seek the support of
the Medical College professors. She approached Dr. George
Bennett, Dean of the Medical College and asked if the Col-

*This manuscript was placed in the hands of the Medical Director
Dr. H. K. Mohler by Miss Melville a fortnight before her death.
'

Many changes in the School took place after the death of
Miss Clara Melville in 1937. Some were due to changes in
the School 's program and some reflected the changes in the
world.
Miss Nora Shoemaker, Educational Director, was promoted to the position of Director, School of Nursing and
Nursing Service. She held this post until June 1942. Signifi cant to her term as Director was the greater emphasis on
the curriculum of the programs rather than the utilization of
students for service to the patients in the Hospital. During
her tenure, a social service course was added to the curriculum and an affiliation with the Pennsylvania Hospital for Mental and Nervous Diseases was arranged.
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lege professors in the basic sciences would teach the incoming class . Although these professors were reluctant to teach
high school rather than college graduates they agreed to
help until a nurse instructor was employed . After teaching
Anatomy, Physiology and Microbiology for a short-time, all
of the professors expressed a willingness to continue their
teaching. They became strong supporters of the School of
Nursing, participating in Faculty Meetings and in other activities of the student. When the time came to teach Chemistry
and Pharmacology there was no objection, and two more
College professors joined the Faculty. The professors joining
the Faculty was a strong point in Jefferson's favor in its struggle for NLN accreditation .
The issue of NLN accreditation of the School was discussed in depth with the entire Faculty and it was unanimously agreed that an application for a review of the
program be submitted. All believed that the weaknesses of
the program would negate approval and cited poor housing
facilities, too few well prepared faculty members and the
use of students for patient service beyond the needs of the
educational program.
Dr. Hamrick was acquainted with the faculties evaluation
and advised that until the School was refused accreditation
the Board of Trustees would not believe that Jefferson's
School was not among the best in the Nation. He invited the
Director to attend the next meeting of the Board .
After discussing the educational program , its strengths
and weaknesses with the Trustees, Miss Prevost and Dr.
Hamrick invited the members on a tour of the student's living
accommodations. Trudging up flights of stairs from the 1st
to 4th floor of the residence on Spruce Street, the Trustees
agreed that the housing was not suitable and was inadequate and unsatisfactory.
Permission was given to submit a request for a survey of
the School by the NLN. The first application for a review of
the School of Nursing was submitted to the NLN in 1954.
To relieve the crowding of students in the residence, sometimes assigning 4-6 students in a room , the Quaker House
at 15th and Cherry Streets was leased by Jefferson. This
was to accommodate the preclinical student. Buses would
be provided for the transportation to and from the Hospital.
This move allowed more space for the second and third year
student and all 4th floor rooms were vacated.
During this time plans were made for a new student residence to be erected at 11th and Walnut Streets which was a
large parking area. The Building Committee had representation from the student body, the Faculty, Nurses' Alumnae
Association, Administration and Board of Trustees. The
plans provided for semi-private rooms , shower rooms and
bathrooms with a sitting room-kitchen on each floor. The
building was air-conditioned. A large basement recreation
room provided a snack bar, with refrigerator and stove, a
piano, games, and tables and chairs .
Four housemothers were accommodated with comfortable
rooms on the first floor, as well as a beautiful formal , comfortable living room where students could visit with their guests.
For the first time all students would be living in one building.
The building was named the James Martin Student Nurses
Residence , and it was completed and occupied in 1959.
In accordance with the requirements of the State Board of
Nurse Examiners, an Advisory Committee to the School of
Nursing was established. The first Chairman was Dr. Baldwin
L. Keyes. Mrs. Charlotte Moore Burt '29 was appointed as
Secretary. The purpose of the Committee was to advise and

assist the School as to its program, in relation to financial
with enrollment and scholarship funds and recruitment. Mrs.
Burt was a member of the Womens' Board and Chairman
of the Women 's Board's School of Nursing Department. Dr.
Keyes later resigned and was succeeded by Mr. Revelle
Brown , Trustee. Through this organization both the Board of
Directors and the Women 's Board were kept informed of the
School's goals and needs. The Women 's Board provided
many amenities for the students and the School. After Dr.
Rightor's death, the Women 's Board purchased the roses for
the "Rose Arch " at Commencement.
The School was surveyed by the NLN Accrediting Board
in 1955, but as was suspected many weaknesses in the
program were pointed out, which had to be corrected before
applying for another survey. The visitors commended however, the changes in the educational programs which had
been made and the increased number of qualified faculty.
They were pleased with the plans for the new residence.
The Faculty was encouraged and attributed the performances on State Board examinations to the changes which
had been made. The members of the class of 1956 had all
passed Board examinations with flying colors. This was the
first class to do so in recent years .
Dr. Hamrick died in 1957 and his Assistant Director, Dr.
Ellsworth R. Browneller was appointed to fill his position by
the Board of Trustes. Dr. Browneller was the first administrator to have had formal , postgraduate training in Medical Administration. He supported the efforts of the Administration
and Faculty to obtain National Accreditation of the School of
Nursing and started to make changes in the Hospital prior to
applying for accreditation by the Joint Committee on Hospital
Accreditation.
The School of Nursing was revisited and further changes
were recommended while commending the Faculty for
changes already made.
Miss Prevost and Miss Bowman were asked to visit NLN
headquarters in New York. Admiral Kauffman , President of
Jefferson , asked Dr. Browneller to interrupt his vacation in
Florida and to attend the meeting . After another in-depth
discussion between Jefferson's representatives and the NLN
Board, a return visit was scheduled.
The NLN recommendation for further changes in the educational program were discussed among faculty members
and several changes were made. In late 1959 the Administration received word that the program at Jefferson was approved and Jefferson's name would be listed as a NLN
accredited program for a period of six years- the maximum
time period. In 1959, Jefferson's School of Nursing Program
was on the NLN list.
Dr. Browneller made administrative changes in the Nursing Department providing the Assistant Administrator a Director of Nursing Education and a Director of Nursing
Service. He promoted the Director of the School of Nursing
and Nursing Service to the position of Assistant Hospital
Director. Miss Doris Bowman elected to stay with the School
as Director. The position of Director of Nursing Service was
filled later by Miss Elizabeth Sweeney. Both directors reported to the Assistant Hospital Director. Miss Prevost was
therefore administratively responsible for the School of Nursing until 1969 when the School became a Department of the
newly established College of Allied Health Sciences. This
organization of Hospital Nursing Department was the first in
the Delaware Valley. Within a year, similar changes were
being made in several hospitals.
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In the Hospital, staffing became even more of a problem.
In 1963 plans to start a School of Practical Nursing became
a reality. Miss Elizabeth Sweeney was transferred to the
position of Director, School of Practical Nursing. The plans
for curriculum and bedside nursing for a one year program
was offered by the State Board of Nurse Examiners in 1964.
This program was also tranferred to the College of Allied
Health Sciences in 1969. The graduates of this program from
the beginning maintained 100% passing of State Board Examinations on a first try.
While much time and effort were spent in improving the
educational quarters of the School of Nursing, the students
had many recreational advantages. Student government
was organized in 1945. Through this organization appeals
for more time off and one late pass each week were granted.
At this time a student council was also elected. In 1944 the
eight-hour day became a reality.
A basketball team was organzied in 194 7. This was a popular recreation and the team and cheerleaders won many
championships . The Student Choral group practiced and
sang not only at Jefferson, but also planned visits to nursing
homes. A gift from Mrs. Mabel Myrin of the Women 's Board
provided a hobby room , taking in one-half of the eighth floor
of the residence. Sewing machines, typewriters and other
relaxing games were used by the students. In 1968 Jefferson
Alumni Hall was opened and student nurses were permitted
to use its many facilities, not the least of these , a large swimming pool.
In 1965, the American Nurses' Association (ANA) published a document, the "ANA Position Paper," that had farreaching effect on Schools of Nursing - it stated that basic,
professional nurse education should take place in establishments of higher learning. In this the NLN agreed.
With the opening of the Baccalaureate Program in 1972
and the existing Practical Nurse program, hospital facilities
for clinical practice became overburdened. In the 1970s a
policy was adopted in favor of accepting married students,
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and the first male students were admitted in 1973. In August
1975 the School 's Administrative Staff and Faculty moved to
newly renovated and more spacious offices in the Health
Sciences Building (Edison) from its former cramped offices
in the Martin Residence. Classrooms were also transferred.
From 1976 there was a consistent decline in enrollment.
This was in spite of stepped up recruitment efforts. After
much soul-searching and efforts to consider all aspects of
the School relative to its present status and future, the Faculty on March 22, 1979, resolved by consensus to recommend to the Dean of the College of Allied Health Sciences
that the School be phased out over a three-year period, with
the last class to be graduated in June, 1982. Dean Abrams
accepted the proposal, and it was later endorsed by the University Board of Trustees.
On June 10, 1982, the last class (38 members) wound its
way under the traditional Arch of Roses to join over 5,000
previous graduates. The joy of this occasion was somewhat
marred by the realization that this was the end of one of the
finest Schools of Nursing in the Country. Doris E. Bowman
who had served for 24 years as Director, retired later that
year and became Emeritus Professor of Nursing. The Class
of 1980 honored her with a presentation of her portrait to
the University. Also the history of the School of Nursing, A
Commitment to Excellence (1982) was dedicated to her.
The "spirit" lives on and is destined to survive for many
years. Over 300 graduates faithfully return each year to the
Annual Alumni Luncheon. They all sing the praises of "Dear
Old Jefferson" and the deep respect they have for the program they experienced - a program always committed to
excellence.
The above article (from 1937 to 1982) was authored by
Miss Mabel C. Prevost and Margaret Summers. It represents
information from records of many graduates, plus excerpts
from A Commitment to Excellence and Dr. Wagner's book,
Thomas Jefferson University Tradition and Heritage.

"A CHILD'S VIEW
OF GRANDMOM AND GRANDPOP"

The first eighty years are the hardest. The second eighty,
so far as my experience goes, are a succession of birthday
parties. Everybody wants to carry your baggage and help
you up the steps. If you forget somebody's name or fail to
fulfill an appointment, or promise to be at two or three places
at a time, or spell words wrong - you can explain that you
are eighty.
Being eighty is a great deal better than being sixty-five or
seventy. When you are sixty-five people expect you to retire
to a little house in Florida and become a discontented, grumbling, limping, 'has been .' But if you survive until eighty,
everyone is surprised that you can still walk and talk above
a whisper. They are even surprised if you reveal signs of
lucid intervals.
At seventy people are mad at you for everything; but at
eighty, ah, they forgive you for everything! If you ask me
"Life begins at Eighty! "

A grandmom is a lady who has no children of her own, so
she likes other people's kids. A grandpop is a man
grandmom. He likes to go on walks with kids and they talk
about fishing and things like that.
Grandmoms don 't have to do anything except be there .
They're old so they shouldn 't play hard or run. They let us
ride the "pretend horse" at K-Mart and have plenty of quarters ready. They take us on slow walks and always stop for
things like caterpillars and pretty leaves. They never, ever
say, "HURRY UP!.''
They don 't have to be smart, only answer questions like,
" Why do dogs hate cats ?" "How come God isn't married?."
They don't talk baby talk like visitors do, because it's hard to
understand. When they read to us, they don 't skip or mind if
it is the same story again.
Everybody should try to have one, because grandmoms
and grandpops are the only grownups who have got time.

submitted by Frances B. Crossan, '27
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THE FUTURE OF NURSING
college is a basic course for further study for the physician.
It is now time to begin specialized training that will fit you for
greater things to come.
I believe the nursing professiosn will sooner or later be a
group of nursing specialists. You will all have eight-hour duty
and group nursing . This is bound to come . It will be up to
you now to decide how these changes are to be effected.
The old ideas of more or less continuous duty and every
nurse being called to any patient will be a thing of the past.
Specialized nursing calls for higher salary, but this should
also mean continuous study and higher education of the
nurse. Your salaries should be commensurate with a high
standard of living and be governed in some way by your
qualifications. Those of you who prefer will be supervisors
and educators.
No doubt most of you will sooner or later be married, but
with eight-hour duty and group nursing the married nurse will
have a greater opportunity to continue with her profession .
You have great opportunities for placing your acts indelibly
on the nursing profession and I wish you luck.

When the decision was made by each of you to enter nursing
it was fundamentally activated by a desire for service. This
desire must continue after graduation, if you are to succeed.
In the future, as never before, will the opportunity for nurses
to fulfill this desire for service be ever present. Each graduating class has certain duties and obligations to the nursing
profession and the public. This class graduating as it does
at a time when there is turmoil in the entire world has considerably more responsibility than others.
Your profession is in a stage of transition . Graduate nurses
are in great demand for the armed forces and for civilian
duty. Many changes are being instituted to cope with this
demand. It will be your responsibility to see that these
changes are made so that your profession maintains its high
standards. The demand for nursing service has been so
great that volunteers have been recruited to help care for the
sick. I believe the nurses' aides are here to stay, whether as
volunteers or as paid help. The supervision and education
of these aides will be your duty.
Your education has been general in this special field for
women. The general training you have received in the nursing school is necessary. There are some who feel there is
too much theory; however, the theoretical and the practical
must go together to form a well-rounded course. The training
course serves as a basis for further study, just as medical

Adolph Walkling , M.D.
From the 1944 NOSOKOMOS -The year book was dedicated to Dr. Walkling , the above was his address to the Class
of 1944.

Nursing Education at Jefferson
"A Century of Excellence"
mittee made the final choice and a display was set up in one
of the conference rooms in Jeff Hall for Friday night and
Saturday. The nurses and significant others who saw the
display were delighted. Included were manikins dressed in
student uniforms from the 1890's, 1930-40, and the final uniform worn by the class of 1982.
The Gala was truly that. There was a receiving line: President of the Alumni Association , Dr. Alice C. Boehret; Chairman of the Baccalaureate Program, Dr. Pamela Watson ;
Associate Executive Director of Nursing, Mary Ann McGinley, and Dean of the College of Allied Health, Dr. Lawrence
Abrams. At the entrance to the dining room were arches of
Red Roses, which were traditional at the School of Nursing
Graduations.
At each place at dinner was a commemorative booklet
giving a brief resume of the History of Nursing Education at
Jefferson , and a few notes about the accomplishments of
graduates. Dinner was excellent and it was followed by dancing and general visiting with friends and classmates who
were in attendance.
As the guests left, each was given a poster, a fine collage
of memories of nursing at Jefferson (see photo on page 24).

In March of 1990, Dr. Pamela Watson , Chairman of the
Department of Nursing Education convened a meeting to
plan for the one hundreth anniversary of Nursing Education
at Jefferson. Honorary Chairmen for the Committee were
Mabel C. Prevost, Dr. Watson , and Mary Ann McGinley, Associate Executive Director/Director of Nursing.
The responsibilities for chairing the committee was shared
by a representative from the College of Allied Health, and a
nurse representative from the hospital. The total committee
was comprised of sixteen members of which two were non
nurses. Five were members of the Alumni Board of Directors.
Although the first meeting was expected to be exploratory,
much was accomplished. The Motto (slogan) was agreed
upon and a number of events were suggested: A Distinguished Lecture, Research Poster Presentation, Display of
Memorabilia, Alumni Newsletter, Souvenir Booklet, Poster,
and a Black Tie Gala. Committees were assigned for each
event and everyone began to work to make this an event to
remember.
The Gala was to be held the Friday night before our luncheon which was to be the jewel in the crown . The gala committee brought to the whole group bids from decorating rental
firms , and menus from caterers. Prices were agreed and
plans were simplified to be elegant and tasteful.
The Archives were searched for pictures and artifacts of
early nursing at Jefferson . The members of the Archive com-

Dr. Alice C. Boehret
President, Nurses Alumni Association
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SCHOOL HEALTH
20 YEARS
AGO
TODAY
Twenty years ago when our youngest son started school, 1
started school too. No, I wasn 't the biggest "kid " in sixth
grade, I was the school nurse.
Twenty years ago I'm sure our friends were taking "dibs"
whether or not our marriage would survive, because back
then few mothers of young children worked outside the
home- today, probably the majority do- not by choice ,
but because they have to maintain a certain standard of
living.
Twenty years ago day care centers, or nursery schools as
they were called then were often a status symbol. Today
they are a necessity.
Twenty years ago "seems like yesterday " (I remember
people my age saying the same thing back then), but it's
true , and I've been around long enough to see patterns and
changes and I'm old enough now that I've developed some
pretty strong opinions about our children 's lives and their
future.
Twenty years ago sick children were kept home with mom .
Today many are sent to school sick because no one is
home to take care of them, so the nurse tries to make the
students comfortable at school so parents won't have to
leave work early - and with the economic hardships forecast for the future we'll see even more truly sick children
coming to school. Hard times have alr~ady hit our county.
One family has a father and mother both layed off from local
employers.
Twenty years ago it was easy for the school nurse to recognize sick children. They appeared flushed , had a runny
nose, looked "bleary-eyed ," and had a high fever.
Today we see truly sick children with vague viral symptoms , such as headache and stomach ache, who look perfectly fine and have no elevated temperature.
Twenty years ago when a child came to the health office
with a bloody nose the nurse took some tissues and applied
pressure. Now we're told to put rubber gloves on first as a
precautionary measure due to the onset of AIDS!
Twenty years ago we saw children with teeth that were in
bad condition. Toothaches and abscesses were one of the
most common complaints in the health office.
Today, rarely do we see a child with a toothache. Thanks
to the "freebies " given to school children by toothpaste manufacturers and the health education done by the teachers
and school nurses (and the good dental hygiene at home),
"green teeth " are a thing of the past. Cumberland County
also has the use of the mobile dental office where all our
children can receive totally free care during school time.
Now one of the most common complaints of young children are earaches. Thank Goodness for audiometers and
otoscopes for school nurses can pick up the problem right
away and send the children off to the family doctor for immediate care . We see fewer children with tubes now and hope
that our early diagnoses are helping reduce the number of
tubes inserted into the school age child.
Twenty years ago asthma was still a relatively misunderstood childhood disease. Children were blamed for causing
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their own breathing problems. I recall when my father took
me to a local doctor on South Second Street with an asthma
attack (mom couldn 't take me because my brother or sister
had just been born) . The doctor's office was very crowded
and we waited forever so it seemed and by the time it was
my turn, the attack had subsided and I could breath. The
doctor chided me as if I deliberately brought on my own
attack taking my busy father away from his business and
family.
Today, there is an alarming increase in death of our school
age children due to asthma, and asthma is the number one
reason for school absence. Over the past twenty years, hospitalizations for asthma has incresed over 200 percent for
children.
Twenty years ago the medications were harsh (your heart
felt as if it would come out of your chest) and you didn't
understand why everyone else could go out to play in the
snow but you became asthmatic.
Today the children well understand their illness, many
have inhalers and know who to use them and most are even
able to participate in Physical Education. A local allergist
now sends out a newsletter and is participating in asthma
research, asking for input from school nurses.
Twenty years ago, I covered four schools and even managed to visit all classrooms with a health lesson or two.
Today, I find it difficult to leave the health office because
of the ever increasing number of children who visit and because of state mandated requirements. Do children visit because they are troubled? - or in trouble? - because they
need to talk? - or have been abused? - or are they really
sick? It takes time to figure out the problem - and it is
stressful because you know children really belong in the
classroom and you worry that you may have overlooked
something by sending them back.
Twenty years ago child abuse was common . The repeated
black eye - the cigarette burn - the unexplained absence
from school- the "I fell " story- the dirty and poorly clothed
student.
Today that type of abuse is down thanks to T.V. and other
types of education. But now we see the young child who is
left alone - the one who sees "cigarettes" being rolled "white stuff" going into noses - and even the use of needles, and many live in a home where alcohol is a severe
problem. It remains the number one drug abused in our
country. When a child is repeatedly late for school or absent
with no excuse we wonder what was wrong with the parent- not the student!
Twenty years ago child sexual abuse was almost unheard
of. Children didn't know it was okay to tell - that it wasn't
their fault.
Today we see many cases of reported child sexual abuse.
Now our schools even have Child Assault Programs to teach
the children how to defend themselves. A few years ago we
had eight reported and confirmed cases of child sexual
abuse in two of our schools.
Twenty years ago we might see an occasional father who

was jailed for some wrong doing .
Today we have seen several of our children 's mothers
incarcerated .
Children see enough violence in their lives. I wish television would have more comedy shows. Children need to
laugh more. We're even seeing little ones in the health office
with injuries they inflict upon each other.
Twenty years ago when we registered children for kindergarten there was usually a mother and a father who were
married.
Today its common for our little ones to be registered with
only a mother in the home - or a male in the home who is
not the natural father. Schools are now not only permitted
but are encouraged to teach the morals of family unity. They
need to be told that a mother, a father, a child- make up a

We must be honest with them , we must tell them - that
even if they are poor that:
It's wrong to steal
It's wrong to sell or use drugs
It's wrong to murder - no lifestyle gives us that
excuse!
It's wrong to make a baby without a married mother
and father!
It's wrong to use children and babies as the receipt
for a monthly check!
Twenty years ago I was a young wife and mother entering
into an exciting new career- a job that was mine to develop
and change.
Today that same career is still challenging and still changing . But instead of the great hope I had for children , I find
myself worrying about their future- and ultimately my own.
When I saw the atrocities happening to the children in Romania, 1 was stunned and I couldn 't say - that was twenty
years ago because it happened today- in the 1990s. What
will happen to the "crack" babies as they enter school? Will
AIDS become even more virulent?!
I'd like to think that our children are tough - that they'll
survive. I can 't help but wonder what will happen to them
twenty years from now? ... and to their children twenty
years from then . . . and to their children ....

family!

Twenty years ago and many years before that, our ancestors came to America seeking a better life. They had large
families, worked hard and often were very poor. Housing
was often inadequate with not much furniture and maybe a
woodstove for heat - or little or no heat at all. But families
knew that with hard work (maybe two jobs) things would
probably be better. The children knew not to ask Santa for
toys because they just would not be there Christmas morning ; but they shared what they did receive - a piece of
fruit- a game or a puzzle - but they had the love of father
and mother- the gift of a family life, which helped make up
for their poverty.
Today society makes excuses for poverty. And I'm not talking about the working poor, I refer to the "deliberate" poor!
Those who can work but won't.
Many of our ancestors were poor but their children didn 't
break store windows running off with the goods.
They were cold and poorly clothed but they didn 't sell or
use drugs.
They were hungry but they didn't steal from others.
Their poverty didn 't give them an excuse to murder.
What are we doing to our children? Why do we deceive
them with our lies??!!

For your information :
June Dupnock, R.N., B.A.
Nurse (educator) at Mount Pleasant and Wood Schools
the last 21 years
R.N. from Jefferson Medical College Hospital School of
Nursing '57
B.A. in school nursing and health education from
Glassboro
Former Chairman of the Cumberland County Board of
Health
Currently serving second term as President of the Cumberland County School Nurses Association

The Decade Fund
perpetuate the scholarship assistance. The first recipient
never used the help, she did not enter the program. But, this
1990-91 year we had a School of Nursing Alumni Scholar.
She was a junior and will be eligible for assistance her senior
year. She has maintained a 3.64 GPA (B + or A - ) and because she has a family, needs aid. She writes enthusiastically about her personal growth as she moved thru the
nursing program.
The Nursing Service Department used our contribution as
"seed " money for several research projects in the practice
of nursing, an area which needs research . We do not know
the results of any of these projects as research is a slow
process. We hope to be able to give you reports from time
to time.
Our contribution has gone to further Nursing which is
good.

In 1984 the University launched a project to raise funds
for a variety of uses. The Alumni Association was asked to
contribute, and we did over the next five years . The amount
we gave amounted to $45,000.00. The Development Office
asked how we wished this money used.
Our Board of Directors indicated that the funds be equally
divided between the Nursing Service Department and Nursing Education . Dr. Pamela Watson , chairman of the Department of Baccalaureate Nursing , had asked the Alumni
Association for scholarship assistance for second career applicants. Nursing has become very attractive to older individuals who wish a career change. Many of these people are
police officers and teachers and they have responsibilities
for families, so assistance is extremely welcome.
The portion of the fund that was assigned to Nursing Education was divided into two ; half to be used immediately
and the other half to be invested so that the interest could
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nNews About And From Our
Graduates"

LINDA MRVICA LEE, '73. On May 22nd of this year Linda
was appointed Trauma Nurse Coordinator at Norwalk Hospi~al. Her chief responsibility includes setting up a trauma regIStry and developing a quality assurance program to monitor
the care of the injured patient. She is looking forward to
meeting the challenges of this new position. Linda plans on
vacationing at the Jersey shore with her children, Matthew
14, and Jessica 12. They are all looking forward to seeing
old fnends and relatives while enjoying the sun and sand.
Linda lives at 6 Walnut Avenue, Norwalk, Connecticut 06851 .
DR . RUTH ROBENS YORK, '57. Doctor York of Villanova
assistant professor of nursing at the University of Pennsyl ~
vama, was elected a fellow of the American Academy of
Nurses at its annual meeting in Charleston, South Carolina
on October 13, 1990. She was cited for her research in postpartum depression and PMS. Her current research focuses
on the results of early hospital discharge of newborns. Dr.
York received her baccalaureate degree from the University
of Pennsylvania and her doctorate from the Johnson postdoctorate research fellowship.
BARBARA GARTLAND CHANDLER, RN , CS, MS, '69.
Barbara has been named associate director of nursing at
West Jersey Hospital, Marlton, New Jersey. She received
her bachelor's and master's degrees from Georgia State
University.
Before joining West Jersey, Barbara was director of nursing at Albert Einstein Medical Center/Southern Division and
following its acquisition by Graduate Hospital Health Sy~tem '
administrator for patient care services at the hospital. She i~
a member of the American and Pennsylvania Nurses Associations, and the Southeast Pennsylvania Organization of
Nurse Executives.
LTC MADELINE ULLOM, '38. In Tucson , Arizona it was a
joyous 90th Army Nurse Corps Birthday Brunch with 23
nurses attending . LTC Ullom gave an inspiring invocation
remembering our troops and Army Nurses in the desert. This
was the second year the group gathered to celebrate, they
hope to make this lovely affair a yearly event.
MABEL C. PREVOST, '29, Mabel would like to express
her thanks and appreciation for the many cards and good
wishes she received from so many Alumni members after
her recent 'mishap'. They did so much to cheer, and to ease
her disappointment in not seeing you at the Centennial Gala
and the Annual Luncheon.
HARRIET H. WERLEY, '41 , Distinguished Professor Harriet H. Werley retired this year from her faculty position at
the University of Wisconsin and has been awarded Emerita
status. A reception and dinner honoring her was held on
September 22, 1991 . With Harriet's consent, the Harriet H.
Werley Nursing Research Fund has been established at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Foundation to recognize
her achievements and contributions to nursing. This fund
initially will be used to assist doctoral students engaged in
research and scholarly projects.
LTC Werley was invited to present papers at Nursing Informatics '91 , the 4th International Conference on Nursing
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.
Attended CAHS Alumni Regional Event, left to right, Dorothy
Edgar Burns '42, Felix Burns, Pamela Watson, Chairman
Jefferson 's Department of Nursing Education, Virginia Kerr Allen
'44 and John Allen

Use of Computers and Information Science, April 14-17, in
Melbourne, Australia. While Harriet was "down-under " she
toured New Zealand-Christchurch and Ackland, and in Australia Sidney, Cairns, and Dunk Island in the north of the
country. On her way home she stopped in Honolulu for a few
days rest.
June 5, 1991 - CAHS Alumni Regional Event, Washington D.C./Maryland Area was held at the Holiday Inn Crowne
Plaza Rockville , Maryland.
The following Jefferson graduates attended: VIRGINIA
KERR ALLEN '44 and husband JOHN ; DOROTHY EDGAR
BURNS '42 and husband FELIX; M. JANE HANCOCK '55;
DOROTHY WIDNEY LUCAS '55 ; JUDITH ROMACK '60 ;
ELLEN STAHL '50 ; and ROSE ANN PARENTEAU '61 .
Received Alumni Special Achievement Award , College of
Allied Health Sciences Therese Scanlan Richmond , R.N. ,
M.S.N., C.C.R.N., a native Philadelphian, graduated from
Jefferson's School of Nursing in 1975. She earned a bachelor of science degree from the University of Delaware in 1977
and ~er master's degree from The Catholic University of
Amenca 1n 1982. She served as a staff nurse in a medical
surgical unit at Union Hospital of Cecil County, Maryland
1975 to 1977. In 1977 she decided to specialize in neurologic
cnt1cal care and trauma. Ms. Richmond returned to Jefferson
in 1982 as clinical nurse specialist, neurosensory intensive
care unit at TJUH . She was named trauma specialist of the
trauma service in 1988. Throughout her career, Ms. Richmond has made significant contributions to patient care, education and research . She is author of numerous publications
in the areas of neurologic critical care and trauma as well as
leadership development. She is also a recognized speaker
at professional meetings and seminars, having given more
than 130 presentations nationally and internationally.
Ms. Richmond 's honors and awards include Sigma Theta
Tau , the international nursing honor society, Outstanding
Young Women of America and Who's Who in American
Nursing.

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
CLASS OF 1941
tReba Ammerman Flack
Mary Jane Anderson
*Josephine Barbour Moellers
7 East Central Avenue
Maple Shade, NJ 08052
tGeraldine Chamberlain Topping
tLydia Cressman
Roberta DeRemer Coble
1539 Mandeville Place
Escondido, CA 92029
tFilomena DiCrescenzo Hubsch
Louise Dietrich Fitzgerald
326 Windsor Street
Reading , PA 19601
*Kathryn Duffay Quackenbush
377 White House Beach
Millsboro, DE 19966
*Perma Ehrhart Davis
158 Bickley Road
Glenside, PA 19038

tAugusta Graf Waters
Dorothy A. Groman
117 South 4th Street, Apt. 502
Allentown , PA 18102
Ann Haines Heermans
6321 West Quaker Street, 4
Orchard Park, NY 14127
*Ethel Heller Todaro
11 00 West Chester Pike F-1
West Chester, PA 19380

Sara Hertzler Harting
831 Groff Avenue , Apt. 10
Elizabethtown , PA 17022

Helen Lehotsky Jacobson
2712 Est 19th Street
Spokane, WA 99203

Jean Hinebaugh Nooker
747 Printz Road
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420

Lillian Lindberg

*Esther Holt Martin
624 Wetmore Street
Everett, WA 98201

*Margaret Evans Koehler
230 Aspetuck Road
New Milford, CT 06776

Leah Hummel Edwards
703 Colorado Road , PO Box 88
Smithville, TX 78957

Lucille French Cake
*Gertrude Frie Riviello
PMLF Box 451
Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328
Elsie Gebauer (WH)
Nellie Gery Force
RD #1, Box 565
Mars, PA 16046

*Dorothy Kishbaugh Freeman
723 N. 5th Street
Reading , PA 19601

Marie Hemmer Dunn

tMargaret A. Elliott Wallett

Anna Ferg Peer
1180 Brucite Avenue
Los Altos , CA 94022

*Ruth Kiefman Giletto
161 7 South State Street
Dover, DE 19901 -5148

Doris Leader Miller
PO Box 193 , 250 Nelson Street
Marion, PA 17235

Edna Hopkins Dobbs (WH)
143 N. Williamson Road
Blossburg , PA 16912

Rebecca Evans Peterson
835 18th Street, Apt. 505
Vero Beach, FL 32960

Cora Karstetter Decker
1066 Oakland Avenue
Plainfield, NJ 07060

*Frances Huston Rumberger
2111 Yale Avenue
Camp Hill, PA 17011

Dorothy Llewellyn Tillman
646 Solway
Glendale, CA 91206
*Jean Lockwood Wagner
800 Chauncey Road
Narberth, PA 19072

tEmily Porter Martin
Marie Malinowski DiMarco
1002 Cobbs Street
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
Victoria Matig
Box 282
Elmora, PA 15737

Mary Jensen (WH)

Rhea Moyer Johns
256 Horton Street
Wilkes-Barre , PA 18702

Anne Kacala Bednash (WH)
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Mary Recchiutti Capriotte
Mary Rich Saylor

Margaret James Wager
811 Hampshire Road
Drexel Hill, PA 19026

Winifred Justice Messick
529 Glenside Road
Havertown, PA 19083

Elizabeth A. Rasely
211 West Central Avenue
East Bangor, PA 18013

tMary Irene Smith Stryker
*Clara Mae Snyder Fitts
10126Aspen Street
Austin , TX 78758
Frances Soltys Wolicki
1623 March Street
Reading , PA 19067
*Margaret Summers
2601 Pennsylvania Avenue, Apt. C852
Philadelphia, Pa 19130

Sara McEwen Miller
Martha Moyer Darnell
19 Del Rio Court
St. Hel(ma, CA 94574

Margaret John
13436 Margate Street
Van Nuys, CA 91401

*Sophia Pickens Driscoll
1311 Puritan Avenue, Colonial Manor
Woodbury, NJ 08096

*Marion Robison Barbour
31 Lindis Farne Avenue
Westmont, NJ 08108
Gene Roush Jerabek
3245 Southern Avenue
Kingman , AZ 86401
tJanet Samson Polley

Helen Swan Joslin
1638 Wyntre Brook
North York, PA 17403
tDoris Lee Taylor Ahlsen
Ester Thomas Watt
RD #2 Horseshoe Trail Road
Denver, PA 17517

Janet Murray Wooddall
t Ruth Shaner
Mary Pachuta
Betty Painter Tighe
*Helen Pfaff Bedner
218 State Street
Camden , NJ 08102

Grace Simmons Peacock
1237 West 7th Street, Apt. 9
San Pedro, CA 90132

*Lucille Wampler Stradley
37 Oriental Avenue
Pennsville, NJ 08070
tMelba Watkins Snyder

Virginia E. Smith Bowman
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*Harriet H. Werley
6809 North Seville Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53209
*Geraldine E. Wiliams Waters
14 Devereux Lane
Whitesboro , NY 13492
*Pearl Williams Smith
4912 Tonto Lane
Garner, NC 27529-9336
tEieaanor Wilson Hyatt
Frances Wippel Masser
tLavina Yoch Fuller
Martha Yuskoski Whitney
420 College Avenue
Beaver, PA 15009
Ruth Zoll Essig
222 E. Areba Avenue
Hershey, Pa 17033
*attended luncheon
tdeceased

Resume of Minutes of Alumni Association
Meetings

TO BE 85 OR MORE

Mary Robinson Godfrey '09 celebrated her 105th
birthday in 1991.

Dorothy T. Peterson , '31
Birthday, January 11
Paul's Run Apt. A-239
9896 Bustleton Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19115
Mary Robinson Godfrey, '09
Birthday, January 25
22 McColley Street
Ligonier, PA 15658
Clara Gerber Hardy, '27
Birthday, January 26
51 Hurley Court
Upper Darby, PA 19082
Martha E. Riland , '27
Birthday, February 4
Logan Square East # 802
2 Franklin Town Blvd.
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Florence (Bonnie) Browning, '16
Birthday, February 10
2531 S.W. Spring Garden , Apt. # 17
c/o Singleton
Portland , OR 97219
Katherine Flickinger Aagaard , '21
Birthday, February 12
354 Cumnor Avenue
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

Blanche Metz Henderson, '29
Birthday, February 14
Oneida Heights
Huntingdon , PA 16652

Pauline McElwee Gillen , '27
Birthday, July 8
133 Pythian Avenue
Torrington , CT 06790

Mildred Kroupa Okunishi, '25
Birthday, February 16
4551 Hurley Street
Philadelphia, PA 19120

Hazel Besecker Beach , '29
Birthday, July 31
750-C Menno Village
Chambersburg, PA 17201

Pauline Wall Still , '26
Birthday, February 27
39 W. Emaus Street
Middletown, PA 17057

Frances M. Grove, '17
Birthday, August 19
RD #1 , Box J-47
Tionesta, PA 16353

Ann Williams Candler, 29
Birthday, March 1
Walnut Place 5515
Glen Lakes Drive
Dallas, TX 75231

Ruth Knoll Thompson , '23
Birthday, August 23
535 N. Oak Avenue Box 44
Pitman Manor
Pitman, NJ 08071

Lillian M. Mertz, '27
Birthday, March 28
303 Grace Community
Myerstown , PA 17067

Edna Scott, '28
Birthday, September 8
444 Old Lancaster Road
Haverford , PA 19041

Mary Stauffer Malick, '28
Birthday, April 5
802 N. Broad Street Apt. A-20
Selinsgrove, PA 17870

Clara Brunner, '23
Birthday, September 15
Peter Becker Community, Room 1
Maple Avenue & Yoder Road
Harleysville, PA 19438

Laura Carleton Short, '28
Birthday, April 20
802 N. Broad Street Apt. A-15
Selinsgrove, PA 17870
Anne Lucas, '31
Birthday, May 24
PO Box 264
Hammonton, NJ 08037-0264
Frances Butler Pangburn, '16
Birthday, May 26
39 South 4th Street
Lewisburg , PA 17837
Frances Baker Crossan , '27
Birthday, May 30
147 Prospect Avenue
West Grove, PA 19390
Matilda Knoll Petersen, '23
Birthday, June 1
Box 44 Pitman Manor
535 N. Oak Avenue
Pitman, NJ 08071
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Myrtle Stickler Clough-Lee, '27
Birthday, September 24
301 McMechen Street #804
Baltimore, MD 21217
Estelle Lewdrop Fleming, '20
Birthday, October 18
Stow-Glen Retirement Village
4285 Kent Road #534
Stow, OH 44224
Claudia Starr Wiedlund , '22
Birthday, October 20
25000 Chagin Blvd.
Beachwood , OH 44122
Josephine Lucas , '24
Birthday, November 16
PO Box 264
Hammonton, NJ 08037-0264

September 11, 1990 - 15 members present.
The minutes of the Annual Meeting in May were distributed, read and approved.
The Treasurer's report was distributed for reading and approved . Dot Cloud felt our funds were sufficient to carry
us through the remainder of the year.
Committee reports were given.
SatelliteThe Harrisburg area group is functioning well with five
meetings each year.
Since our last meeting, birthday flowers and/or cards
were sent to : Ann Lucas , '31 , Frances Butler Pangburn, '16, Frances Baker Crosson , '27, Lulu Randels
Kuntz , '24, Matilda Knoll Petersen, '23, Pauline
McElwee Gillen, '27, Ella Engel Kelsh , '30, Frances M.
Grove, '17, Henrietta Fitzgerald Spruance, '21 , Ruth
Knoll Thompson , '23, and Edna Scott, '28.
The College of Allied Health Sciences Alumni Coordinator, Maria Elfreth said they are establishing a Board
of Directors and asked for representatives from our
organization to serve on that Board . It was recommended that Dolores Heckenberger and Nancy
Powell serve, since they have been active in that
group. Both agreed to serve.
Correspondence was read to the group.

March 12, 1991 - 13 members present.
The minutes of the previous meeting were distributed ,
read , and approved.
The Treasurer's report was distributed , read and approved . The proposed budget for 1991 was distributed.
Committee reports were given.
The Nominating Committee presented the following ballot:
First Vice President- Carole Rosie
Recording Secretary- Nancy Powell
Board of Directors- Janet Hindson
(4 to be elected)
Betty Piersol
Paula Levine
Esther Kahn
Jeanette Plasterer
Satellite - Two groups are active at present.
Since our last meeting birthday flowers and/or cards were
sent to Mary R. Godfrey, '09, (1 05 years old) , Clara
Gerber Hardy, '27, Dorothy Peterson, '31, Bonnie
Browning , '16, Katherine Aagaard , '21, Martha E.
Riland, '27, Blanche Metz Henderson, '29, Pauline Wall
Still, '26 and Mildred Kroupa Okunishi , '25.
Correspondence was read to the group.
May 4, 1991 - ANNUAL MEETING - 83 members
present.
The resume of last years meetings (September, November, January, March and May) were read by the Recording Secretary and accepted by members present.
Treasurer's report- a copy of the report from May 1, 1990
to April 30, 1991 was passed out, read and accepted by
all members present.
Committee reports were given.
Alumni Office Coordinators report- Since March birthday
flowers have been sent to : Ann Williams Candler, '29,
Lillian M. Mertz, '27, Mary Stauffer Malick, '28, and
Laura Carleton Short, '28.
Election results : First Vice President- Carole Rosie , Recording Secretary - Nancy Powell, Board of Directors
(4 elected) -Janet Hindson, Paula Levine , Betty Piersol , and Jeanette Plasterer.
Permission was given to destroy the ballots.
New Business - A letter from Bloomsburg College was
read announcing a Memorial Fund established in the
name of Eloise Hippensteel. Our Alumni Association will
send a contribution , the amount will be decided at the
June 11th board meeting .
Old Business- Joanne Andrews , a junior in Baccalaureate Nursing was granted a scholarship from the Nurses
Decade Scholarship Fund. Mary Ann McGinley wrote a
letter listing the research projects in the Nursing Department from the Decade Fund.
The Officers and Board of Directors were given permission
to handle all business as necessary prior to the September meeting.

November 13, 1990 - 18 members present.
The minutes of the previous meeting were distributed ,
read and approved.
The Treasurer's report was distributed , read and approved . Additional names were added to the list to receive Christmas checks from the Alumni : Frances
Grove, '17, Mildred Snyder Francis, '43 and Betty Metzger Shaw, '43.
Committee reports were given .
Since our last meeting, birthday flowers and/or cards were
sent to : Clara Brunner, '23, Dorothy Dundore Williams ,
'32, Myrtle Stickler Lee , '27, Claudia Starr Wiedlund ,
'22, and Estelle Lewdrop Fleming , '20.
Correspondence was read .
January 8, 1991 - 10 members present (snowstorm
predicted).
The minutes from the previous meeting were distributed,
read , and approved.
The Treasurer's report was distributed, read and
approved .
Committee reports were given .
Satellite - A new group in the Pittsburgh area met with
five in attendance. Florence Roche and Carole Rosie
have agreed to organize a group in the North East Philadelphia area.
Since our last meeting , birthday flowers and/or cards were
sent to : Josephine Lucas , '24.
The Centennial Committee asked if we would be willing to
sponsor the "Rose Arch " at the gala on May 3, 1991 .
The motion passed unanimously. (The gala is being
given to commemorate 100 years of nursing at
Jefferson .)
Correspondence was read to the group.

Respectfully submitted,
Nancy Powell
Recording Secretary
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As the saying goes "work goes on", this is so true for the
Alumni Office. It is not unusual for us to be in the office more
than Tuesday, especially from January through May, which
is our busiest time.
Would you believe, over 14,000 pieces of mail goes out
from this office each year?
BIRTHDAYS- Flowers and/or cards were sent to 27 of
our graduates this past year. One recipient was 105 in January and she wrote her own thank you note. If you know of
any Jeff graduate 85 or over please send us the following :
Name- first, maiden, married. Year of graduation, birthday
(month , day, year), social security number and their address.
COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE- If you did not receive
a copy of this book when the School closed in 1982 and
want a copy, no charge, let us know and we will be happy to
send you a copy as long as the supply lasts. The book is the
history of our school from its beginning in 1891 until the
closing in 1982.
CAPS -There is approximately 50 caps remaining in the
office, they are for sale at $5.00 each plus $1 .00 handling
and postage. Sorry, when this supply is gone a Jeff cap will
no longer be available, unless you make your own.
NOSOKOMOS - To complete the set of year books in
the office we need a book from the following years 1953,
1955 and 1968. Care to help us complete our set!
VOLUNTEERS- A hundred million thanks to all our volunteers, our work would be a lot harder without your willing
assistance.
MEMORABILIA POSTERS - JEFFERSON NURSING
1891 - 1991 . We will have about 225 Jefferson Nursing
Memorabilia (1891-1991) posters which will be for sale at
the Annual Luncheon on Saturday, May 2nd, 1992. SORRY,
MAIL ORDERS NOT ACCEPTED.
If you plan to stop in the office for a visit, please call first
to be sure we are in.
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Jefferson Nursing
1891-1991
Memorabilia Poster

Relief Fund

Betty Piersol and Peg Summers

Jefferson Diploma Nurses, do you know we have a "Relief
Fund Trust?" The purpose of this trust is to assist the graduates of the School of Nursing (Diploma Program) and the
White Haven School of Nursing who are ill, disabled or in
need of additional support or maintenance.
The preliminary application found in the back of the bulletin can be sent to the Alumni Association . A second application will be sent to the applicant by the committee . When
completed and returned the committee will evaluate the request, and the applicant will be notified as soon as possible.
All the information on the application is confidential.
This past year seven of our graduates requested and were
granted assistance. Four are receiving monthly stipends and
three received a one time gift.
The Relief Fund committee also sends monetary gifts at
Christmas time to those graduates known to be home bound
or in a nursing home. Birthday flowers are sent to our graduates who we know will be celebrating their 85th or over
birthday.

Our address :
Nurses' Alumni Association
Thomas Jefferson University
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127
215/955-8981

tt/1

Scholarship Committee
Report

Satellite Committee

Alumni Office News

Bulletin Committee

Many thanks to everyone who has contributed in any way
to the 1991 , "CENTENNIAL EDITION" of the Nurses' Alumni
Bulletin. We hope you enjoy reading it.
Honestly, we do edit the material carefully, but occasionally a misspelled word or punctuation mark escapes our alert
eyes, maybe we try too hard, so please excuse all errors,
believe me they are not intentional.
Now that the 1991 bulletin is printed , we are looking for
interesting news and articles for the 1992 edition . We are
asking for your help, let us be the judge as to whether or not
your news or articles are interesting .
Thanks again for all your help.

The past year has seen some further progress of the Satellite program, but also some disappointing inactivity in other
areas.
The first venture , that of the South New Jersey group was
reactivated and we were encouraged and hopeful that this
Satellite would gain strength. Although several meetings
were scheduled with a program, attendance was poor and it
was evident that there was little interest. Demanding positions with varied time schedules, as well as family
responsibilities accounted for most of the problem.
Knowing that a great many of our graduates live in the
Willingboro and adjacent areas, we contacted Mrs. Joanne
Welsko O'Donnell, '56 and enlisted her support. Joanne is
known for her dedication to nursing and was a most enthusiastic student and young graduate. She did not disappoint us,
she has recruited a co-leader, Sandy Segal Lord '56 and
they are planning a luncheon or dinner meeting in October
or November, hoping for a group of 20-25 alumni members.
, The Centr~l Pennsylvania Satellite with Dorothy Ranck,
39 as coordmator and leader continues its successful program~ . This group had business and luncheon program
meetrngs- all were accompanied by great camaraderie. At
their last meeting held at Pennsylvania Nurses Association
Headquarters in Harrisburg, the guest speaker, Marjorie Key,
R.N. from the Long Term Care Division Bureau of Quality
Assurance, Department of Health, spoke of the role of the
bureau in assessing the care and safety of patients in nursing homes and the survey process for licensure of nursing
homes.
The Harrisburg Satellite expressed interest in attending an
alumnae luncheon meeting in Philadelphia, if held either on
a weekday or a Saturday.
The Western Pennsylvania Satellite seems to be doing
well. Sally Hindson Wagner, '54, coordinator, reported another meeting held in McKeesport. Although the group was
small, the participants were interested and had some valuable input to be considered by our Association . These members are interested in planning future meetings this year.
We hope the Scranton-Wilkes-Barre graduates with
Gladys Wilson Kitchen, '57 as coordinator will have its initial
meeting before the snow flies . The bad weather cancelled
their last planned meeting .
Knowing that a number of Jeff graduates live and work in
the Jersey Shore area, we are planning to send letters about
the Satellite program to them before the end of the summer.
Doris Bowman , '42 is interested in helping to get a satellite
group started in this location and has promised to help.
We know that there are other concentrations of Jeff graduates in other areas throughout the United States, and hope
that we can interest other Alumni members in helping to
extend the satellite program concept beyond the State of
Pennsylvania. We would appreciate hearing from you and
receiving your thoughts about the program and any ideas
you may have for improving and extending it.

Clara Melville/Adele Lewis Scholarship
Fund
Applications were reviewed and scholarships awarded to
the following graduates of the School of Nursing:
Maureen (Brady) Fox - 1977
Jeanette (Capotosto) Clark- 1964
Susan Hoyt- 1981
Darlene (Ribaric) Rosendale- 1977
Patricia Pryor - 1977
Elizabeth (Holohan) Michael - 1976
Cheryl (Grimes) Allen- 1979
Rose (Yuhas) Dudas- 1957
Three applications for assistance were requested from relatives of graduates.
Two applications were completed and scholarships were
granted to the daughter of a 1947 graduate, and the niece
of a 1974 graduate.
We have been pleased to receive an increased number of
applications for scholarships and hope that the trend will
continue .
Doris E. Bowman
Chairman, Scholarship Committee

By-Laws Committee
By-Laws amendments to be made are:
1. Delete office of Second Vice President
2. Elect the President for a four (4) year term not to
exceed two terms except where extenuating circumstances exist.
3. ARTICLE I Membership
Section 1. (b) Life Members shall be those who have
been members of the Alumni Association who have
paid dues for forty (40) years . The word "consecutive"
is deleted.
The above amendments were approved by the members
at the Annual Meeting May 4, 1991 .
The By-Laws Committee will periodically review, and recommend changes and amendments for the continuation of
a viable association to the Board of Directors. The suggested
changes when approved will be made by amendment.
Dorothy Ranck Long
Chairman, By-Laws Committee

Mabel C. Prevost
Chairman

Lorraine McCall, Chairman
Dorothy Cloud
Esther Kahn
Members

Peg Summers
Chairman, Bulletin Committee
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My Dear Son :

Social Committee

Just a few lines to let you know I am still alive . I am writing
this very slowly because I know you can't read fast.
You simply won 't know the house when you come homewe've moved. It was a lot of trouble moving. The most difficult thing was the bed . The man couldn 't get it in the truck.
It wouldn 't have been so bad if your father had not been
sleeping in it at the time.
About your father. He has a new job with three hundred
men under him. He cuts the grass in the cemetery.
Your sister got herself engaged . He gave her a beautiful
ring with three diamonds missing.
Our neighbors- the Browns- have started to keep pigs .
We got full wind of it this morning.
Finally, 1 got my appendix out and a new washer put it.
The washing machine in this new place wasn 't working too
good . Last week I put four shirts into the bowl , pulled the
chain and they just disappeared.
Your sister, Mary, had a baby this morning. As yet I haven 't
heard if it is a boy or a girl so can't tell whether you are an
Aunt or an Uncle.
Your Uncle Dick has drowned. He drowned in a vat of
whiskey in a Polish Brewery. Four of his work mates dived
in to rescue him but he fought them off. We cremated his
body and it took three whole days to put out the fire.
Kate is now working in a factory. She has been working in
the same shift since it started.
Your father has not had much to drink lately. At Christmas
1 put a bottle of castor oil in his mug of beer and it has kept
him going till New Year.
I went to the doctor on Thursday. Your father came with
me. The doctor put a small glass tube in my mouth and told
me to keep it there for ten minutes. Your father offered him
a hundred dollars for it. Ridiculous!
It rained only twice last week. First for three days and then
for four.
Yesterday we had a letter from the undertaker. He claims
if the last installment is not paid immediately on your grandmother's grave- up she comes.

On a beautiful May day, to be specific, May 4, 1991 the
58th annual alumni luncheon was held. On this day we celebrated 100 years of Nursing Education at Jefferson.
The annual meeting was held in the Solis-Cohen auditorium at 10 A.M ., with a cocktail hour following the meeting,
in the Eakin lounge and the West courtyard.
There were 425 luncheon reservations, representing 27
states , including Hong Kong and England.
Three mother and daughter members were present: Ann
Woodring Crofford , class of 1933 and her daughter Bonnie
Ann Crofford , class of 1966; Elinor E. Brosious, class of 1936
and her daughter Joann R. Brosious, class of 1963; Frances
Huston Rumberger, class of 1941 and her daughter Suzanne
Rumberger Holden , class of 1962.
There were 2 members from the class of 1925. They were
celebrating their 66th anniversary. Mildred Kroupa Okunishi
and Marion Styver Carey. Each of these lovely ladies received a wrist corsage from the Alumni Association.
The class of 1941 celebrated their 50th anniversary with
20 graduates present.
Betty Piersol and Peg Summers were each presented with
a plaque expressing our sincere thanks and appreciation for
the excellent job they are doing for the association .
Six students from the Baccalaureate Nursing program assisted us with the registration and remained to enjoy the
luncheon. We do appreciate their help.
The memorabilia, which was on display, commemorating
the Centennial of Nursing Education at Jefferson was enjoyed by all.
I wish to thank everyone who helped to make this Alumni
Day special. Our next annual meeting and luncheon will be
held on Saturday, May 2nd , 1992.
COME , RENEW THE JEFF CONNECTION!
Ruth Thorp West, '42
Chairman, Social Committee

FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT
1991
The Finance Committee wishes to thank each one of you
for your generous giving, continued support and loyalty to
our Alumni Association. All contributions received after the
Bulletin goes to the printers will be gratefully accepted and
acknowledged . However, your names will not be rlisted in the
Bulletin as a contributor.

1916 - 1926 - $390.00
Frances Butler Pangburn '16
Josephine Lucas '24
Mildred Kroupa Okunishi '25
Lillian Dilliard Hartman '25
Sara Gilbert Conrad '25
Clara I. Luchsinger '25
Anna Sickler Polk '26
Pauline Wall Still '26

1927-1928-$195.00
Lorraine Knoll Mayers '27
Frances Baker Crossan '27
Myrtle Stickler Lee '27
Filomena Tirocchia Doherty '27
Martha E. Riland '27
Lillian Mertz '27
Pauline Driesbach Crown '27
Mary Stauffer Malick '28
Grace Breunig Meikle '28
Grace Ellis Nauman '28
Myrtle Derr Hess '28

1929 - $390.00
Hazel Besecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Joyce Frantz
Mabel C. Prevost
Grace Wolford Eichelberger
Blanche Metz Henderson

Your loving Mother
P.S. I was going to enclose $1 0.00 but I had already sealed
the envelope.

Nominating Committee
The results of the 1991 election for officers as follows :
Vice President - Carole Rosie
Recording Secretary- Nancy Powell
Board of Directors- Janet Hindson
Paula Levine
(4 elected)
Betty Piersol
Jeanette Plasterer
We nead greater participation from our graduates who
would be willing to run for office.
A slate consisting of more names, would provide a better
choice when you vote . GIVE IT YOUR SERIOUS
CONSIDERATION .

1930 - $205.00
Dorothy Confer Stephens
Minnie Bartash 'WH
Minnie Souder Ruh
Elmina Sachs Hanges
Dorothy Schenck Ragan
Ruth Sellers Johnson
Minnie Underkoffler Humphrey
Marian Lewis Petrosky
Margaret Spatz Gauger

1931-$620.00
Mildred English Hively
Helen Walp Hubbard
Mary Taylor Lawley
Virginia Emmert Leo
Mary Crowe Murtha 'WH
Dorothy T. Peterson
Evelyn Reeser Arnold
Helen C. Rodewig
Eleanor Watt Hager

Patricia A. Dunn , '71
Chairman
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So far this year we have received 17 matching gifts. The
total contributions for all funds from January 1st to press
time, (including matching and memorial gifts, general, scholarship and relief funds) were $25,260.94.

1932-$411.94
Dorothea Bulette Watson
Lucille Harpel
Hazel Gregor Biddle
Erma Coup Painter
Marie Scherer Maxwell
Betty C. Ent
Mildred Garman Jeffers
Mildred Smith O'Connor
Naomi DeGroft Price
Ellen Coulbourne Wise
Emma Felker Reinhart
Emma Phoebus Kelly
Alma Andrews Johnson
Thelma Showers Morris
Gladys Arnold Blue
Carolyn Jones Transue
Virginia Fuller
Adeline Roth Miller

1933-$410.00
Martha Long Garver
Mildred Brown Breisacher
Catherine Gray Paine
Anna Woodring Crofford
Vivian Passmore Murray
Marion Pollitt Carey
Pauline Helman Kough
Dorothy Steele Norris
Elizabeth Romich Cobb
Katherine Kinch Leach
Ellen Piatt Vetenko
Kathryn West Magin

1934 - $285.00
Mildred Dore Estrada
Anna Jacoby Gehrke
Helen Reimer Motsay
Julie Tyler McCracken
Margaret Yarnall Snear
Kathleen Warner Armitage
Marie Keene Lawton
Betty Piersol
Dorothy Wall Ghares
Mildred Myers Smith
Dorothy Raubenhold
Evelyn Wilson Frazier
Kathryn Hoffman Snader

1935-$180.00
Evelyn Rolland Curran
Louise Herrold Ellis
Ellen Crawford Teague
Mary Coles Moore
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Marian Battin Howe
Mary Rotz Evans
Pauline Latsha Tharp
Irene Krauser Supple
Margaret Armstrong Tunnard
Christella Campbell Butler
Frances Kelly Fisher

1936 - $495.00
Mary Radell Menendez
Evelyn Dute
Myra Snyder Dunkle
lnga-Lisa Olofson Wheat
Rebecca Thornton Ingling
Dorothe Brede Connole
Marian Smith
Lydia Yerkes
Margaret Pound Ransom
Helen Miller Harding
Elizabeth Stephan Miller
Rebecca Stees Feltwell
Elinor Farber Brosious
Thelma Marks Saylor
Emma Painter Lanzetta

1937 - $555.00
Alice Leatherman Fulmer
Margaret C. Taylor
Gladys Welty Reichard
Jean Heine Arnold
Elizabeth Killinger Mowday
Caroline Hill Masuda
Gertrude Nichols Sessions
Laura Zukowski Johnson
Harriet Spatig Zeller
Etta Heal Baker
Pauline Davis Leager
Helyn Long Romberg
Beryl Henderson Jess
Viola Fox

1938 - $310.00
Wilma Benner Lewis
Kathryn V. Bastian
Madeline M. Ullom
Elinor Miller Wentzell
Emily Clark Nichols
Matilda Snare Finn
Elsie Boyd Antal
Mildred Greenlee Durham
Dorothy Haupt Bonsall
Lida Pardee Goodell
Mary Reeder Copeland
Sara Kelly Little
Margaret Briggs Batts

1939 - $280.00
Marian Neil Findley
Dorothy Pfeiffer Lepley
Dorothy Ranck
Grace Bird Petersen
Florence Kelly Gunster
Olga Dygan Mitchell
Julia Smey Kennedy
Catherine Wilson Campbell
Thelma Gans Beshgetoorian
Grace Roller Castner
Harriet Kellner O'Connor
Mary Schwab Gregg
Charlotte Davenport
Ada Smith Ford

Irene Lauver Polner
Angela Clark
Dorothy Edgar Burns
Sylvia Hendrickson
Ruth Moore MacAdam
Alice Boehret
Dorothy Cloud
Sally McHugh Luscombe
Doris Jones Schecter
Rhoda Burg Weisz
Gladys Reed White
Dorothy Rogal Nifong
Rebecca Moore Wilson
Alice Boschert Phelan
Ellen McCurley Steward

1940 - $445.00
Bernice Wigglesworth Sprecher
Ellen Remensnyder Carlton
Ruth Ritter Holbrook
Ellora Endicott Meyer
Hope Kramer Mood
Sara L. Werstler
Norma Zeigler Smith
Helen Hoffman Firman
Janet Hicks Arnold
Marion Jones Tracey
Marion Kustay Sobiesiak
Alice Freed Moore
Judy Elliott Kesselring
Stella Jedrziewski Wawrynovic
Goldie Byers Pringle

1943 - $500.00
Jeanne Cresswell Zukoski
Jeanne Drysdale Warren
Esther Milewski Kahn
Vivian Moyer
Betty Metzger Shaw
Betty Calhoun Suttles
Ruth Painter Greener
Ruth I. Sunderland
Margaret Brainard Scull
Helen Steinmetz Tananis
Virginia King Parry
Elaine Meyle Trankley
Marion Dalglesih Gabuzda
Muriel Lloyd Peake
Ann Davis Cabrey
Ruth Jones Schmitt
Kathryn Rutt Combs

1941 - $880.00
Jean Lockwood Wagner
Kathryn Duffy Quackenbush
Ruth Kiefman Giletto
Ethel Heller Todaro
Dorothy A. Groman
Frances Soltys Walicki
Gene Roush Jerabek
Leah Hummel Edwards
Sophia Pickens Driscoll
Perma Ehrhart Davis
Helen Pfaff Bedner
Harriet H. Werley
Peggy Summers
Grace Simmons Peacock
Helen Swan Joslin
Marion Robison Barbour
Geraldine Williams Waters
Frances Huston Rumberger
Clara Snyder Fitts
Dorothy Kishbaugh Freeman
Esther Holt Martin
Nellie Gery Force
1942 - $630.00
Grace Jennings Dunkelberger
Anna Alexander Krall
Dorothy Fraley Templeton
Sydney McClure Bechtel
Ruth Thorp West
Mary Zeit Wittman

1944 - $250.00
Marjorie Fink Searing
Mary Meenahan Trueheart
Grace Little Emery
Rosie Smith Jones
Charlotte Stover Ellenbogen
Mary Peck Brill
Maureen Sharpless McCool
Vivian Frankenfield Gragg
Geraldine Schreffler Meyer
Marylou Gaston Stewart
1945 - $355.00
Betty Covert Rhodes
Catherine T. Betz
Ida Jean Fluck Bertram
Jane Bellis Mack
Mary Elaine Anderson Barrick
Mina Wingard Zimmerman
Charlotte Cooper Phillips
Janice Kline Jacoby
Eileen Gingrich Ebling
Rita Vitetta Labate
Betty Moyer Greenwood
Jean Fishel Carter
Ruth Riggin Corson
Anna Kuba
Caroline Roberts King
Christine Lindes Park
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Rosalyn Hosterman Boyle
Marion Kelly Carver
Evelyn Sherick Sell

1946 - $1 ,035.00
Elaine Stong Kimbel
Elizabeth Nissler Black
Betty Kimmel Frommelt
Dorothy Fessler
Mary Holzman McQuown
Jeanne L. Supplee
Jeanne Lebkicher
Jeanne Null Collevechio
Marguerite Baker Baker
Nelmah Faust Shaffer
Muriel Hopkins Scott
E. Dorothy Gilardone Strachan
Laura Patterson Hart
Josephine Pispecky Warner
Alice Caldwell Hornickel
Louise Brodginski McGowan
Evelyn Swartzlander Riggin
Geraldine Hart Rockel
Gloria Becker Kovack
Jacqueline Baer Coffroth
Jane Jarrett Fox
1947-$1,150.00
Ruth Grove McCormick
Ann Zimmerman Boyer
Emmabelle Gleichert Yahres
Jane Black Guerin
Laura Bielan Tobia
Florence Bell Mitchell
Betty Steward McConnell
Irma Schuetz Heller
Julia C. Stout
Arlean V. Miller
Beryl Miller Bashore
Irene Evancho Werner
Helen Koerner Corrigan
Marie Oesterle Thiers
Elizabeth Martin Spencer
Elaine Gover Hampton
Marie Louise Baloga Peters
Margaret M. Cossman
Paula Correnti Tyler
Barbara Hendershot Marks
Elizabeth K. Prisnock
Judith Marrett Hess
Julia Zello King
Elizabeth Golden Cooper
Ruth Robert Goodin
Virginia Sturgess Lawrence
Carol Stevens Covert
Jane Treon Reitz
Janet Edwards Maurer
Doris Young Moore
LeDean Beattie Kramp
Mariea Buffum Hunter
Catherine Prendergast
Iris Keller Walters
Elizabeth Pyle Miller

1948 - $585.00
Shirley Darling Horowitz
Cdr. Sophia H. Gormish, NC USN Ret.
Lois Bilger Kelley
Aileen Hickey Wapner
Joyce Spangler Weik
M. Arlene Yohey Watkins
Elinor Duke Doubet
Dorothy Peterson Turnbow
Sally Newkirk Boydelatour
Bertha Destin Geary
Nancy Weikel Ritzman
Anne Marie Olivia Carballo
Faye Deiter Groff
Mercedes Geil Weber
Betty Johns Budrow
Catherine Johnson Haas
Kathryn Hafer Eyrich
Phyllis Russell Szewczak
Rachel Irvine Herbert
Mercedes Breen Christ
Inez Cornelius Mirenda
Norma Grundon Bicking
Irene Narcowich Kaufman
Althea Quairiere Snow
Doris Burke Hano
Mildred Cohen Hindman
Patricia Long Haupt
Doris Haines Stevens
1949 - $595.00
Shirley Snyder Bittner
Kathleen McGeary Tierney
Doris Graver Shuman
Helen Dougherty Barrett
Margaret Antes Bathurst
Elsie Skvir Nierle
Jean E. Mease
Gertrude Nemshick
Lucille Flavell Henkelmann
Joyce E. Price , M.D.
Roberta Cashner Greiff
Bette Mengel Barkey
Lorraine Milewski McCall
Margaret Hacherl Pontzer
Florence Servello McAlpin
Jane Kauffman Miller
Louise Dietz Strayer
Priscilla Kresge Nicholson
Carolyn Sprenkel Marchione
Jean Beard Davison
1950 - $840.00
Janet Hindson
Shirley Mackley Hoffert
Emily Nash Hollenbach
Mary Louise Moore Brumbaugh
Nancy Hummel Orsini
Ellen Baran Stahl
Barbara Fisher Ackerman
Rose Glaudel Mulligan
Louise Hoffman Douglas
Mary Louise Osborne Foy-Failla
Diane Palmer DeHuff

Wealthy Morrow Shutt
Jane Heffelfinger Whipple
Elizabeth Green Wahl
Helen Sheriff Rightor
Jean Hohe Larkin
Ruth Swinehart Merroth
Margaret Henry Jones
Germaine Ross Nadler
Irene Gibson O'Brien
Sara Young Konstanzer
Clara Richardson Flynn
Rita Krestynick Bolinsky

1951-$775.00
Norma Jones Murray
Jane Hawk Aires
Nancy Thompson Powell
Joanne Shoemaker Verbinski
Eleanor Mannino Reibel
Louise Simonson O'Neill
Nelda Gothie Edson
Nina Davis Weller
Virginia Wesley Dorman
Barbara Edwards Beam
Jeanne Holzbaur Mclaughlin
Elizabeth Moll Chevola
Joan Christman Clauss
Lorraine A. Jeitner
Anna Troxell Humphreys
Barbara Duckworth Arkes
Mary Kate Weber Morgan
Marilyn Sparrow Marshall
Marion Thorp Williams
Nancy Kostenbauder Tibbens
Phyllis Gerhard McClure
Dolores Pauster Gorham
Louise Zug Souders
Marian Hoffman Narbuth
Grace Lehr Carleton
Jeanette Plasterer
Mary E. Barclay Paxson
1952 - $195.00
Joyce Mangle Simpkins
Ann Oberholtzer Brugger
Ann Summers Nesbella
Margaret Faust Keates
Lillian McFadden Haeberlein
Barbara Wilhelm Tichian
Nancy Groh Messick
Rebecca Fox Cella
Phyllis Haney Heim
1953 - $255.00
Janet Edwardsen Meredith
Sharon Lavelle Kelly
Cathleen Margiasso Keating
Jane Reimer Lemmon
Trudy Lange Amend
Marilyn Fullerton Bower
Thelma Heist Goodhart
1954 - $175.00
Doris Henry Schramm
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Jane Snyder Wilgus
Barbara Newcombe
Sarah Hindson Wagner
Rena Sauvageot Graham
Barbara Reiner Bachman
Margaret Irwin Riemer
Phyllis Barrett Ostman

1955 - $285.00
Adrienne Marasco Rodgers
Joan Chadwick Cramer
Elizabeth Jones Hubbs
M. Jane Hancock
Nannette Delong Smith
Dawn Deitman John
Audrey Titlow Priga
Barbara G. Smith
Georgene Strazzeri Callahan
Takako Hirata Tokumasu
Mildrew Murray Kline
1956 - $450.00
Ann Kneidel
Marilyn Robertson Glauber
Marguerite Johnson Domenick
Florence Roche
Jean Krasinsky Pike
Betty Depo Miller
Joan Elbertson McGinnis
Noreen King Poole
Helen Wisniewski Hervada
Norma Dawson
Margaret Cordner Baker
Catherine Plevyak Fisch
M. Joyce Wyse Hagopian
Carole Ferry Rosie
1957-$475.00
Rose Marie Tomasello
Mary Eichmann Cowen
Gretchen Aschenbach Baker
Esther Warthin Webb
June Reginak Dupnock
Margaret Milotich Martin
Peggy Eckart Hess
Georgann Jacobs Miller
Wilma Miller Miller
Louise Angelo O'Brien
Carol Hyland Gray
Marjorie Fallon Smith
Rosemarie Yuhas Dudas
Gladys Wilson Kitchen
1958 - $815.00
Louise Williams Dunn
Barbara Wilson Kelso
Sylvia Tanner Lawrence
Barbara Barrett Borkowski
Linda Doll Eppley
Barbara Hand Brodovsky
Josephine McNamara Wheeler
Edna Lockwood Hneleski
Mary Ellen McDonald
Janis Priester Wilkinson

The

Annual
Luncheon

I
I
I

Muriel LeVan Keller
Christina L. Rodgers
Nancy Beard Griggs
Drosalina Riccio Riffle
Barbara Beard Garzon
A. J. Sakella Daneman
Mary Keelins Pileggi
Margaret Wunder Wells
Grace Witt Becker
Geneva Hunsinger Bowman
Barbara Smith Northrop
Marge Poponi Shanosky
Deanna Davies Schweger
Edith Wingate Green
Yvonne Foster King

1959 - $665.00
Anne Major Jones
Thelma Stiles Malecek
Jane Hudson
Joan Maiese Lucchetti
Barbara Smith Prendergast
Betty Ann Hughes Kosko
Judith Wright Sloes
Nancy Wood Cohen
Nancy Davis Crawford
Elizabeth Ossman
Nancy Knoll Viereck
Carol Karnes Wenzel
Angelina Gardier
Joanne Scherer D'Aionzo
Bernice Griff Catalona
Carolyn Wilson Dales
Joanne Longfellow Holder
Carol Jones Stange

1960-$515.00
Beverly Skidmore Young
Joan Driscoll Kelley
Martina Mockaitis Martin, M.D.
Judith Ruebman Mearig
Claire Corson Scott
Rhoda Smeltzer Little
Barbara Heaps Vitelli
Carolyn Ressler Goepfert
Nancy Taylor Ward
Sally Ann Giorgio Harris
Madeline Henly Glass
Judith Haas Stauffer

1961 - $435.00
Bettylou Simonson Woods
Patricia Lewis Truitt
Ethel Faust Bazemore
Barbara Canal Obin
Emily Lutz Hogan
Patricia Caldwell Turnbull
Clare Lynch
Ann Barron McBeth
Marion Heilner McGarrey
Loretta Davis Cunninghame
Fay Gauger Wuchter
Jacquelin Elsesser Harris
Theresa Capolarello Lipinski
Barbara Greenawalt Eichhorn

Rosalie Caponigro Gee
Ellen Kemmerer Warren
Marjorie Ross Berrier
Norene Mostoller Shaffer
Patricia Patterson Hilton

1962 - $502.00
Janice Panick Billick
Marcie Grieshaber Moore
Patricia Fry Kline
Susan Eckerd Leake
Carol Frame Green
Linda Linner Neveling
Patricia Kader Daniels
Arlene Kania Hillig
Carole Costello Tomlinson
Suzanne Rumberger Holden
Barbara Berry Jaczun
Marian Krahling Hammond
Marian Choinska Pell
Joan Spece
Barbara Julius Brooks
Louise Baxter Fox
Rosemary Cashman Smith
Adelheid Korb Henson
G. Sylvia Hansen Henderson
Carolee Swaim Mitchell

1963 - $330.00
Dorothy Fanelle Brown
Mary Loehner Richter
Loretta Rich Kurland
Maureen Cassidy Palumbo
Frances Tharp McGill
Jean Allen McConnell
Janice Heblich Nadeau
Margaret Carr Hargrave
Doris Shoemaker Townsend
Margaret Turner Cannon
Suzanne Vache Blackburn
Mary Greenwood Schaal, M.D.
Margaret Hannigan Bethanis
Linda McKillip Ely
Maryanne Dutt Vernallis
Joy David McGann

1964-$480.00
Jeanetta Capotosto Clark
Mary Lou Woerner Schubel
Patricia Gardner Marquette
Jeraldine Marasco Kohut
Penelope Jones McAiees
Donna Rockhill Ruggieri
Barbara Lenker Tredick
Margaret Grace David
Beth Reed
Isabelle Kroupa Erb
Margaret Kunzler Leach
Grace Greene Braun
Dorothy Nuttall Stelzner
Judith Rinear Young
Dorothy Kemmerer Cohler
Lynn McMaster Nagatani
Barbara Nase Anderson
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Mary Ann Taraskas Hammond
Kathleen Suber Carlson
Bonnie Inghram Siegrist
Gina Rosenfeld Friedman
Virginia Bozarth Waldron
Diane Schleyer Berkowitz

1965 - $350.00
Catherine Materia Teti
Judith Larson Moyse
Bonnie Sandt Inglis
Judith Abbott Getz
Susan Wilhour Smeltz
Karen Lynch Bayers
Sandra Schmidt Kolodziej
Claudia Bennett
Adrienne Lowe Daughenbaugh
Mary Bennett Rocheleau
Janet Walker Respess
Lois Russell Foxen
Carolyn Widman Bohn
Cassandra Starry Rogers
Kay Farber Matejkovic

1966 - $555.00

1969-$617.00

'
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Jean Lashinsky Strelzik
Susane Berkowitz Zamitis
Judith Kramen Seltzer
Mary Lou Smith Lebsack
Clare Marie Karabasz
Patricia Downey Houck
Bonnie Ann Crofford
Barbara Shermer Ruehl
E. Carol DuCoin Moan
Mary Jo Oakley Fusaro
Judy Lawrence Winckles
Dorothy Carver Petrozzi
Nancy Scull Brainard
Agnes Halliwell Kirschner
Suzanne Barclay Levine
Judith Hartman Endriss
Lenora Weiner Schwartz
Judith Hagelgans Hoefle

1968-$410.00
Ruth Montgomery Penta
Anne Vogel Clayton
Lorie Crumlish Brown
Karen Barnum Kushto
Nancy Jones Harrington
Beth Karin Sherr
Mary Squires Getz
Halina Piekarska Warmbrod
Catherine May Dirr

1973 - $225.00
Elizabeth McGrory Berry
Margaret Morthorst
JoAnne Bender
Barbara Willey Blood
Marjorie Lambert Gibson
Shelah Hoberman Luber
Kate G. Felix
Linda Mrvica Lee
Mary Beth Henry
Susan Broadwater Franklin
Karen Huber Ciarrochi
Janet Welsh Barger
Anne Diehl

1974-$180.00
Mary Lou Thomas Boyd
Margaret Smith
Jeanne Margraf Wagner
Debora Boyle Borkowski
Julie Jennings Fenimore
Maria Dildine Pepper
Susan Sheaffer Cantwell

Luciann Maurer Drinkwater
Maureen Brady Fox
Barbara Bachman Symons
Judith McClellan Delucca
Darlene Ribaric Rosendale
Andrea Rothman Mann
Susan Gallagher
Gail Sitvarin
Roxanne Lasure
Janeane Dupont Sloane

1978 - $350.00
Eileen Patrick
Susan Burrell Sawula
Heidi Meyle Inglese
Joanne Stock Petrelli
Linda Parr Southwick
Leslie Wilkenson Stickley
Linda Heinold Muelenaer
Maryann Mallee Bowman
Terry Keating Sandman
Carol Miller Muller
Theresa Franzone Snell
Linda Aspinwall Borrcimeo
Rhonda Mote Pierce
Barbara McGrenra Doerr
Jan Ellen Stasche Vanderveer
Ernest Weatherly
Joan Wolbert Reimer
Diane Scott Ross

1970-$235.00
Maria Gratzik Marinelli
Lynne Roat Juel
Kathleen McCarthy Whalen
Susan MacMillan
Linda Burger Belis
Sue Lin Hom Makowski
Catherine Blake Cavanaugh
Gail Johnston Gallagher
Marge Connors Marchant
Alice Coligan Conte

1967 - $490.00
Sally Higham Fenlin
Deidre Watkins Blank
Marilyn Ruble Scelba
Carol Sheaffer McCierkin
Amber Phillips Smith
Suzanne K. Stevens
Eileen Taylor Caravello
Jill Simpson Bower
Joan Reed Darden
Karen Lawer Bedell
Jacqueline Simons Alvarez
Rita Haedel Becchetti
Linda Strege Jones
Carolyn Senkowsky Housman
Christine Schubele Holmberg

Daveen Jones Edmiston
Annie Eldridge Kahn
Marilyn Bergner
Marie Seebauer Panebianco-Ford
Marianne Gaspari Collins
Jean Hillerstrom Rakey
Vera Paoletti
Ltc. Linda Lake Boyle
Beverly Wallace
Marlene Savin Croce-Burgess
Joan Kuehner Munyon
Kristina Hancock Reede
Ruth Huff Iuliano
Kathleen Fox Foster
Donna Preston Schmidt
Anne Smith Hennessey
Rosemarie Colleluori Malizia
Carolyn Brown Merryman
Caroline Brunt Moriuchi
Irene Harris
Sharon Fewer Foytlin

Karen Hand Matejik
Nancy Shaffer Stanton
Marie Derickson Flis
Denise Auerbach Wychowance
Eileen King Vanett
Christine Sachs McCann

1971 - $270.00

\
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Grace Ann Spena
Elizabeth Gore Coughlin
Frances Boothby Koniers
Judy Jones
Deidre Mullin Yuknavich
Kathryn VanDyke Hayes
Eileen Blum Moran
Ruth Hoffman Pearson
Adele Terlecky Mueller
Mildred Newby Riff
Major Annette Brownstein
Kathryn Hudak Behm

1972 - $355.00
Mary Fisher Fish
Kathleen Konrad
Sandra K. Snider
Kathy Braucher Berkebile
Deborah Waters Wayne
Patricia Haney Hemphill
Elizabeth Engle Corcory
Christine Quinn Hodder

1975 - $560.00

1979 - $390.00

Carolann Dougherty Mashouf
Germaine Scott George
Jane Husband Mueller
Amy I. Harrison
Susanne McCullough Hoffman
Linda Bingaman Napieralski
Maryanne Bartoszek
Regina King Klinger
June Matthews DeMoya
Patricia Dick Walsh
Mary Howell Wendel
Cathy Giavey Dowhy
Nancy Klekotka Picarello
Theresa O'Brien
Florence Cox Zapolski

Carmen William Russo
Joyce Freidel Barkin
Elaine Harkins Lack
Theresa McGlynn Rupp
Lisa Keegan Sarcewicz
Kathleen Ghegan D'Aiessandro
Deborah Samuel Timpano
Sandra Lee Wilson
Debra Lyman
Susan O'Donnell Hagan
Karen Hollander Bernardini
Linda Robinson
Mary Elizabeth Cooley
Sharon Miller Chilton
Alice Leisch Guarino
Kathleen Kelley Carbone

1976-$140.00
Leslie May Tahsler
Veronica Tiver Metkus
Mary Dugan Jordan
Karen Patterson Taylor
Karen Asper Jordan
Sue Marriott Sauzet-Parini
David J. Snyder
Elizabeth Holohan Michael

1977 - $365.00
Cheryl Lee Kline
Patricia A. Pryor
Joy Haynes Bailey
Betty Beck Hedges
Linda Lotter Romano
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1980 - $400.00
Susan Albrecht Curcio
Susan Sullivan Lendzinski
Kathleen O'Brien Shindle
Marianne Maxwell Ostrow
Marijo Hillman
Barbara Engel Kenney
Tamra Lucas Goldschmidt
Mary Mullen Ragone
Donna Kloss Casey
Dianne Olesiewicz Yasik
Ursula Maslofsky Hobbs
Clare Retay Ebersole
Sara Scheidt
Kathleen Carley Gregg

I,

1981-$250.00

Angela Mihalanas Siliani
Linda Gordon Tucker
Sylvia Spaeth Brayton
Lisa Kelly Sakser
Christine Kopistansky
Susan Shaeffer Schwab

Kathleen Tregear Santisi
Lisa Bressi Auletta
Irene Sabins Repka
Debra Graham McGarry
Leisa Lee Krespan

Theresa A. Sylvester
Kathy Santangelo Sharkey
Maryann Heinick Leonard

Gloria Mood Brumbaugh
Katherine Martens Schultz
Carolann McNeil Pilla
Judith L. Troutman

Francine Pollack Miller
Marie Waldron Hopkins
Jane Linardo McClory
Deborah Cava Frye
Theresa Heim Cook
Margaret O'Kane DeNicola
Patty Jenkins Barnard
Barbara Kominsky Leone

1982-$315.00

In Memoriam
1921
1921
1924
1926
1928
1929
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1931
1931
1932
1932
1932
1933
1933
1935
1936
1937
1937
1937
1937
1938
1939
1941
1941
1942
1943
1943
1945
1946
1949
1950
1951
1951
1952
1957
1958

Matching Grant Gifts
IBM - Carole Ferry Rosie '56
Johnson and Johnson- Deidre Watkins Blank '67
,
Allied Signal Foundation, Inc. - Emily Nash Hollenbac~ 50
General Electric Foundation - Lisa Keegan Sarcew1cz 79
United Technologies Corporation- Noreen King Poole '56
SPS Technologies - Janis Priester Wilkinson '58
Hershey Foods- Judith Morrett Hess '47
Abbott Laboratories - Joan A. Spece '62
Ford Motor E.E.D. - Diane Palmer DeHuff '50
The Delta Air Lines Foundation - Drosalina Riccio Riffle '58
Olin Corporation Charitable Trust - Jane Heffelfmger Whipple '50
Hamilton Bank- Kathy Braucher Berkebile '72
Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc. - Susan O'Donnell Hagan

B~:~g

'6~

Gift Matching Program- Patricia Lewis Truitt
EXXON Education Foundation- Helyn Long Romberg 37
AKZO Salt, Inc. - Carol Jones Stange '59
Mobil Foundation, Inc. - Rhoda Burg Weisz '42

Class News

Frances E. Butler Pangburn, 39 South 4th Street, Lewisburg , PA
17837. I'm sorry I couldn 't be with you to celebrate our "100th"
anniversary but I don 't travel as much as I have in the past. My health
is good , and I enjoy having my family and friends visit with me.
Warmest regards to all the Alumni . I hope you had a good time at
your luncheon.

Class of 1926

Memorial Gifts
Dorothy Dundore Williams '32 - donors class of 1932
Norma Sickler Bond '32 - donors class of 1932
Helen Deane Kiraly '33 WH -donor Paul J. Kiraly, husband
Verna Keller Roberts '21 -donor Caroline Roberts King '45,
daughter
.
Mildred Snyder Frances '43- donor Ruth Pamter Greener
'43, classmate
. .
Catherine Hankee Shinton '45- donor Patnc1a Crawford
USAF Ret '45, classmate
Betty c. Ent '32- donor Thelma S. Morris '32, classmate

Class of 1916

Henrietta Fitzgerald Spruance
Frances Clendenin Platt
Lulu Randels Kuntz
Ruth Smith Davis
Esther Wilson Knoll
Barbara Young Cornell
Annetta Moffett Whitehead
Ella Engel Kelsh
Cecelia Bless Wildasin
Ada Umholtz Daly
Lucille Marquette Glow
Agnes Kevel Henry
Augusta Benedict Owen
Dorothy Dundore Williams
Norma Sickler Bond
Elizabeth C. Ent
Leona Clouser Gehris
WH Helen Deane Kiraly
Anna Biddle Robertson
Virginia Ely Schneeberg
Florence J. Shive Keffer
Dorothy Groff Compton
Etta Heal Baker
Alice Woomer Gallagher
Hazel Greenly Staub
Doris Winnesh ick Day
Margaret Elliott Wallett
Lavinia Yoch Fuller
Mildred Fromtling DeKorte
Helen Thomas Reistle
Mildred Snyder Francis
Catherine Hankee Shinton
Helen Suzanne Shoemaker Crain
Anne E. Granger Doubet
Marjorie Whiteleather Schramm
Marion J. Ramp
Claire VanHorn White
Dorothy Thumm Earle
Martha Molitoris Werler
Dolores Countryman Spong

Anna F. Sickler Polk, 15340 Jackson Drive, Leisure City, FL 33033.
My sister Norma Sickler Bond passed way January 4, 1991 , she was
80 years old . She passed her nursing state boards in the early thirties.
Pauline Wall Still, 39 W. Emaus Street, Middletown , PA 17057. Many
thanks to the Alumni Association for the birthday flowers , they were
beautiful .

Class of 1927
Frances Baker Crossan, 147 Prospect Avenue , West Grove, PA
19390. I wish to thank the Alumni Association for the lovely birthday
flowers they send to we 85 and over members. They are delightfully
appreciated .
Lorraine Knoll Mayers, Grace Community - 133, Myerstown , PA
17067. I am living in a retirement community since December 1990.
I send greetings and best wishes to all my classmates of long ago. I
would like to hear from them .
Myrtle Stickler Lee (Reuben), 301 McMechen Street #1204 ,
Baltimore, MD 21217. Hello to all my classmates .
Martha E. Riland, Logan Square East #802 , Philadelphia, PA 19103.
I am living comfortably in a retirement community.
Pauline McElwee Gillen, 133 Pythian Avenue , Torrington , CT 06790.
In May 1991 I moved to Connecticut to live with my son and his family.

Class of 1928
Mary A. Stauffer Malick, 802 Broad Street, Apt. 20-A, Selinsgrove ,
PA 17870. Laura Carleton Short, a member of my class lives in
Pennsfield apartments with me . She lives across the hall . We both live
on the first floor and play pinochle on Saturday nights in the social
room . We also attend the senior center one day a week. We have been
close friends since 1924. Laura is from Montrose, Pennsylvania.

Class of 1929
Joyce Frantz, 17 Maple Place, Hicksville, NY 11801 . As a minister I
discovered there is a power in the universe greater than I am and I
can use it.

Dorothy T. Peterson, Paul's Run , Apt. A-239 , 9896 Bustleton Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA 19115. Little did I think I would live to celebrate my
class 's 60th birthday nor the 1Oath anniversary of the School of
Nursing. I am sorry I am not able to attend the festivities , but will
enjoy reading about them in the bulletin .
Mary R. Crowe Murtha, 25 Grandview Avenue , Pleasantville, NY
10570. Nothing new with me this year. Wish I was near enough to
attend the celebration activities.
Virginia Emmert Leo, 3300 Darby Road , Elm 3323 , Haverford , PA
19041 . I was so happy to attend this year 's annual luncheon , especially
since it was my 60th year reunion .
Helen Walp Hubbard (Alfred), 126 Montgomery Street, 1-C, Highland
Park, NJ 08904 . I was so happy to attend our 60th reunion. How
fortunate we are to be able to be a part of this reunion on the 1OOth
anniversary of the establishment of the Training School for Nurses.
Best wishes to all.
Mary Taylor Lawley (William B.), 25678 N. Mimosa Drive, Lacombe ,
LA 70445. With memories of the 38th General Hospital and the 9th
Air Force, our hearts and prayers are with the Armed Forces in "Desert
Storm ." Sorry I was not able to come to Philadelphia in May for my
60th reunion .

Class of 1932
Erma Coup Painter, Pine Street, Box 1544, RD #3 , Milton , PA
17847. Greetings to all. Hope you will have a great 1OOth year
celebration. My thoughts are with you . My cataract surgery hasn 't
gone so well . Best wishes to all.
Mildren Smith O'Connor, 3051;2 W. Broadway, Red Lion , PA 173562010. Hi! I would like to see all of you. There's nothing new with me.
I'm busy all of the time and I do a lot of volunteer work. Come to visit
if you are in this area. My telephone number is 717/244-2629.
Adeline Roth Miller (Benjamin), 6704 Glen Avenue ,. Glenn Dale, MD
20769. It was with much pleasure and interest in the progress of
Jefferson that I was eager to greet all of you at the 1Oath anniversary
and exchange anecdotes, both old and new, honorable and
dishonorable, funny and sad, we love them all.

Class of 1933
Margaret Duncan Moscarella, 5800 Old Providence Road , Apt. 3311 ,
Charlotte, NC 28226. I have always been glad that I studied nursing
at Jefferson . Though I do not practice nursing any longer, happy
memories linger on. While at Jeff I met and later married Alfred Savino
Moscarella. He was also a Jefferson graduate. We had many happy
years together.

Hazel Besecker Beach (Justice H.), 750-C Menno Village ,
Chambersburg , PA 17201 . •I was 87 years old on July 31st. I never
expected to live that long . Glad we are here at Menno Haven - a
beautiful retirement home .

Class of 1930

Ellen E. Piatt Vetenko (Howard), 2746 Carlton Place, York, PA 17404.
March 4, 1991 we moved into our new house at the above address. If
you 're in the area stop by for coffee and tea .

Marian Lewis Petrosky, 1806 Brady Lake Road , Kent, OH 44240. I
am in my 80 something - and thank the Good Lord I only visit
Nursing Homes. I take care of myself, my home and my garden . So
far life is beautiful. I'd like to see Jefferson once again , but if I don 't I
have wonderful memories .

Dorothy Steele Norris, 2909 Liberty Street, Easton , PA 18042. I'm
still active in church work , Y.W.C.A. , garden club , AARP and
Cosmopolitin Club . I would love to hear from any of my classmates.

Ruth Sellers Johnson, PO Box 2886, Sarasota, FL 34278. August 28 ,
1990 I had a total hip (left) replacement. This is my second , the right
one was done at Cooper Hospital in Camden , New Jersey. I am coming
along as well as can be expected for an 82 year old gal.

Marion Pollitt Carey (James), 2513 Kings Drive, Lewes, DE 19958.
I personally am doing well . My husband had a triple by-pass in 1990.
We have much to be thankful for in spite of our illnesses. Hello to all
my classmates . Sorry I will be unable to attend the luncheon in May.

Class of 1931

Elizabeth H. Romich Cobb, 12 High Street, Carbondale, PA 18407. It
is always so nice to get Christmas cards and notes from Marion Pollitt
Carey, Peg Koon Lecklitner and Kay West Magin . I also enjoy reading
all of the Bulletin, it's very interesting .

Evelyn Reeser Arnold (Walter), 23287 Blue Water Circle, Boca Raton ,
FL 33433 . I had to make the difficult choice of coming to Jefferson or
being with our family of 3 children and spouses, 7 grandchildren and
spouses , and 6 great grandchildren ages 1 to 9 for a week together to
celebrate our 60th wedding anniversary June 2-9th. I will be with you
in spirit and have always been proud to say, I am a graduate nurse
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from Thomas Jefferson University School of Nursing now celebrating
its Nursing Centennial.

Martha M. Long Garver (Charles K.), 228 N. Narberth Avenue ,
Narberth, PA 19072. Hello to all 33 classmates . Seems it's all "down
hill " for us from now on . I keep as well as possible , I'm happy all the
time and enjoy life to the fullest. Love to all "Mickey."
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Class of 1934

Dorothy K. Raubenhold, 58 N. Lansdowne Avenue #N102,
Lansdowne, PA 19050. I am happily situated again in my old
neighborhood .
Julia Tyler McCracken, Logan Square East #2015 , 2 Franklin Town
Blvd ., Philadelphia, PA 19103. My traveling this year is limited to the
States.
Helen Reimer Motsay, 24 Lake Vista Trail #101 , Port St. Lucie, FL
34952. My third great grandson arrived in August 1990 (he is a red
head). Two more grandchildren will be married this year. I love
receiving the Bulletin .
Anna Jocoby Gehrke, 3404 Romig Avenue, Reiffton , Reading , PA
19606. I am continuing my profession by helping others, in my age
bracket, that are unable to care for themselves. I am proud that I am
a "Jeff" graduate.
Betty Piersol, 2601 Pennsylvania Avenue #C-852, Philadelphia, PA
19130. Keeping busy is no problem , there is not enough time to
accomplish all that I want to do . Peggy Summers and I take many
day trips, which we both enjoy. In a way, day trips are better than
longer trips, they are not so tiresome . Hello to everyone.
Kathryn A. Hoffman Snader, 7 North Church Street, Ephrata, PA
17522. Sorry I haven't been able to attend luncheons. I have some
trouble walking although I do get around via auto. Take care everyone,
I think of you often .

Sara Kelly Little (Lester) , 1629 Monroe Street, York, PA 17404. This
has been another good year. Hello to all my classmates.
Margaret Briggs Batts (Walter) 4980 State Road , Drexel Hill , PA
19026. I always enjoy news of Jefferson . This summer we had a
week at the shore with our children and grandchildren. My son from
California and our daughter from Ohio and their families.

Class of 1937

Class of 1939

Laura Zukowski Johnson, 121 Union Street, Mt. Holly, NJ 08060. To
steal the words of Tiny Tim- God Bless us everyone!
Gertrude N. Nichols Sessions, 10210 Lorene Lane, San Antonio, TX
78216-4408. Nothing new- Just hanging in there.
Caroline Hill Masuda, HC1 , Box 1337, Cedar Key, FL 32625. Life here
on the Island is quiet and relaxing . Fishing and boating are the main
attractions. After all these years I am looking forward to being a
grandmother. My son and daughter-in-law are expecting twins late this
summer.
Alice Irene Leatherman Fulmer (James Lynn) , 323 N. Oak Avenue ,
Clifton Heights, PA 19018. After my tumble a year ago I am obliged
to use a cane in walking . This is a new experience for me , I find it is
helpful.
Jean Heine Arnold, 43 N. Sunset Drive, Camano Island , WA 98292 .
A "big hello" and "good health" to all of you . 1. Have you reached
the hanging in there stage? 2. Have you succeeded in doing one day
at a time? I'm a miserable failure at number 2, but I'm trying .
Gladys M. Welty Reichard (Everett) , 914 W. Market Street, York, PA
17404. We sold our home in August 1990 and moved into a retirement
home in February after back surgery. The new address is above.
Margaret C. Taylor, 3800- 7th Avenue #25A, Altoona , PA 16602.
My brother Dr. Francis Taylor, who interned at Jefferson '29 to '31 ,
died December 5, 1990. I'm still able to get out and around every day.
Viola K. Fox, Fort Washington Estates S-26, 1264 Fort Washington
Avenue, Fort Washington, PA 19034. I have moved into a lovely Lifecare Retirement Complex, and it is wonderful.

Class of 1935

Mary Coles Moore (Carlton), RD #5, Box 171 , Bridgeton , NJ 08302.
I'm thankful for health and strength to enjoy living six months in New
Jersey and six months in Miami, Florida.
Ellen Crawford Teague, RR1, Box 670 Parker Road, Whitefield, NH
03598. I am just fine and I'm still active on the Whitefield Theatre
Committee , serve as atrustee at Mt. Washington Observatory, and I'm
vice chairman , Newcomem Society for the State of New Hampshire . I
completed another booklet in 1990. "Biography of Alexander
Hamilton", dedicated to the National DAR. Now and then I'm called
on to use my medical knowledge at meetings and emergencies . I miss
my nurse colleagues.
Louise Herrold Ellis (Nicholas D.), 408- 22nd Street, Belleair Beach ,
FL 34635. When you are in Florida come to visit me , my phone
number is 813/595-1692. We live near Clearwater and Tampa.
Pauline Latsha Tharp (Floyd), 21133 S.W. 85th Avenue , Apt. 311,
Miami , FL 33189. Life is good here in S.W. Miami. I'm singing in our
Sanctuary Choirs 8th Annual Easter Pageant. Planted flower beds of
Impatiens on our church grounds. In January 1990 my good doctor
found cataracts in both eyes, I was due to be operated in January
1991 . While listening to the TV evangelist Benny Hinn the vision in
both my eyes was restored, praise the Lord! My angina pectoris is
also healed. God bless you all.
Margaret Armstrong Tunnard, 79 E. Ashland Street, Doylestown , PA
18901 . I plan to go to Southern California each winter to sit on my
beach and enjoy the ocean breezes and gentle sun. I am a widow and
live in the house I was born in . At 81 my health is fair.

Class of 1938

Mary K. Reeder Copeland, 807C Sheridan Plaza, Williamsport, PA
17701. I was very pleased to receive my Life Membership card from
the Alumni Association. Thank you very much. My best wishes to all
my classmates and friends.
Lida Pardee Goodell, Route 1, Box 190, Peachtree Point Road , Chestertown , MD 21620. I was unable to join you for the luncheon in May
1991 because I was recovering from Bronchial Pneumonia which I got
after the Holidays. Sincere best wishes to all.
Matilda Snare Finn (Joseph), 1242 Red Rambler Road , Jenkintown ,
PA 19046. 1990 marked 50 years of a happy marriage , 55 years as a
Jefferson graduate for Joe, and 30 years as a certified Braillist for me.
Transcribing Braille has been most gratifying and rewarding and makes
my days meaningful as I grow older. It is mentally challenging and
especially enjoyable now that I do my transcribing on a PC. Who
would think that 52 years later I still traverse 1Oth Street as I make
my weekly trip to Associated Services for the Blind at 919 Walnut
Street. Best wishes for World Peace and to Jefferson Nursing as it
celebrates its 1OOth Anniversary.
Virginia Kinter Hatton, 3499 East Avenue , Colonial Heights , VA 23834.
1 hope everyone has a healthy and happy 1991. My health has not
been the best this past year, but I do enjoy our cats and the many
birds attracted by my feeder and wooded yard. I also enjoy sitting on
our deck in the sun . I live with my daughter and her family, and their
activities and my busy grandchildren make the days whiz by.

Class of 1936

Elizabeth Stephen Stone Miller (John E.), PO Box 14, Sadburysville ,
PA 19369. Things are "status quo". I'm always happy when classmates and friends stop by.
Margaret T. Pound Ransom (Wayne W.), 406 Waveland Road, Catonsville, MD 21228 . 55 years- where have the years gone? Training at
Jeff in my time was good , but hard. I look forward to seeing my old
friends at the luncheon in May. Wayne and I are still in our own home,
but who knows what next year will bring . Happy 100th to nursing at
Jeff.
Rebecca Thornton Ingling, 1523 Custom Road, Virginia Beach , VA
23454. My husband passed away in March 1990. I keep very busy
with my senior citizens.
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Kathryn V. Bastian, 4208 S.E. Ford Road, Lawton , OK 73501 . I'm
still hanging on here in Oklahoma. My best wishes to all. God Bless!
Wilma Benner Lewis (Francis J.), 8300 S.W. 107th Lane, Ocala, FL
32676. Greetings to all Jeff nurses, especially my classmates. I continue to enjoy retirement- travel , gardening and crafts. My husband
and I spend summers in my hometown in Pennsylvania, and winters
at our Florida home.

Myra (Cleo) Snyder Dunkle, PO Box 501, Crescent City, FL 321120501 . Time goes by so fast. In September and October 1990 I had
the pleasure of traveling in Turkey for 3 weeks . Then I went on a
Carribean cruise through the Panama Canal. Both were places I will
remember for a long time.
Lydia K. Yerkes, 300 Willow Valley Lakes Drive, Apt. E-127, Willow
Street, PA 17584. I still enjoy living at the "Lakes". In February I
returned from a trip to Spain and Portugal. I had a great time, and
saw many places of interest on side trips while there.
Thelma Marks Saylor (Blair) , 243 Calle de Madrid , Tucson , AZ 85711 .
Blair and I celebrated our 50th wedding anniversary in May. We are
both retired, but Blair is working with Habitat for Humanity and I do
volunteer work with church and the homeless.

three nites a week. I'm the oldest, needless to say. The ages range
from 14 to 40. I love it.

Class of 1941
Marion Robison Barbour, 31 Lindis Farne Avenue , Westmont, NJ
08108. In 1990 I had both knee joints replaced, one in March and the
other in September. I am doing real well.
Grace Simmons Peacock, 1237, W. 7th Street #5 , San Pedro, CA
90731 . I'm still working 2-3 days a week , and love every minute of it.
Harriet H. Werley, 6809 North Seville Avenue , Milwaukee, WI 53209.
In April I was on a trip to Melbourne. While there , I presented two
papers at the 4th International Nursing Informatics Conference, 1 also
did some touring of Queensland, Australia and New Zealand. After this
conference, another campus in the University of Wisconsin System
asked me to present to a nursing class on the topic of the Nursing
Minimum Data Set (NMOS) , integrating the information learned in
Melbourne on the Australian's use of the NMOS. At the end of June
1991 I retired and have been offered an Emerita appointment.
Peggy Summers, 2601 Pennsylvania Avenue C852, Philadelphia, PA
19130. If someone said to me, its been 50 years since you graduated
my response would be - not true, not true. But the creaky knees ,
etc., say yes, it is true. I have never regretted coming to Jeff for my
training, nor all the time I worked on staff at Jeff as an R.N. 1 was
proud to see so many come to our 50th anniversary on May 4th,
1991. The best of luck to everyone .

Grace E. Bird Petersen, (Robert) , PO Box 383, Whitehouse Station ,
NJ 08889. Hello to all my classmates. I would like to see more of you
at the annual luncheon . I keep busy with volunteer work. I became a
member of the DAR during its 100th year in 1990.
Olga Dygan Mitchell, B1220 Park Drive Manor, Philadelphia, PA
19144. I still have my house at the shore, but I also spend some time
in Alabama with my daughter as well as 2 months in Florida. I enjoy
working at Jefferson's Thrift Shop.
Florence Kelly Gunster, Box 208, Plumsteadville, PA 18749-0208. 1
hope Jefferson has a good anniversary. Hello to everyone.

Sophia Pickens Driscoll (John), 1311 Puritan Avenue , Woodbury, NJ
08096. John has his problems (health wise) solved for the present
time. We continue to be in fairly good health for our ages. All our
children and grandchildren are doing well. Hello to all my classmates
and congratulations to all who have made it thus far. I cannot believe
that 50 years has flown by so fast. We thank God for all our blessings.
Gene Roush Jerabek, 3245 Southern Avenue , Kingman, AZ 864015371 . Best regards to all - especially my classmates. I'm sorry 1
could not attend the luncheon, I was in Alaska at that time.
Frances Soltys Walicki (Theodore), 1623 Marsh Street, Reading, PA
19607. There is nothing new to tell. We planned to go to Poland this
year, but the war has deterred us from doing any traveling .
Ruth Kielman Giletto, 1617 S. State Street, Dover, DE 19901 . I
moved to Dover, but I miss Philadelphia. I have 5 grandchildren, they
are the love of my life.
Ethel Marie Heller Todaro, 1100 West Chester Pike, West Chester,
PA 19382 Apt. F-1. I am still working three evenings a week at Devon
Manor in Devon , Pennsylvania. It was good to see so many classmates
at our 50th anniversary.

Class of 1940
Marion Jones Tracey, 541 Shady Pine Way, West Palm Beach, FL
33415 . My husband Martin L. Tracey, M.D., died January 17, 1991. 1
shall continue to live in Florida and spend my summers on Cape Cod,
Massachusetts.
Janet Hicks Arnold (George) , 4626 Mitchell Road , Kingsport, TN
37664. Sorry I couldn't get back to Jefferson in May, I take care of
my 92 year old mother who is legally blind. My daughter is an audiologist in Nashville . I have a granddaughter, a junior in college and a
grandson in high school. We are pretty well tied down .
Sara L. Werstler, 814 Lancaster Avenue , Apt. 4, Bryn Mawr, PA
19010-3217. There is really nothing new with me. I am still enjoying
ret1rement.
Ellora Endicott Meyer (Frederick) , 570 Panoramic Highway, Mill Valley,
CA 94941 . Greetings to my classmates. We still enjoy our life style in
the Bay area of California. At present I'm involved in the production
and direction of amateur dramatic presentations , as well as aquatic
calisthenics and swimming.

Kathryn Duffy Quackenbush (Charles) , 377 White House Beach , Millsboro , DE 19966. We are enjoying living in the beach area. We have
two sons and two grandchildren , a boy and a girl. Both sons live in
New Jersey.

Ellen E. Remensnyder Carlton (Leffie) , 3711 Bayshore Blvd ., Tampa,
FL 33611. My husband, Leffie M. Carlton , Jr., M.D . retired July 1,
1990 after 43 years of private practice, specializing in chest and vascular surgery. We are enjoying traveling and our 4 granddaughters and 1
grandson. We 're thankful for good health and good friends .
Ruth Ritter Holbrook, 398 Penn Avenue, West Reading , PA 19611 . 1
am keeping busy. I feel good and I am happy to be able to enjoy
golfing vacations and travel. My best regards to all my classmates.
Marion Kustay Sobiesiak, 104 James Road , Freeland, PA 18224. 1
spent 3 months in Corpus Christi visiting my son . 1 take trips to
Florida, Canada and wherever- with my son Father Joe, with whom
I am making my home. On May 2nd I became a great grandmother.
Alice Freed Moore (Jim) , 816 Bushnell Street, Caldwell, lA 83605. My
husband and I will be in Alaska for 2 months this summer. Summers in
Alaska are wonderful with temperatures in the 50's and 60's . We
discovered Sitka last year and will be in Petersburg and Skagway this
year.

Nellie Gery Force, RD #1 , Box 466, Mars, PA 16046. I am widowed
and I'm retired. I keep busy by playing golf several times a week, 1
also garden and enjoy doing crafts. I have three children and eight
grandchildren , they all live out of state.
Frances Huston Rumberger (Walter) , 2111 Yale Avenue , Camp Hill,
PA 17011. It was a great reunion for our 50th , with 20 members
present. Thanks to Perma and Ethel for all their help. Greetings to all
our classmates of 1941 .

Class of 1942
Grace Jennings Dunkelberger, Luther Crest Apt. 493 , 800 Hausman
Road , Allentown , PA 18104. Many thanks to all the Jeff alumnae who
supported me during Roland 's death , and my severe illness. If health
and world conditions permit, I hope to visit Scotland with our church
group in the spring . I will be thinking of you on Alumni Day- best
wishes to all.

Judy Elliott Kesselring (Sam), 5033 College Corner Road , Oxford,
OH 45056. I'm still working two and a half days a week in the office
of a family practice physician. My husband is retired. Our two children
are married. We have three granddaughters, one married and two in
school. I think I'm in good health. I go to low impact aerobics two or

Mary Rita Zeit Wittman, 7715 Roseland Road, Sebastian , FL 32958.
I am very involved with church work which occupies my time and
keeps me out of mischief. Best wishes to all .
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Gladys K. Reed White, 313 Rocky Court West, Chalfont, PA 18914.
I'm busy with church work , secretary/treasurer of our Homeowners
Association , and 1play a lot of bridge. I don't have to baby sit, Wil.liam
is in 5th grade and Suzanne is in 1st grade. I took a 5 day bus tnp to
the Outer Banks. The printing business is busy. My youngest daughter
works at Yale/New Haven Hospital in the finance area, and also teaches
a class at Yale in Financial Decision Making in Health Care.
Rosalyn R. Hosterman Boyle, 3298 S. Eudora Street, Denver, CO
80222. I'm looking forward to out 50th reunion (Class of 42) and I'm
planning to be there. See you then!

Class of 1943

Muriel Lloyd Peake, 507 Calhoun Road , Wilmington, DE 19808. I'm
recovering from a total left knee replacement. I'm convinced the rehab
is worse than the surgery. It's hell to get old .
Marion Dalgleish Gabauzda, Leader Residential 724 N. Charlotte
Street, Pottstown , PA 19464. I am so happy to be associated with
Jefferson . My best to everyone .
Ruth 1. Sunderland, 12 South Market Street, PO Box 393, McVeytown , PA 17051. I'm still working parttime at the same place (for 46
years).

Marion Louise Kelly Carver, 5201 Atlantic Blvd ., Apt. # 107, Jacksonville , FL 32207 . Up to date news -I'm waling again . I do not have a
left hip joint, the doctors made three attempts to put in prosthesis but
to no avail , however with determination and exercise I'm walking w1th
a cane and sometimes a walker. I live alone and I'm able to do all for
myself, driving , shopping and I even volunteer at the hospital one day
a week. Best wishes to everyone and God Bless.
Evelyn F. Sherick Sell (Bernard) , 251 Ocean Blvd. , PO Box 44, Atlantic
Highlands, NJ 07716. I had my gall bladder removed the new laproscopic way- no stitches, made a great recovery. One granddaughter
graduated from the University of Michigan at Ann Ar~or. One granddaughter starting college in September. I am back d01ng pnvate duty
nursing part time in private homes. Sorry I m1ssed the luncheon but
a large stone got priority.

Class of 1946

Jeanne Null Collevechio (Tom) , 17 Linda Drive, Allendale , NJ 07 401.
Tom is enjoying retirement while I continue to keep busy working
parttime at Valley Hospital in Ridgewood , New Jersey.
Jeanne L. Lebkicker, 200 Northwood Drive, Rome, GA 30161 . I
enjoyed a tour of England, Scotland, Wales and lrela~d in May 1990.
I'm looking forward to a tour of Alaska th1s year. I m en1oymg my
retirement, 1 still do some consultant services . I have enjoyed the
visits of my "big sister " Jean Fishel Carter. I was glad I could attend
our 1DOth anniversary and see so many old friends .
Betty Kimmel Frommelt (J. Calvin) , 502 Ramapo Avenue , Pompton
Lakes NJ 07442. We are looking forward to havmg more t1me to
travel 'and time to visit our coast to coast children. Cal has semi-retired
as of January 1991. I continue to be active in Passaic County Medical
Auxiliary, etc.
Geraldine Hart Rockel (Paul), 2608 Abington Road , Wilmington , DE
19810. Paul and I have been enjoying our retirement. We have been
doing a number of Elderhostel programs in the U.S.A. and Europe .
Jacqueline Baer Coffroth, 2505 Winsford Lane , Carmichael, CA
95608. 1am an active Realtor in Sacramento. I do this to keep busy
since 1am a widow. My four grandchildren and roses are my hobby.

Class of 1944

Mary K. Peck Brill, B-205 University Park, Ithaca, NY 14850. There
are 4 things I'm enjoying: 1) Good health . 2) Exerc1s1ng and walking
with my grandchildren . 3) Working per diem. 4) Taking art and creative
writing this semester.
Rosie Smith Jones, 1888 Delaware, Beaumont, TX 77703 . At last I'm
getting "back on track", it's been a hard year for me. I expect to have
cataract surgery this spring .
Mary J. Meenahan Trueheart (John) , 10510 Moorberry Lane, Houston , TX 77043. We have traveled to South America , Alaska , and Honolulu on sight seeing cruises and trips. We also went to Columbus,
Ohio to welcome our 14th grandchild .
Marjorie E. Fink Searing, 1613 Wight Street, Wall , NJ 07719-3901 .
1had hoped to attend the luncheon in May. I have had another senes
of chemotherapy. In my spare time I work on craft projects and I enjoy
reading.
Geraldine Schreffler Meyer (Roy), 2502 W. Calle Morado , Tucson,
AZ. 85745. My husband and I hope to come back East in the fall
and again next May for the reunion with classmates. We have two
granddaughters now. We are enjoying retirement. Greetings and best
wishes to old friends .

Class of 1947

LaDean Beattie Kramp (Dean), 310 S. Cherry Street, Ebensburg, PA
15931 . Having raised seven children , Dean and I are now enjoying
retirement. Ten precious grand "kids ", traveling , golf, needlework and
"auctions and antiques" fill our hours. My nursing days were enjoyable
and I was always so proud to say I was a Jeff grad .
Janet E. Edwards Maurer (Calvin) , 7752 Carrleigh Parkway, Springfield , VA 22152. May 1990 I retired and I'm enjoying every minute of
it. My husband has also retired which makes it nice to pick up and
go. Sure beats watching a time clock.
Jane E. Treon Reitz, 3810 Hobcaw-Piantation Point, Myrtle Beach ,
SC 29577. I'm still office manager for my son-in-law, I also sit on the
beach and play with my grandchildren .
Carol Stevens Covert (Elmer) , 1515 Broadway Court, Wheeling , IL
60090 . 1 was thinking of you on May 4th and wishing I could have
been there to share in the festivities . I would love to see all the changes
in the Hospital and School . Perhaps another time. Regards to one and
all.
Marie Louise Baloga Peters (Leo J. Jr.) , 7018 Gateridge Drive , Dallas, TX 75240 . Last fall my husband and I took a 16 day trans Panama
Canal cruise on the "Daphne " (Costa Line) , and it was wonderful. The
Italian warmth and hospitality on board ship and the food and wine
served there were among the finest we 've ever encountered.
Julia C. Stout, 718 E. Cameron Street, Shamokin , PA 17872. I had a
very enjoyable and wonderful reunion on November 9~h 1990 with my
dear friend, our classmate, lona Park Ball. She flew 1n to Hockessin ,
Delaware from Arkansas to baby sit her grandsons , and I stopped by
on my way to New Jersey and visited with her for about 5 hours.
Needless to say, the visit was too short, but it was just a great feeling
to see her and be with her again . Take care everyone.

Class of 1945

June Wall Kyle (Walter) , 50 Linden Drive, Painesville , OH 44077. In
December 1991 I will have been retired 7 years. My last position was
night supervisor at our local hospital , where I worked for 33 years .
We have 4 children and 3 grandchildren (girls) whom we adore. Our
youngest daughter and our oldest granddaughter are both nursing
students. It is always a delight to receive the nurses alumni bulletin to
keep "in touch " with old friends and "Jeff".
Ruth Riggin Corson (Joseph Mackie) , 24 Bloomfield Street, Lexington , MA 02173 . I'm sorry I can 't make this years big celebration . I
hope it is a great success .
Jean Fishel Carter, 306 Grace Community, Myerstown , PA 17067. In
June 1990 I moved into a lovely retirement center in Myerstown . I am
enjoying it very much. My granddaughters , Kelli Sue and Jamie Lee
also give me great pleasure. My visits to Rome , Georgia are st1ll a
highlight during the year.
Charlotte Cooper Phillips (Ernest Arthur) , 201 Sierra Way, Auburn , CA
95603. We're living a fairly regular life , pushing 43 years of marriage.
Greetings to all who remember me. In February we took our first trip ,
a cruise to Mexico , it was exciting.
Betty Covert Rhodes (Carl L.), Pennsylvania Avenue , HCR 63, Box
20 , Mifflintown , PA 17059. I find the Satellite group at Harrisburg
very worthwhile and interesting .
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Elizabeth Martin Spencer (Richard) , 125 Folcroft Avenue , Folcroft,
PA 19032. I retired from Taylor Hospital as director of central service
and linen service on May 31 , 1991 .
Irma S. Schuetz Heller (Donald E.), PO Box 3664, Port Charlote, FL
33949-3664. I have had my R.N. license in Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Connecticut, Delaware and Florida. I worked in all of these states, but
I am now unemployed . If anyone from Jefferson comes to Florida and
remembers me, they are welcome to visit our house. I miss all my
friends from the North , and I wish I was still working at Jefferson .
Jane Black Guerin (Theodore) , 3105 Emmet Avenue, Huntingdon, PA
16652. I was glad I could get to the luncheon in May. Our daughter
Prudence, age 40, has enrolled in a degree nursing program. She is
changing careers in mid-stream .
Julia M. Zello King, 24613 Electric Drive, Bay Village , OH 44140 . I'm
still pursuing my hobby of traveling . My son Scott is in his own
business in Cleveland , and my daughter Andrea is in the executive
senior service for the Federal Government in Washington, 0. C.
Elizabeth J. Pyle Miller (Richard C.), 105 Leonards Lane, Phoenixville, PA 19460. We are both retired now. Gratefully, we will be able
to be fulfilled with golf, community service , and volunteer work.

Nancy Weikel Ritzman (E. Roland) , 226 Willow Valley Drive, Lancaster, PA 17602. Six of us from our class vacationed in Cape May, New
Jersey in September 1990. We did this also in September 1948. It
was great visiting and enjoying time together, after a 42 year interval.
M. Arlene Yohey Watkins (George), 802 Oak Avenue, Lake City, FL
32055. I have been retired for 14 months now. We are enjoying camping- roughing it smoothly- motor home style.
Doris A. Burke Hano (George) , Rt. #8, Box 345, Warrenton , VA
22186. Betty Martz Muthler and her husband John visited with us this
past spring. Betty is a friend and former classmate from Jeff, I hadn 't
seen her since the 50's.

Class of 1949
Florence Servello McAlpin (Alton), 8431 Hearth Drive #3, Houston ,
TX 77054 . I retired April 2, 1991! Well , almost, I still work one day a
week in the E.R. I still seem to be very busy. After working the 3-11
shift for so many years , my husband is happy to have me home when
he comes home each evening . My love to all of you. You cannot
imagine how many times I think of all of you and one day I will get
around to writing.
Elsie Skvir Nierle (Richard) , RD 1, Box 550, Montgomery, PA 17752.
Hello to all friends and classmates at Jefferson. We reminisce our
student days at Jefferson at every opportunity.
Helen Daugherty Barrett (Lewis) , 588 Lynn Avenue , Woodbury, NJ
08096. Congratulations to the School of Nursing on its 1DOth anniversary. I'm very proud to be one of its many graduates. My husband
and I celebrated our 40th anniversary in June 1990.
Louise Dietz Strayer (Kermit) , 362 S. Charles Street, Dallastown , PA
17313. Kermy and I spent an exciting day in March visiting with Mary
Levinsky and her sister Ruth . They were great hostesses and tour
guides, as they drove us around Jupiter and Palm Springs in Florida.
It is great seeing classmates.
Priscilla Kresge Nicholson (Samuel) , 4903 Canyonwood Drive, Austin, TX 78735. My husband and I have recently returned home after
spending two years teaching in the People 's Republic of China.
Jane E. Beard Davison (William R., M.D.), 145 Glen Cannon Drive,
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768. Bill is still practicing orthopedics. We 're
living in North Carolina and probably will retire here . We have a new
grandchild on the way (due in December) , that will make three. All is
well.

Class of 1948
Rachel Irvine Herbert, 26525 via Juanita, Mission Viejo , CA 92691. I
retired from nursing in 1987 at 65 years of age, and moved to sunny
California to live with my daughter Diane and grandson. I spent 16
years at Crozer-Chester Medical Center and 23 years at Phoenix Steel
Corp ., where I wrote a procedure manual and a 3 shift nurses schedule. I received an award for performing a life saving procedure on a
Phoenix employee. I was active in Delaware Valley Occupational
Nurses Association . I am currently very active as a docent (tour guide)
in a Historical Park, secretary of the Rancho Viejo Woman's Club ,
Federated , AARP, Saddleback Historical Society, Saddleback Senior
Club , and in my church. I house sit for extra money to spend in Las
Vegas, and I travel a lot. I have had an M.l. and two angioplasties .
They were hardly a pause in my busy life. Praise be to God!
Inez Cornelius Miranda (William) , 22 Rampart East, Media, PA
19063. Seventeen members of our January '48 class gathered at
my home on October 31, 1990. We enjoyed a great day of fun and
fellowship .
Betty L. Johns Budrow, 345 Cherry Street, Pottstown, PA 19464. My
husband Leon passed away very suddenly June 16, 1990. We all miss
him terribly. His son George and wife Lisa have a new baby, Leon
George, born 2/10/91. I have started volunteer work one day a week
in the E.R. of the local hospital , a most rewarding experience.
Mercedes Geil Weber (Stephen) , 436 Fairview Avenue , Penndel , PA
19047-5514. Congratulations on the 1DOth Anniversary for Nursing at
Jefferson!! I'm proud to be a "Jeff" graduate. I continue to work every
other week-end in a nursing home. Geriatric nursing is challenging
and interesting. Despite my husband 's many illnesses, he continues
to remain as active as possible with his gardening hobby. Our daughter
and son-in-law continue to do well in their fields of work.
Aileen R. Hickey Wapner (John) , 3635 Fox Run Drive , Allentown , PA
18103. We are the grandparents of 7% grandchildren . We have 5
children and they all live in the Allentown area except one who lives in
Downingtown .
Anne Marie Olivia Carballo (Jose D., M.D.), 6860 S.W. 99 Terrace ,
Miami , FL 33156. All goes well with the Carballos . Jose is still as busy
as ever in the practice of Internal Medicine and Cardiology. J. 0. is
with Marathon Oil in Houston , Texas as a geologist. John as a Public
Defender in Tampa, Florida. Jeff is in Marketing for Pizza Hut in South
Florida, Jim is an interior designer for Parbel , a French Firm , in their
international division and does a great deal of traveling . Anne is a
Telemetry nurse and Amy is a dialysis nurse. I'm still working in my
husband 's office. Our free weekends are spent at our home in the
Florida Keys.

Class of 1950
Margaret Henry Jones (Donald E.) , 3117 Catherine Avenue , Allentown , PA 18103. I have finally retired after working 38 years full time
in O.R. Now I have been caring for my parents this past year. My
mother died in November 1990, but I still have my father with me .
Along with baby sitting for 7 grandchildren I keep very busy.
Jean Hohe Larkin, 1150 N. 16th Street, Allentown , PA 18102. 1hope
to retire at the end of 1991 . I'm still doing oncology nursing at Sacred
Heart Hospital in Allentown .
Helen Sheriff Rightor (John) , 210 Beechwood Drive, Oil City, PA
16301. Our youngest finished Penn State last fall. We became grandparents for the first time , the kids are in California. It's nice to qualify
for the airline "grandparent tickets ."
Jane Heffelfinger Whipple (Harry), 112 Centerbrook Road , Hamden,
CT 06518 . I'm still working part time in our angioplasty unit at Yale
New Haven Medical Center, New Haven , Connecticut. Six private
rooms for pre-heart transplant patients were opened in June. Harry
and I travel whenever we can. We're still at 7 grandchildren . Retirement
may happen in the fall.
Barbara Fisher Ackerman (Or. F. Eugene) , 444 Roland Avenue , Pottstown , PA 19464. I am working as a clinical analyst for a clinical service
company in Blue Bell. Isn 't it wonderful what we Jefferson nurses can
do? It was so enjoyable to see so many of our classmates at the
luncheon as we celebrated our big 40th in 1990.
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Mary Louise Moore Brumbaugh (Simon C. , Jr. , M.D .), 7337 Central
Avenue , Lemon Grove, CA 91945. It was great seeing everyone at our
40th reunion in May 1990. I plan to attend with my husband his 40th
this year from Jefferson Medical College.
Sara Young Konstanzer, 132 Delview Drive, Wilmington, DE 19810.
I'm still working at Kendal at Longwood as the 3-11 supervisor. Daria,
Robert, and Paul are all happily married and Linda is still at home .
Clara C. Richardson Flynn (Owen), 9021 Mojave Drive, Sacramento ,
CA 95826. Owen is officially retired from the Air Force (27 years) and
the Sacramento County Sheriff's Department (20 years) . I'm considering retirement so we can travel together. But for today I'm still working
in the Elk Grove Convalescent Hospital as director of Staff Development. 1tried to join the Navy during the build-up in the Gulf, but was
told 1was just a shade past the age limit. For anyone who is interes~ed ,
1 would recommend the service . It's an expenence learnmg to live,
and ripen , and to give back something to Your Country. Four years
are not so long, and when you grow to be a "senior citizen " you can
amaze your grandkids with assorted stories and pictures of gramma
in the plexiglass nose of a B-26!! I do have fond memones of the Air
Force.

Eleanor Mannino Reibel, PhD ., R.N. (Kurt) , 4514 Loos Circle, Columbus, OH 43214 . After many years as nurse educator and assistant
director of Ohio Board of Nursing , I retired . This year big things will
happen to our 3 children - Linda will graduate from Wash!ngton ,
D.C. Law School; David graduates from Stanford , California Law
School; and Michael gets his Masters on way to PhD. at University of
Wisconsin in urban geography.

Class of 1952
Barbara Wilhelm Tichian (Richard), 5300 Sherwood Terrace, Pennsauken , NJ 08109. Congratulations to our daughter: Tamara Tichian
Magenta '81 on her 1Oth Anniversary.
Ann Summers Nesbella, 518 Steward Street, Bellwood , PA 16617.
I'm in my 24th year at Altoona Hospital Center for Medicine. I am
Director/Nursing QA!Risk Management. I'm also very busy at home
as well. 1have two grandsons ages 4% and 1%, they keep me moving,
but "how wonderful it is."
Joyce Mangle Simpkins, 1113 Merrick Avenue , Westmont, NJ 08108 .
In June I began my 24th year working part-time in Jefferson's Nursery.
My husband, Russ, died in 1986. My two grandsons, Michael and
Christopher are keeping me "fit and limber."
Rebecca "Becky" Fox Cella (Robert) , 56 Island Park Avenue , Ramsey,
NJ 07446. At last, with mixed feelings , I look forward to retirement
after 25 years as Nurse/Health Educator in a middle school. My advanced degree, etc. is actually mental health and I've maintained a
small private practice in psychotherapy for the past ten years. When
my school job ends I hope to beef up my practice, but more importantly, to have TIME to re-connect with the many persons who have
touched my life along this fast track journey. My ultimate hop is to
slow down and really 'smell the daisys.'

Class of 1951
Phyllis Gerhard McClure (Edward) , 19 Linton Run Road , Port Deposit, MD 21904. It was great to see so many from the class of '51 at
the annual luncheon .
Marian Thorp Williams (Arthur R.) , 2928 Sandyford Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19152. A special hello to all of my classmates on our 40th
anniversary.
Barbara Duckworth Arkes (Robert), 443 Bates Drive, Bay Village , OH
44140. My husband and I are enjoying retirement; keeping busy with
hospital volunteer work and being ambassadors for Contmental Airlines. We are grateful that our four grandchildren, ages 8, 7, 6, and
4% all live within a 2% hour drive so we can see them often.
Anna J. Troxell Humphreys (W. Howard) , 2122 N. Ridgewood Street,
Santa Ana , CA 92701-1925. I had been looking forward to the 1DOth
celebration and the annual luncheon in May. It was wonderful to see
so many classmates and friends.
Joan Christman Clauss (Thomas) , RD #2, Box 138, Olyphant, PA
18447. Tom is still going strong in his practice. Me- I'm happy
being a grandmother to 19 grandchildren with two more due in July.
Elizabeth Moll Chevola (Joseph) , HCR Box 657, Elgin, AZ 85611 .
For eight years 1have been in Public Health Nursing on a border county
with Mexico. 70% of my responsibilities are TB outpatient, 30% all
other communicable diseases. Lots of challenges. Happy 40th to my
classmates.
Barbara Edwards Beam (Harold), 17 West Virginia Avenue , Fenwick
Island, DE 19944. Harold has retired and we are now living year round
in Fenwick Island. We just love it. We have six grandchildren , 3 boys
and 3 girls. Retirement life is wonderful. Our 40th reunion was great.
Nelda Gothie Edson, 12247 S. Chippewa Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85044. I
work at Friendship Village in Tempe, Arizona . It is a life care retirement
community of 750 residents . One resident is Mrs. Anna J. Dunlapnee Hibbard , class of 1927. Imagine my delight meeting another Jeff
nurse out here in Arizona.
Nina Davis Weller (Thomas) , 2412 Shamrock Lane, Millville, NJ
08332. I'm still school nurse at Millville Memorial High School. I am
learning my way around Jeff again . Both my husband and my mother
have been patients this past year, can 't say it was fun . Sorry I couldn 't
make the luncheon this year.
Louise M. Simonson O'Neil (Robert C.), 1350 Swope Drive, Boiling
Springs , PA 17007. It was wonderful to see so many classmates at
our 40th reunion this year.
Nancy E. Thompson Powell (Harold), 91 New Freedom Road , Berlin,
NJ 08009. It was great to be able to attend our 40th reunion and the
Centennial celebration this year. Harold and I stay busy. I'm still working at Jeff one day a week and teaching three year olds two mornings
a week.

Phyllis M. Haney Heim (Paul), 1307 Jefferson Avenue , Lewisburg ,
PA 17837. I've finally completed a BS Degree! Earlier I went back to
school for an Associate Degree in Art (1979) and last August (1990) a
BS in Health . I'm working full time as a director of staff development
at a Tressler Lutheran Service LTC facility. We have five married daughters , the fifth one was married in September 1991 . We have six grandchildren to date. Paul is an associate professor. Being a Jefferson
Nurse has served me well.

Class of 1953
Trudy Lange Amend (Hans) , 2270 Boyd Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA
19006. We celebrated our 35th wedding anniversary on February 11 ,
1991 , and 1had a coronary the next day, but I'm ok now. We still have
our cottage on Long Beach Island in New Jersey. We welcome visitors
all summer.
Janet Edwardsen Meredith, 206 67th Street, Holmes Beach , FL
34217. I had a wonderful trip to Thailand with my son Andrew in
November 1990. In February I visited in Mexico . I'm enjoying my
retirement.
Sharon Lavelle Kelly (John J.) , Box 474 Mattson Road , Chester
Heights, PA 19017. I have enjoyed working as a part-time school
nurse for the last 10 years. Our first grandchild is due April 1st. I
would love to hear from my classmates and would welcome them to
stay with us in Chester Heights.
Thelma Heist Goodhart (Edward) , 666 Pleasant View Road , Lewisberry, PA 17339. Hi to all. I continue to work parttime in labor and
delivery. We have two beautiful grandsons.
Marilyn Fullerton Bower (Robert) , 885 E. Main Street, Birdsboro , PA
19508. Retirement means still working but the work is different. I
continue to enjoy taking care of our grandchild Emily. My husband
Bob and I will take a bus trip to Williamsburg with his high school
class in September, God willing. Does anyone have any ideas on
starting a church library! That's my next task and all ideas will be
appreciated .

Class of 1954
Rena Sauvageot Graham (Charles) , 67371 Hanna Road , Quaker City,
OH 43773. Nothing new this year, I'm still the School District's only
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school nurse, and we 're still farming . I continue to enjoy having our
fam1ly nearby, our daughter, son-in-law and 3 grandchildren.

Class of 1955

June Reginak Dupnock (John), 830 Carmel Road, Millville, NJ 08332.
Afterhaving three sons, ~ur son Stephen and his wife Beth gave us
our f1rst grandchild, a g1rl, Natalie. I'm finishing my 2nd term as
president of the Cumberland County School Nurse Association . 1have
been a school nurse in Millville the last 21 years. I was interviewed on
our local radio (WSNJ-Bridgeton) and had a chance to give Jefferson
"a plug ", the interview was on school nursing.

Takaka Hirata Tokumasu (Hideo), 4343 14th Avenue South , Seattle,
WA 98108. Hi everyone! I'm still using the wonderful knowledge 1
acqu1red at Jeff. I'm working in a neurology clinic. 1hope to see you
all for our 50th reunion.

Esther Lee Warthin Webb (Hamilton B.), 5930 Trailwinds Drive #325 ,
Fort Myers, FL 33907. I'm enjoying the retired life of Florida. We have
lots of family winter visitors, and we spend the summers visiting
family

Jane Snyder "!ilgus (Donald L.) , PO Box 93 Bethany Beach, DE
19930. I haven t done any nursing for the past 10 years. Golf has
taken up~ lot of my leisure time. We have 7 wonderful grandchildren
and are d1scovenng more and more that this is a great time of life!

Class of 1956
Margar~t Cordner Baker (Jack), 836 Westfield Drive, Building #9,
Cmnammson, NJ 08077. Our daughter Kathy was married June 22,
1991 to Michael A.J. Sawyer, M.D. He is currently stationed with
912th MASH Unit in Saudi-Desert Storm. Our son John returned from
Japan and is currently employed in New York City. Jack and 1continue
to work and enjoy life.
Joanne Longfellow Holder, 200 Union Avenue , Salisbury, MD 21801.
I had done no general ~ospital nursing since our training at Jeff (1 00
~ears or so ago!!). _I dec1ded to try 1t 1n todays higher tech atmosphere,
I m wo~kmg part-t1me at a very progressive small hospital , Nanticoke
Memonal, 1n Seaford, Delaware. I love every minute.
Norma Dawson, 641 E. 19th Street, Chester, PA 19103. 1. 1received
the Sears Foundation Award from Widener University for excellence in
teachmg and campus leadership. Nationally, recipients of the award
rece1ve $1 ,000.00 2. I published "Needs Satisfaction in Terminal
Care Settings," Social Science and Medicine, 32(1), 83-87, 1991 .
Florence Roche, 8318 Jeanes Street, Philadelphia, PA 19111. I'm
glad so many classmates could attend our 35th anniversary reunion
and weekend on May 4th 1991 .
Jean Krasnisky Pike, 21042 Desert Sands Drive, Sun City West, AZ.
85375. I began part-time employment at our Community Day Care
Center as R.N . I needed to settle down for some re-evaluation of life.
Smce my husband died 3 years ago, I have traveled extensively. The
world 1s too volatile for present day travel. My Community is a "Senior
Utopia" exceptfor aging illnesses. Perhaps l'lllearn something , or at
least put what little I know to some positive service.
Noreen King Poole (William E.), 162 Hampton Circle, Jupiter, FL
33458 . Bill and I are preparing for retirement to Prescott, Arizona in
late '91 _or early '92. I will be retiring from Palm Beach Community
College 1n Ju~e. I know I will miss nursing and teaching , but 1hope
to use my sk1lls as a volunteer in the years to come. We now have 3
grandchildren living in California and Arizona , so I need to develop
some "grandmothering" skills too. Best wishes to all .
Catherine Plevyak Fisch (lrv.) , 1582 Via Romero , Alamo , CA 94507.
We have four children- 3 sons and 1 daughter. Two son 's have their
M.D.:s. One is a graduate of Jefferson, and our third son will be
entenng the class of 1995 at Jefferson.

Mary Catherine Eichman Cowen (Mac) , 3636 Gloucester Drive, Bethlehem , PA 18017. We have been living in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania for
almost 12 years , the longest time in one house. Mac and 1 were
presented with our second grandson , Sean , by our daughter Malia
Sargent.
Gladys Wil~on Kitchen (Richard) , 32 Carr Street, Dallas, PA 18612.
Enjoyed seemg my classmates at the annual luncheon this year. 1hope
to see many more o~ you at our 35th next year. I'm still enjoying my
JOb on the bloodmobiles 1n NEPA for the American Red Cross.
Rose Marie Yuhas Dudas (John) , 52 Marion Avenue, Dumont NJ
07628. Our son is entering his second year of college and our daughter
graduated th1s past May, but not before I received my BS degree one
week earlier. After all these years I finally made it.

Class of 1958
Drosalina (Dee) Riccio Riffle (John), 6180 S.W. , 90 Court, Miami
FL 33173. My h~sband is a captain for Delta Air lines and is presently
fly1ng to the Onent. We have our home in Florida but maintain an
apartment in Salt Lake City. We plan to retire to o~r Florida address
upon my husband 's retirement in the Fall of '92. Our son John graduated from college with a degree in Aviation Management. He also has
his pilots license an_d will be working for an airline upon graduation.
Our da~ghter Amy 1s a~ending college in Miami and working in her
spare t1me. She IS lookmg forward to a career as a flight attendant. 1
have many occasions to use my nurses training . I keep my license
~urrent, althou9h I have not worked in the hospital setting for sometime. I often thmk of returning to my chosen profession .
Christina L. _Rodgers, 114 Hallmark House, Briarcrest, Hershey, PA
17033. lmagme 100 years of "Jeff nurses." We are probably all over
the country and the world. I can tell you being a nurse, and a Jeff
nurse has helped me t~rough these adversities. Professionally, 1am
respected by my phys1c1ans because I take responsibility for my care
Love, Chris.
·
Edna Lockwood Hneleski (Ignatius) , 421 Derwyn Road , Drexel Hill ,
PA 19026. Our son Nace, is now in his third year at the medical
college. In 1955 I never dreamed that I would have a son at Jeff and
a daughter, Janice a B.S .N. Jeff graduate. We love Jeff! It holds our
fondest dreams and happiest of memories .
Josephine E. McNamara Wheeler (Jack) , 819 McKillop Court, Petaluna, CA 94954. In 1993 I plan to attend our 35th year reunion at
the Alumni luncheon. It would be wonderful if we had 100% attendance. Start making your plans now. I'll see you then . Best wishes.

Joan Elbertson McGinnis (Skip), 9412 E. Romping Road, Box 1395,
Carefree, AZ 85377. Our new home has beautiful mountain views with
magnificent sunrises and sunsets. It is wonderful, once again to be
close to our children and grandchildren.

Linda I. Doll Eppley (Samuel) , PO Box 429, 98 Church Street, Enosburg Fal~s, VT 05450. Our son Harold, a Lutheran pastor in North
Dakota, 1s engaged to marry a Lutheran pastor in Pennsylvania. Our
daughter Rebekah is working in Providence and also doing free lance
writing .

Class of 1957
Georgann Jacobs Miller (C. David) , 37 N. 17th Street, Allentown, PA
18104. In 1990 our first grandson and our fifth granddaughter were
born.

Peg Wunder Wells (Howard), 3014 Green Street, Harrisburg , PA
17110. We moved to Pennsylvania in July, after 32 years it will be
great to be back. I have a Custom Tile Design Business which 1shall
pursue after we're settled. I have been nursing part time and golfing .
Our son graduated from Notre Dame in engineering and our daughter
Will enter Penn State as a sophomore. I'm looking forward to renewing
old acquaintances.

Margaret Milotich Martin (Jack) , 2412 131st Place N.E., Bellevue,
Life is good here in Washington but still more hectic than
I d _like It to be. I work as a nurse practitioner in psychiatry at the
Un1vers1ty of Washmgton four days a week. Our children are all on
~.he1r own .,Two are married and we have 4 delightful grandchildren .
Jefferson and my classmates Will always have a special place in my
heart. It was great to see you at the luncheon and hearing of the
events in your lives.

'ljA 98005.

Geneva R. Hunsinger Bowman, 1151 St. Joseph Street, Lancaster,
PA 17603. Hello to all my friends , I often think of you .
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B. Jeanne Bushey Metz (Jerry), PO Box 147, Cavetown , MD 21720.
Our son Phil , a Maryland State Trooper was marned on July 13, 1991 .
Daughter Stephanie is 12 years old and Will be entenng 9th grade In
September. Husband Jerry retired after work1ng for 30 years w1th the
State of Maryland . I'm working full time , on July 15th I rece1ve~ a
promotion to director of nursing at Coffman Nursing Home where I ve
been employed as assistant director of nurs1ng and 1nserv1ce d1rector
for the past 6 years. 1 would like to say 'hello' to my classmates. I
have been unable to attend Alumni Day for several years- that same
Saturday is also the date of our recognition banquet at Coffman Nursing Home.
Edith Wingate Green, 7 Foxhill Road , Wappingers Falls , NY 12590. _It
has been a busy year for me . I finally finished my Master~ degree 1n
May. My youngest son was married in August, another son 1s a student
at TJU Medical School and I work at our County Jail in the Medical
department as an educator at planned parenthood . I'm very busy.

Class of 1959

Bernice Griff Catalano (Michael) , 114 Margaret Avenue , Dalton , PA
18414. Best wishes for all good things to the class of 1959.
Carol Karnes Wenzel (Robert) , 395 E. Broad Street, Tamaqua, PA
18252. We became grandparents for the first time on December 24 ,
1990. Baby "Noelle" is doing fine , and we are just delighted .
Barbara Smith Prendergast (Michael) , 930 Upland Road ,. York, PA
17403 . 1have been actively involved in many volunteer act1v1t1es . I am
presently serving on the AMA Auxiliary's membership comm1tte~, and
I'm a former president of our state med1cal auxiliary. Although I m not
employed 1have remained involved in many health-related 1ssues and
activities.
Joan J. Maiese Lucchetti (Robert) , 53 Clinton Street, Farmingdale ,
NY 11735. 1 have just entered the world of infectious control practitioners. Infection control in the LTCF is a rather new f1eld and I fmd
it very interesting at this time in my career.
Judith Wright Bloes (WalterS., M.D.), 9 Old Mill Road , Jermyn , PA
18433. 1990 was not a happy year for the Bloes family. My husband
Wally, M.D . (Jeff 1959) in family practice for 30years, had emergency
open heart surgery in June and has had to ret1re . Our daughter Lisa
R.N. , lives in Chicago , married to a 3rd year med1cal student ,_ Patnck,
who was missing since 10-5-90 . His body was found frozen 1n a nver
on New Years Eve , 7 miles from their apartment on campus. He was
found strangled, this was a great tragedy to us all. Amy (26) Bucknell
'86 works at Provident Bank in Philadelphia and l1ves In Narberth . Our
son Dr. Wally F. Bloes (30) is chief resident in oral maxilofacial surgery
at Albert Einstein in New York. He finished in July and started h1s
practice , he will be married in September. Suzy (20) w1ll be a JUnior at
Dickinson . We will spend most of our t1me now at our home on Cape
Cod . Love to all of you.
Joanne Scherer D'Aionzo (Domenic) , 1107 Voncile Street, Lake
Wales, FL 33853. Dom and I relocated to Florida in 1980, upon h1s
retirement we continue to enjoy the leisurely lifestyle of Central Flonda
and the Fl~rida sunshine . I am working full time in geriat~ics , which I
love - the patients, not the paperwork. I do w1sh contmued health
and happiness to you all , and hope that all of you have accomplished
your goals in life. If any of you should happen to pass through Central
Florida (Lake Wales) , we would love to hear from you .
Carol Jones Stange (Frederick), RD #3, Box 3398 , Moscow, PA
18444. "Congratulations" Jeff's a great school. Keep go1ng another
100 years .
Thelma Stiles Malecek (Ray) , 539 Arlene Drive, Wood Dale, IL
60191. Lots of things are happening here . Andrew & Jean gave us ,a
grandchild on March 5, 1990. He is a very happy baby and doesn t
miss a trick. Jean continues to work 1n the cardiac surgery step-down
unit. On May 25, 1991 Ron Malecek and Laura were married . Both of
them have had recent job changes. I had the thnll of my life , I found
my roots in Germany. In 1853 my mother's side of the fam1ly set sa11
for the new world . 1continue to work on the Retention Recruitment
committee for Nurses plus the Clinical Ladder committee and take

additional training in the O.R. for the heart program which started in
February at Northwest Community Hospital , Arlington Heights, IllinoiS .
In July Ray and 1 plan to go to England with the Stiles Family of
America, 1will be group leader to ass1st the off1c1al gu1de. We contmue
to be active in church activities and do all sorts of other th1ngs 1n our
"spare time" (whatever that is!) .
Carolyn Wilson Dales (Mark) , 1114 Churchville Road , Southampt~n ,
PA 18966. 1have worked in post anesthesia at Holy Redeemer Hosp1tal
in Meadowbrook, Pennsylvania for 31 years. I currently manage
PACU , SSU , and pre-admission testing . Obta1ned my BS and C~AN
in 1988. We have 4 grown children , 3 are marned , and 1 IS st1ll1n
college.

Class of 1960

Carolyn M. Ressler Goepfert (Joseph) , 30 Miller Avenue , Southampton MA 01073. 1was elected president of our Western Massachusetts
Occupational Health Nurses Association this past fall. I hope to attend
the annual president's seminar 1n Atlanta 1n September.
Claire Corson Scott (Eric) , 233 Demorest Road , Moorestown , NJ
08057 . This year our daughter was a freshman in Connecticut College
at New London Connecticut. I am keepmg busy volunteenng at Cooper Hospital and at the Art Center in our community.
Judith Haas Stauffer (Robert) , 3729 Meyer Lane, Hatboro : PA 19040.
1'm still working on the psychiatric unit at Abington Memonal Hospital.
My husband Bob works at Johnsville N.A.D.C. wh1ch w1ll probably be
moving to Maryland in the next few years . ~ur son Todd IS engaged ,
and Tim has one more year of college in architectural engmeenng .

Class of 1961

Theresa B. Capolarello Lipinski (Bartley J. Jr.) , 313 14th Avenue,
Scranton , PA 18504. In late 1990 I fractured my ankle, a cast IS
definitely not a great Christmas gift. Mary Fran , our eldest, 1s a P.A.
at Presbyterian E.R. in Philadelphia and is doi~g weat. ~ur ~on , B.~ .
and his wife gave us our first grandchild , Bnttn1 Lyn 1s a JOY. If I d
known being a grandparent was so great, I'd have had them f1rst. Our
youngest, Sue was a senior at Penn State- we're almost done.
Marjorie K. Ross Berrier (William) , 11-19th Street, Huntingdon , PA
16652. 1continue to work as a Community Health Nurse for Pennsylvania Department of Health in the position of area nurse coordmator
for Huntingdon County. I am also 12 credits away from completlnQ a
B.S. degree in Professional Arts w1th an emphasiS 1n Health adminiStration from St. Joseph's College in Maine. We are the proud grand~ar
ents of a darling granddaughter, Caitlyn, daughter of our son W1ll1am
and his wife Lee Ann , they live in California.
Barbara Greenawalt Eichhorn, 2 Doolittle Court, Gaithersburg , MD
20879 . 1 had a laminectomy 10/31 /90, recovery is not progressing
too well 1 last worked in June 1990, very difficult despite all the
wonderf~l support from friends and family. Hello to all classmate~ on
our 30th , my love and best wishes to you all. My son Kevin IS a
sophomore medical student and son Doug 1s traveling the country.
Emily J. Lutz Hogan (Thomas) , 108 Hefner, Searcy, AR 72143 . I'm
working full time as O.R. supervisor, ambulatory surgery, pnmanly
eye surgery. We have three children in college.
Patricia A. Caldwell Turnbull (Ronald), 5 Elderberry Lane , Huntington CT 06484 . In September 1990 we moved from Michigan to Connecticut, after 15 years in one place it was a difficult move. We have a
large new home with lots of ~oom for guests . G1ve us a call! Mark
(age 28) is in Fresno , Califorma and IS a d1sc JOCkey w1th KZZF. He IS
also in the Air Force Reserves. Chris (24) 1s marned and 1n the Army
Infantry also in California (Fort Ord) . He was in Panama last year. As
1 write this, neither has been sent to Saudi Arabia . Please pray for
peace .
Ann Barron McBeth (William) , 7402 Lazor Road , Macungie, PA
18062. Congratulations! I'll be in touch- so you be in touch.
Loretta Davis Cunninghame (Henry G.), Chestnut Ridge Farm , 13
Roosevelt Road, Whitehouse Station , NJ 08889. Progress!! Congratulations to all my classmates .
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Fay H. Gauger Wuchter (Richard) , 1521 Old Welsh Road , Huntingdon
Valley, PA 19006. After 28 years of service at Holy Redeemer as head
nurse in O.R. I transferred on January 7, 1991 to G.l. and ASU. I
love my new job , much less stress .

Theresa A. Lefchick Lambreth (Capt. Billy C.), 726 Pomona Avenue ,
Coronado , CA 92118 . Hello everyone! We left February 12th for Europe , we will pick up our car at the factory in Munich and then spend
a bit of time visiting some favorite spots. We expect to check into
London on March 1st. Address is St. George 's Field , 18 Archery Steps,
London W2. We plan on being here for the balance of the year, and
traveling about as we choose , and as world conditions permit. England
calls and my heart can 't ignore it. I must have been an English woman
in a past life. Bill, besides being my best friend and husband, must also
feel the affinity for England as he's always ready to return . Cheers!!
Marion L. Choinska Pell (Dr. Edward N.) , 339 W Union Street, Somerset, PA 15501 . A fond hello to all my classmates.
Carolee J. Swaim Mitchell (William) , 211 S. Church Street, Conway,
NC 27820. Bill Ill is a graduate student at Baylor University in Waco ,
Texas. Tom is a junior at East Carolina University at Greenville, North
Carolina. Michael is a freshman at Wilson Community College , Wilson ,
North Carolina. I'm staff nurse at Halifax Memorial Hospital , Roanoke
Rapids, North Carolina and Bill is pastor at Conway U.M . Church,
Conway, North Carolina .

Jacquelin Elsesser Harris (Robert) , 41 St. James Court, Philadelphia,
PA 19106. My husband , Bob , is a professor at Trenton State College.
Our daughter, Jennifer is a junior at the University of Colorado , Boulder, Colorado. I'm senior vice president at a Foundation affiliated with
the Delaware Valley Hospital Council (located in Philadelphia) . Bob and
I will celebrate our 30th anniversary this year.
Ellen Kemmerer Warren (Ronald), 2517 Sam Houston Court, Gallatin,
TN 37066. I'm charge nurse in ob/gyn in a community hospital. Ron
is a consultant and travels quite a bit. I go along if he goes somewhere
exciting. We have one son married, two sons and a daughter in college
and a daughter in the AF intelligence stationed in Germany. I'm really
sorry I had to miss our 30th reunion .
Patricia Patterson Hilton (Gerald) , 110 Pleasant Lane , Milford, PA
18337. I'm working as Northern Area Manager for the American Cancer Society, Pennsylvania Division.

Class of 1963
Dr. Mary Greenwood Schaal, 725 Fountain Court, Cinnaminson , NJ
08077. My faculty position at Rutgers continues to be a rewarding
challenge . 91 is the year for graduations- Jennifer from Rutgers and
on to grad school at George Washington , and Don from high school
and on to Adelphi. I'll have the empty nest syndrome in September.
Susanne Vache Blackburn (Robert) , 2 Pershing Avenue , Hightstown ,
NJ 08520. Only two years 'til our 30th reunion . Hope to see you there!
Maureen Cassidy-Palumbo (Ralph , M.D .), 15350 Mutiny Court, Corpus Christi , TX 78418. I was single for twelve years with a focus on
raising my three children , continuing my education and developing a
career. Last year I met and married a wonderful Italian . Ralph is retired
from the Navy and is a practicing Internist. We live on the water on a
canal . I guess I was ready and he was well worth waiting for. I
continue as a Hospice Counselor. I am licensed and have a private
practice. I recently sat for the ANA exam and am now a Clinical
Specialist-Adult Psychiatric. It's been a long road since working Jefferson 's 14 bed ICU .

Class of 1962
Louise Baxter Fox (Donald) , 204 Creekwood Drive, Feasterville, PA
19053. This has been a very exciting and at time stressful year for us.
Our daughter, Luanne , transferred to University Park to finish her
second year at Penn State. Our son , Cpl Jim Fox USMC, has been in
Saudi Arabia since December 1990. We are thankful the war has ended
but won 't relax until he is home. Don is still teaching in Philadelphia,
and I remain at Temple University/Woodhaven Center.
Marian L. Krahling Hammond (Phillip R. Sr.), 744 Edgewood Avenue ,
Somerset, PA 15501 . Phil lost his job in May, not a good 1990. He
bought a Case/IH Dealership in Somerset, Pennsylvania in December.
We moved the end of February, spending a lot of time scraping wallpaper and paint and restoring oak floors . We are enjoying our 1 year old
grandson .
Barbara Berry Jaczun, Box 301A, RR2 , Perkasie , PA 18944. I'm
presently working as peri-operative nurse at Doylestown Hospital. Son
Stephen was married in '90 , living in Maryland , working as a sales
representative for York Heating. Judith graduated in '90 from University of Pennsylvania, she is presently teaching elementary school in
Philadelphia. Andrea is a junior at Beaver College , and is majoring in
Art.

Mary Leohner Richter (Alan) , 69 Little Run Road , Camp Hill , PA
17011 . We became grandparents on January 12, 1991. Our daughter
Jenny gave birth to a 7 lb 15% oz baby boy. I was with her during
labor and delivery. What joy!

Suzanne Rumberger Holden (Biair) ,4389 Hopkins Lake Drive, Duluth ,
GA 30136 . I am still a cardiology research nurse at Emory University
Hospital. Oldest daughter Valerie and husband Scott have a son Derek
4%. Son Joe and wife Kathy have a son Kyle 10 months. Youngest
daughter Lisa graduated from Hotel Travel, Restaurant Management
School and is job hunting. It was great to attend the May reunion , my
mother, Frances Huston Rumberger celebrated her 50th anniversary.
Carole Anne Costello Tomlinson (John W. , M.D.), 587 4 Pheasant
Lane, Doylestown , PA 18901. John and I are fine. Jennifer is married ,
Sarah is a junior at the University of the Arts , Philadelphia. Our son
John is a freshman at Bucks County Community College.
Susan Eckerd Leake (Milton H.), 4100 Camberlay Drive, York, PA
17402. In August 1990 I began working for two oncologists in their
office. There are six R.N.'s in this busy practice, giving chemo, instructing patients and helping them cope with their disease and many
symptoms.

Loretta Rich Kurland (Bob), 1640 White Pines Court, Naperville, IL
60563. I completed an "R.N. Refresher " at the end of March. I'd like
to get back to hospital nursing part time. So far its going well but not
without some discouragement. I keep telling myself "I can do it again ."
Our sons continue to be a source of pride and joy. Bobby received his
first promotion with Hallmark Cards. David is excited with his job
with the Chicago Bulls. Mark doing well in his junior year at Indiana
University.
Barbara Julius Brooks (Linton) , 9920 Chase Hill , Vienna, VA 22182.
Linton is now ambassador and will start talks in Geneva, Switzerland .
We will be living in Geneva and Washington . Julie graduated from Duke
in May, and Kate entered Tufts in September.
Mary Anne Dutt Vernallis (Samuel , Captain U.S.N.) , 760 Calle Las
Colinas, Newbury Park, CA 91320. I have my master's degree in
Educational Psychology from California Lutheran University, and I'm
working as a patient educator at the Naval Medical Clinic Port Hulneme.
Our oldest son , Todd was married in June. He and his wife are students
in Santa Cruz, Aaron , age 15, is spending the summer at Mt. Baker
in a student conservation association .

Marcie Grieshaber Moore, 140 N. Rockburn Street, York, PA 17402.
I completed my 11th year as coordinator of a hectic and busy endoscopy unit at Memorial Hospital. I'm looking forward to our 30th class
reunion in 1992, and anticipate excellent attendance. Son , Mark will
graduate from Bloomsburg University in August, with a degree in
Computer Science Information/Math . He was selected to who 's who
among students in American Colleges and Universities. He does consultation and research for Ben Franklin Partnership Program at BU
Grad School this fall at Penn State or Ohio State.

Joy A. David McGann (Jack) , 380 Harford Road , Somerdale, NJ
08083. I'm working full time for the orthopaedic department at The
Medical College of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. Jack is still with G.E.
Sean (25) works for a film productions company. Sandi was (20) in
August and is starting her junior year at the University of Delaware . 1
hope to see you all in '93 .
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Class of 1964

Class of 1965

Margaret Grace David (George A. , Sr.) , 1338 Partridge Lane,
Villanova, PA 19085. I have returned to academia, I'm in college part
time studying Interior Design . I'm finding old habits die hard , I was
up til 2 A.M. typing a term paper recently. George and the children
are doing well . Meg is a college sophomore, Brooke is taking a P.G .
year in the Fall , Lacey enters Hobart-William Smith College as a freshman in '91 and Jim is a 7th grader. Warm regards to all!

Carolyn A. Widman Bohn (William) , 1262 Paso Fino Drive , Warrington , PA 18976. It was good to see so many of you last year. Keep
up the good work. You all look terrific.
Lois G. Russell Foxen (Gary) , 2448 E. Orangeview Lane, Orange, CA
92667. Sorry to have missed the "Centennial " celebration this year.
But I will return to the East coast in the next couple of years to attend
more luncheons. Adrienne and I had a nice visit together in February
when she was here in Anaheim for a convention. Anybody else planning a visit to Southern California , give me a call (714) 637-0412.
Mary K. Bennett Rocheleau (Francis) , 14943 E. Adriatic Place, Aurora, CO 80014 . I continue at University of Colorado School of Nursing . While I still handle recruitment , I have expanded to do fund raising
for the school of nursing. My major responsibility for fund raising at
present is the Nightingale Awards Event, now in its 6th year.
Adrienne Lowe Daughenbaugh, 11 Forest Drive, Northfield , NJ
08225. I attended the 43rd annual meeting of the American Academy
of Forensic Sciences in Anaheim , California in February and had the
pleasure of spending the first weekend with Lois Russell Foxen and
her husband , who wined and dined me and showed me a wonderful
time . Otherwise - life as usual. I'm still working for the Atlantic
County Medical Examiner and proving that nurses have a tremendous
role to play in death investigation. Lori (20 years old) is taking art
courses at Community College and Craig (17) is almost out of high
school. Best wishes to all.
Sandra Schmidt Kolodzij (John) , 5524 Alakoko Place, Bay St. Louis ,
MS 39520. I really enjoyed our 25th reunion in May 1990. It was nice
to see everyone after so many years. Chris (24) is an Ensign in the
Navy, soon to be Lt. (jg) in Supply Corps School , Athens , Georgia.
Kelly (22) graduated in May from the University of Notre Dame with a
BBA in Business management and will be commissioned an Ensign in
the Navy. Kaaren (18) is a freshman this year at St. Francis College,
Loretta, PA- majoring in Biology, plays varsity soccer. I'm still working in the emergency room- a must for college tuition.
Bonnie Sandt Inglis, 217 Cobblestone Drive , San Rafael, CA 94903.
My daughter Erika is 17 now and has a boyfriend . This requires a
whole new set of rules. The telephone has become attached to her
right ear. Teenagers are a joy and a pain! My job is as busy as usual.
I'm very much involved in the surgical services ' OA program as well
as an inventory reduction project in general surgery and anesthesia.
It's challenging.
Gail E. Wright Baker (Bruce) , 1300 Monmouth Blvd ., Wall , NJ 07719.
I transferred to our new "open heart" program at Jersey Shore Medical
Center. We started in June 1990 and it's going great. Bruce and I are
still enjoying life, we replaced the kids with an AKIYA puppy last
Christmas . It's like having a baby in the house again. Both girls ,
Kristen and Jennifer are still living on their own and working hard . No
wedding yet!!
Judith Abbott Getz (Donald D. , M.D.) , 1101 Airlie Road, Wilmington ,
NC 28403. The reunion in 1990 was wonderful. I'll plan on our 30th
if not before . We 've aged beautifully, haven 't we? Things are fine and
busy here . I'm very involved supervising 18 lay ministers through the
Stephen Series at church . I'd love to hear from anyone else involved
in Stephen Ministry. It's all over the 50 States, but we are the first in
Wilmington . Don and I are still traveling. We enjoy David (20), Travis
(17%), and Kira (16) .

Donna Rockhill Ruggieri , 1900 Bay Area Blvd . #208, Houston , TX
77058. I've continued working as an emergency center nurse here in
Texas. My son Scott graduated from the University of Central Florida
in May.
Jeanetta A. Capotosto Clark, 41 Barren Road , Newtown Square, PA
19073. I'm presently a staff nurse in the operating room at Bryn Mawr
Hospital. I'm working on a degree at Eastern College. I have three
daughters, ages 11 , 7 and 6.
Mary Lou Woerner Schubel (Dave) , Rt. 3, Box 192-7, Apex , NC
27502. I'm now working full time at Raleigh Community Hospital on
their med/psych unit and like it very much . Dave continues to work
for the Mateo Tool Corp ., as a district manager. Our sons , David (25)
and Dan (24) live in the West Chester, Pennsylvania area, and we get
to see them regularly.
Margaret Kunzler Leach (Gary, M.D.), 14331 Broadgreen , Houston ,
TX 77079. I was sorry we couldn 't get up to Philadelphia for the 100th
anniversary. I would love to hear from old pals like Kathy Langan
Jones and Becky Wyker Hawksley. We 're empty nesters now with our
son and daughter in college.
Beth Reed, 7 Majorca Court, San Rafael, CA 94903. I'm very excited
about making a "mid-life" career change!!! After 26 years in the operating room (17 in management) , I've decided to go back to clinical
practice and will begin in September as a student in the University of
California Nurse Practitioner Program .
Isabelle "Belle" Kroupa Erb (J. William), 412 Schollar Lane, Springfield , PA 19064. Nothing new, I still work part time in a pediatric
office. I'm co-owner of a craft shop . Jay (25) is out on his own , Jeff
(22) is a senior at University of Delaware , and Jodi (20) is a sophomore
at the University of Delaware.
Dorothy (Dottie) Nuttall Stelzner (Dennis , M.D .), 309 Stonecrest
Drive, Dewitt, NY 13214. I'm very happy working for the past six
years as an R.N . Certified Alcoholism Counselor. Also enjoying the
empty nest syndrome, our oldest son Matt will graduate from Colgate
next May and Mark is a sophomore at S.U .N.Y. , Brockport. My husband is wonderful as ever and his research on CNS regeneration has
been well recognized and we've traveled to Bonn and Quebec City to
present his work.
Judith M. Rinear Young (Michael) , 107 Circle Drive, Chalfont, PA
18914. I received my MSN from Villanova University in May 1991 , 1
was the recipient of the Distinguished Achievement Academics Award .
I continue to teach in a practical nurse program . I enjoy traveling with
Michael. Rachel (21) graduated from Beaver College in May 1991 in
sociology/criminology, she is working as a parole officer. Amy (19) is
attending Gwynedd Mercy College in Nursing , she is working as a
nurs1ng ass1stant at Doylestown Hospital. I serve as a consultant to
F.A. Davis Company and Saunders Company on textbooks for Practical
Nursing Curricula.
Lynn McMaster Nagatani (Ben), PO Box 811 , Delano , CA 93216. 1
continue to work as charge nurse and preceptor in NICU . Seana and
Kelly are in college . Ben continues to farm . Hello to everyone.
Barbara A. Nase Anderson (Robert) , 2264 Coathbridge Drive, Germantown , TN38138. Bob is the associated director at the V.A. Hospital 1n Memphis , Tennessee. Cheryl is 19 and will begin her second
year at Smith College . David 14, will be a freshman in high school. I'll
be looking for a nursing position once everyone is settled in our new
home .

Class of 1966
Judith Kennett Tracy (John) , 4124 N. Lima Center Road , Whitewater,
WI 53190. I had hoped to get to our 25th reunion this year, but
my Army Reserve Unit was activated to augment medical hospital in
Germany. I will be gone until July unless things get worse , then who
knows. I'll be thinking of everyone in May.
Judith Hartman Endriss (Carl) , 1009 Anne Road , West Chester, PA
19380. On May 31st I received my masters degree (M .A.) in counseling psychology from Immaculata College. I'm presently working part
time doing parent education/counseling for a human service agency. 1
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really enjoy the work. Larre (23) , Peter (21) , David (16) , Mark (15) ,
and Melissa {13) are all doing well in various schools and colleges .
Suzanne Barclay Levine (David H.), 9983 Walnutridge Court, Cincinnati .. OH 45242. It has been nearly 13 years since 1 "retired " from
nu~smg , but oh , how often I draw on that background. 1remain very
act1ve With_our family, Richard (12) , and Andrew (7) . 1 accompany
Dav1d on h1s professional tnps and meetings. I'm engaged in work at
2 schools and our church . I'm available for the sports music programs, etc. Traveling is important to us -1990 we spe~t 3 weeks in
Ireland and England; 1991 we 'll have a month exploring Western USA.
Kathleen Allen Bauman, Box 762 , Menwith Hill Station, Apo New
York 09210: '(Ve ~ame to England with my husband 's job in 19BO and
have been livmg 1n Harrogate, North Yorkshire ever since. In 1988 1
became registered to nurse with the UKCC, the licensing body in
England. Smce then I have been working as a staff nurse in the
neonatal un1t at St. James's University Hospital in Leeds, where 1also
d1d a SIX month English Nat1onal Board course in Special and Intensive
Care.of the Newborn. I have enjoyed working in the National Health
Serv1ce ~ut Will be very mterested to see how things have changed in
nursmg m the USA when we return this summer.
Agnes Halliewll Kirschner (Donald) , 26 8th Avenue Haddon Heights
NJ 0~035.Don a~d I enjoy living i~ South Jersey. Tom (23) is working
and hv1ng 1n Flonda after graduatmg from college in May 1990, he's
engaged to bemarned Apnl1992 . Janet is a junior in College Meg a
freshman m ~1gh school , Tricia is in 3rd grade, and Joey is' in 2nd
grade. Frank IS about to graduate from a program for mentally handicapped . We are very busy folk!
Nancy Scull Brainard, 6323 N.'IJ. 37th Terrace, Gainesville, FL 52606.
I am workmg as nurse practitioner in the Evaluation Clinic at the
Gamesv1lle, VA. 1.expect to .be precepting nurse practitioner students
from .the Un1vers1ty of Flonda. Daughter Stephanie , is studying and
workmg near Boston and hopmg to become a physical therapist. Son
Aldan , IS at the Un1vers1ty of Central Florida in Orlando.
Dorothy B. Carver Petrozzi (Jo~n) , 87 Algonquin Trail , Medford Lakes,
NJ 08055: We have three children in college this year. John Jr.
graduated 1n May 1991 with a double major in economics and finance '
L1sa IS a psych major and Gina is in pre-dental. Our 12 year old, David
keeps us young . My husband contmues to practice dermatology in
Voorhees , New Jersey, and teaches at the University of Pennsylvania
I occasionally sub in John 's office.
·

Class of 1967
Ka~en Lawer Bedell (John) , 110 Georges Drive, Hollister, CA 95023.
All1s wellm t~e ear,thquake country. Eileen Hansen Killough- where
are you? Jackie, lets meet 1n San Francisco.

Joan Reed Darden (A.C.), 4402 North Creek Court, Albany, GA
31707 . .1 am Still working on my PhD at Georgia State University.
Chnsty IS a sen1orat Georg ~a Tech . Jere is a sophomore at University
of Georgi~ . Laura IS a sophomore at Flagler College, and Heather is a
freshman 1n h1gh school. Ace is a safety engineer with Merck. In March
Suzanne Stephens ('67) became my neighbor.
Eileen Taylor Caravello (Peter) , 2815 Steven Drive, Johnson City, TN
37604. We have been m the beautiful mountains of Eastern Tennessee
for 10 years now and we love living here. Peter Jr., is 20 and a
~ophomore at Un1vers1ty of Kentucky School of Engineering. Melissa
IS 17 and gradua~es from high school in May. She will be attending
Converse College 1n Spartanburg , South Carolina next year. 1attended
a 6 week ref:esher course 2 years ago and am working part time on a
cardiac/cardiovascular un1t at our medical center. Peter, Sr., is still in
a large group practice here and doing well. I would like to hear from
my "little Sister."
Marilyn Ruble Scelba (James A.), Suddenly Farm 323 Main Street
Medford , NJ 08055. We 're still running our horse farm , giving riding
lessons an.d boarding horses. I am in my 8th year of school nursing
and I love 1t.
Kathlee~ Raab Fitzgerald (Jim) , 19 Juniper Drive, Richboro , PA
~8954. I m gomg ~o graduate school for a master's degree in counsel!ng .. ou_
r son J1m IS a sen1orat Notre Dame University. Daughter Tina
IS a JUnior at LaSall~ Un1vers1ty, son Mark is a high school junior and
our daughter Knsty IS 1n 8th grade . "Hi" to all my fellow classmates.

Christine Schubel_e Holmberg (David), 847 Colony Way, Worthington ,
OH 43235. I contmue to.work With pregnant and parenting teenagers
for a small non-profit childbirth education group. Our own girls keep
us. very busy._ Jen (18) enters the University of North Carolina at
W11m1~gton}hls fa!! a~ d. will be diving on their team. Sandi (15) continu~s With a travel d1v1ng team and Erica (12) is a gymnast. Dave is
With Borden . Allis well.

Class of 1968
Virginia J. Bozarth Waldron (Robert) , 8401 Grandhaven Avenue Upper Marlboro, MD 2077?·. This has been a year of changes fo~ us.
Our oldest daughter, V1ck1 1s gradua~ing from. high ~chool and heading
o~ to Clemson Un1vers1ty where she II major mengineering . Stephanie
Will ~e a freshm~n at Suitland High School for the Visual and Performmg Arts , ma1onng 1n dance. Nicole, our foreign exchange student
from Germany w111 be headed home after we take a family vacation to
Cancun, Mex1co . Bob and I are still working away and paying tuition
billS.

E. Carol Du~oin Mo~n (Jam~s) , 1116 Linwood Avenue , Collingswood,
NJ 08108. I m workmg full tn!le as a staff nurse in the PACU at Cooper
Hosp1_tal. My husband J1m , IS working at G.E. in Camden , and our
son Jimmy IS a JUnior at Georgia Tech .
Judith Hagelgans Hoefle (William D.), 2215 McKinley Court, Ames,
Iowa 50010 . ~y husband IS professor of small animal surgery at Iowa
State. Un1vers1ty. Our son , Bi_ll Jr. , (20) and daughter Paige (18) are
both 1n college. I am long retired and adopting to the "empty nest."

Gina Ro~enfeld Friedman {Irwin) : 54 Netherlands Drive, Holland, PA
18966. I ve JUSt c.o~plet~d my f1rst year working in the outpatient
department of Twmmg V1l!age Manor. a retirement community. I'm
en)o~mg th1s very m~ch . _I m st1ll helpmg out in our ob/gyn practice.
Lisa 1s 21 and at Un1vers1ty of Arizona, Scott 17, will be starting at
George Washington University in the fall , and Gregg is 1oand keep
me young .

Bonnie Ann Crofford, 45 Sullivan Road , Wayne, PA 19087. 1 have
ch~nged employers. I now work for Genesis Health Ventures, Inc. a d1vers1f1ed Health Care Corporation , as director of clinical services. 1
presented a paper on ~omprehensive Multidisciplinary Management
of Dy~phag1a at the National Stroke Conference in Boston , Massachusetts 1n May 1990. It was sponsored by Spaulding Rehab Hospital of
Boston .

Bonnie Inghram_Sie~rist ~Christopher) , 119 Krumbhaar, Houma, LA
70360 . Brett IS fm1shmg h1s s~cond year at Princeton , Tod is finishing
h1s JUnior year at Eplsc.opal High in Virginia , and Christine is finishing
8th grade at ~umsey 1n Connecticut. 1 am enmeshed in accounting
both for Chns off1ce and church . 1 continue to work on getting my
MBA.

Clare Marie Karabasz, 5810 ~rchwood Drive, San Antonio , TX 78239.
I have my BSN, MSN and I m a Lieutenant Colonel with the Army
Nurse Corps, at Bro~ke Army Medical Center, Fort Sam Houston ,
Texas. Due to events 1n the Middle East my plan to retire in 1990 was
cancelled.

Kathleen Sub~r Car~son Mebus, 10 Dogwood Court, Camp Hill, PA
17011-1525. I m f1n1shmg my masters degree and then sitting back
to smell the roses.

Lenora Weine~ Schwartz (Allen H.), 12 Adele Drive, Richboro , PA
18954. I_ contm~e to work as a school nurse in the Council Rock
school d1stnc~ . .1m currently president of the Bucks County School
Nurses Assoc1at1on and I was very happy to be the national winner of
the .1991 Best ~aper Award given by Serono Symposia USA and the
Nat1onal Assoc1at1on of School Nurses. Our son Gary is attending
Rutgers Unv1ers1ty and our son Eric is in Council Rock High School.

Mary Ann Taraskas Hammo~d (George) , 14 Karrens Way, Downingtown, PA 1.9335. I am w~rkmg as a gyn nurse practitioner at West
Chester Un1vers1ty. Sarah 1s 4% and starts kindergarten in the fall.
George, Sarah and I are now well settled in Downingtown .
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school in September 1991 . I'm currently working in the delivery room
atTJUH.
Carolyn Brown Merryman (William} , 528 N. Muhlenberg Street, Allentown, PA 18104. Our son Marc, 2 years-4 months is talking up a
storm. I'm enjoying the trials and tribulations of mother-hood . Everyone is in good health. I'm working 2 days a week per diem in Home
Health nursing. We are beginning to do some traveling in the States
with our RV. 1 wish good health and good times to all .
Rosemarie Colleluori Malizia (John} , 35 Iroquois Road, Richboro,
PA 18954. Hi! We are all doing fine , hope all of you are too . Believe it
or not, our oldest son John is in Holy Family College's Nursing Program . He just turned 21 and is really excited about his career choice .
Richard graduated from high school and will start college in the fall. I
can 't believe they have gotten so old since I refuse to age. I would
love to hear from Sharon Dudash or Alice Bardfeld. If either of you
get this bulletin please write. I am working on my BSN since I can 't
have John with his BSN and me without one (pride is a great motivating factor).
Anne Smith Hennessey (David , M.D.), 621 Grove Street, Sewickley,
PA 15143. Lauren will be a junior at Haverford College (outside of
Philadelphia) in the fall and Paige a freshman at Yale. David and I can 't
believe we won 't have a girl in the house for the first time in 20 years.
Graham will be 9 years old soon and is busy playing baseball and
soccer and trying the swim team. David continues in private pediatrics
and I am a senior undergrad, at the University of Pittsburgh working
for a BS with major in psychology. I love being in school and so far I
have a 3.91 QPA. After graduation- work! Hello to all my classmates.

Halina Piekarska Warmbrod (Jim) , 33 Natchez Place, Jackson , TN
38305 . Life has been very good to us. The girls are both in college
now and very happy. James is in the 9th grade and very busy with his
athletics. I think of Philadelphia often.
Beth Karin Sherr (Mitchell) , 4809 Live Oak Court, Fort Wayne, IN
46804 . We are all well and enjoying life. We took a great family vacation
to Costa Rica, El Salvador, Panama and Belize. We're trying to decide
where to spend next Thanksgiving . I'm really enjoying my job as the
administrator of medical personnel pool and I'm constantly amazed at
the acuity of the home care patient and the high tech procedures that
we are doing at home. Mitch is kept very busy with his full time law
practice and full time teaching at Purdue and we're both kept busy full
time with the girls . Arrie (15) , Eliza and Jenny are 11 . I hope to be
with the class of '68 at our 25th reunion. Let's start planning!
Diane Schleyer Berkowitz (David} , 297 Barclay Avenue , Pittsburgh ,
PA 15221 . I'm the clinical nurse manager of the CCU at Presbyterian
University Hospital , University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. We
opened a new CCU in June 1991.

Class of 1969

Joan Kuehner Munyon (Wayne) , 400 West Poplar Street, Wenonah ,
NJ 08090. I've added a second part time job with the visiting nurses
to my other part time emergency department job. I have to save time
for the fun, sewing, literacy volunteer, art, and of course the k1ds and
Wayne's activities, etc., etc. Am I getting old, or has anyone else
begun to look at retired people with a little jealousy?
Beverly J. Wallace, 4680 South River Road , Zanesville, OH 43701 . I
graduated from Midwestern College of Massotherapy in October 1990
and passed the State Boards in December 1990. I am now a licensed
masso-therapist. 1 will continue to work as an off1ce nurse for the
expanding office of orthopedic associates of Zanesville, Iu\1 time and
practice my massotherapy as much as possible. H1! to all my
classmates.
Vera Paoletti, 2339 S. Bouvier Street, Philadelphia, PA 19145. Hello
to all! 1 am still at Jeff working in Endoscopy. I recently got my
"certification in gastroenterology nursing ." Cory is in 1st grade and
quite fittingly was an 'angel ' in the Christmas play. God's peace and
blessings be with you.
Marie Seebauer Panebianco-Ford (Carl) , 1441 S. Collins Court,
Blackwood , NJ 08012 . I'm still a nursing consultant for the State of
New Jersey. Daughter Julie is almost 15 years old. I remarried 4 years
ago. I miss my old friends .
Daveen Jones Edmiston, 427 E. Union Avenue , Bound Brook, NJ
08805. Hello to everyone! I'm working full time as nurse/office manager at a local family practice office. Richard is 15 and a freshman 1n
high school. We keep each other busy and happy. Congratulations to
Jeff on 100years of nursing .
Ltc. linda Lake Boyle (David T.), 14157 E. Kansas Place , #104 ,
Aurora , CO 80012. I have been promoted and moved to Denver. My
new job is chief nurse, Air Reserve Personnel Cente~. With the call-up
of medical personnel (reserves) to Desert Storm , life IS busy. David
and the children (Mark 6, Kristine 5, and Reine 4) remain in Wichita
Falls, Texas until June. David is finishing his MBA and single parenting .
There's no doubt which one of us has the tougher job .
Marlene Savin Croce-Burgess (Jack) , 2653 Flowing Springs Road ,
Spring City, PA 19475. We are finally settled in our n~w home in the
country. It is sure different from suburban New Jersey. I m still working
for a private ophthalmic surgeon part time and beginning to substitute
for school nurses in our school district. Our children are growing fast ,
Aria will be 6 and Ryan will be 5. Hello to everyone .
Kathleen Fox Foster (Robert} , 40 Aristone Drive, Berlin , NJ 08009.
I'm presently working part time as a school nurse. When I am . not
working 1'm very busy attending sports and school related act1v1t1es
of our four children , ages 17, 14, 6, and 3.
Ruth Huff Juliano (Charles) , 204 Chatham Road , Turnersville , NJ
08012. May 1991 I graduated with my BSN , I'm entering graduate

Caroline Brunt Moriuchi (Fred} , Borton Landing Road , Morrestown ,
NJ 08057. We are still farming apples and peaches in Morrestown.
Our children are growing so fast. Takashi is 18, we are looking at
colleges. Naoji is 15 and will be a sophomore this fall. Seiji is 12 and
entering 6th grade. Akemi our little girl is 5 and entering kindergarten.
The boys are very involved in sports. Akemi helps mommy and keeps
the boys in line. Fred and I started a new business in September 1988,
we are supplying 13 of the BJ Wholesale Clubs with produce. It's an
exciting business, a long way from nursing. I hope everyone in the
class of 1969 is well . Dawn where are you?
Sharon Fewer Foytlin (Allen) , 17111 Wunder Hill Drive , Spring , TX
77379. I am still working as a flex time pharmaceutical representative
for Schering-Piough. We recently built a new home about 10 miles
from where we had been living in Houston . The children seem to be
growing up very quickly. Matt is 16 and driving, Jon will soon be 15
and starting high school , and Elizabeth and Rebecca are 8 and into
every activity imaginable.

Class of 1970
Gail A. Johnston Gallagher (Thomas H.) , 4133 Buttercup Lane,
Plymouth Meeting , PA 19467. I'm still working as a school nurse,
which I love, I'm also going to graduate school. The kids are growing
like weeds . It's time to start college shopping for Colin . I had a great
time at our reunion and missed those who couldn 't make it. A big Hi
to all .
Catherine Blake Cavanaugh (Daniel), 8346 Seamore Street, Pasadena, MD 21122 . We are enjoying life along the Chesapeake bay. The
twins , Daniel and Francis will be fourteen in October. I enjoy 0. R.
nursing at Community Hospital. Regards to all .
Sue Lin "Helen" Hom Makowski (Stephen}, 1702 Aliens Creek Drive,
Clearwater, FL 34624. Stephen Michael is 6% and is busy with school
and sports. 1 coordinate the Morton Plant Hospital Cardiac Rehab
Program . I'm president of the Florida Association of Cardiovascular
Pulmonary Rehabilitation. My husband Stephen , is self employed.
Come for a visit.
linda Burger Belis (John} , 7138 Red Top Road , Hummelstown , PA
17036. Alexis is now 13, Mark is 10, Andrea is 7, and Meredith is 5.
We 're all busy, active and healthy. John and I enjoy living just minutes
from Hershey. We welcome visitors .
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Susan MacMillan Saurman (Andrew) , 1803 San Felipe Circle, Santa
Fe, NM 87501. I completed my MSN in October 1990. In January
1991 I became the director of the Santa Fe Community College Nursing
program . Our house is in constant turmoil with the activities of Shelly
16, and Aaron 12. Please contact me if you get to the sunny
Southwest.

end . Save me a seat at the reunion- I'm planning on seeing you all
in May.

Major Annette Brownstein, 8450 2B Greystone Lane, Columbia, MD
21045. All is going well , I'm still in the Air Force and they've sent me
to The University of Maryland in Baltimore where I'm finishing work
on my masters in nursing administration/informatics. I was selected
for promotion to Lt. Colonel and I'm dating a gem of a Navy guy. What
more could anyone ask for?

Kathleen McCarthy Whalen (Charles} , 315 Essex Street, Coatesville,
PA 19320. I'm currently working as a perinatal care coordinator for a
Medicaid HMO . I'm also involved with a volunteer "buddy " group for
people with aids.
Catherine Randazzo Schanz (Douglas}, 2665 Summit Ridge, Roanoke, VA 24012. Hi to all my classmates. Our 20th reunion at the
luncheon was great. I am currently working in a community hospital
part time 11-7, as nursing supervisor. Melissa is 14 and starts high
school in September, Jennifer is 6 and loves school.
Maria Gratzik Marinelli (Fred}, 1229 Cardinal Lake Drive, Cherry Hill,
NJ 08003. I am working part time in the O.R. at West Jersey Health
System 's Marlton Division . My husband works for the Navy as an
engineer. David , our son is 8 years old and very active in the 3rd
grade, Cub Scouts, swim team , and baseball . This past November our
class had a reunion at the Society Hill Sheraton, everyone who attended had a great time. I hope to see more classmates at our next
reunion in 1995.
Lynne Roat Juel, 346 Rainbow Circle, Inman , SC 29349. Hi to all my
classmates. I really regret that I may not be able to come North for
our reunion in May. I come home usually once a year, at Christmas. I
started new employment in August 1990 as health services director
for an HMO expanded into our area. It's wonderful to be working close
to home for the 1st time in 10 years. Heather is 12 and towers over
me at 5'7". She has been active in field hockey and basketball .
Marge Connors Marchant (Bill) , 23864 Strathern Street, West Hills,
CA 91304. After 20 years of nursing at breakneck speed, (two jobs or
school and one job) I've cut back to working three days a week. No
more beepers. My new love is tole painting , and I went to my very
first non medical convention .

Kathryn C. Hudak Behm (Kurt) , 283 Hilldale Road , Villanova , PA
19085. OK- Jess, where are you? Hoffman , Hudak and Jones are
in touch- where are you Kay? Please contact us.

Class of 1972
Christine Quinn Hodder (Philip), 4219 Hill Forest Drive , Kingwood ,
TX 77345. I hope to see all or many of my old classmates in '92 .
Patricia Haney Hemphill (Tom} , 2221 Gettysburg Drive , Aston , PA
19014. I'm working full time as a supervisor on night shift at Grazer
Chester Medical Center. Anyone interested in a 20th reunion!! 1992 is
fast approaching .
Elizabeth Engle Corcory (Ron) , 32 E. Merchant Street, Audubon , NJ
08106. Ron and I are busy juggling the schedules of our children , Jeff
(14) , Matt (12) , and Rebecca (8) . I'm working part time (12 hour
shifts} in labor and delivery at West Jersey Hospital. Ron works for
New Jersey D.E.P. I still enjoy crafts and decorating our "old house."
We love our time in Ocean City during the summer.
Deborah Waters Wayne (Vince}, 6053 Wenrich Drive, San Diego , CA
92130. I continue to work at UCSD Medical Center as nurse manager
for 3 units - orthopedics, neurosurgery and a neurosurg step down
unit. We 're back to a commuter marriage as Vince works in Los
Angeles as CEO of the California Cryobank. We're getting used to it.
Nancy Shaffer Stanton (James), 100 Decker Parkway E, Elmira, NY
14905. Hello to everyone , Jessica is 2, and Johanna 5. After adopting
Johanna, Jessica was our miracle baby. Rehabilitation administration
is still very busy. Hope all is well with the class of 1972.
Marie Derickson Flis (Bob} , 11999 Ferndale Street, Philadelphia, PA
19116. Hi to all my classmates. I'm working 3 evenings a week in
Nazareth Hospital's pediatric department, \love it. Bob and I now have
two teenagers. Lucky us!
Denise Auerbach Wychowanec (Raymond), 821 Price Avenue , Glendora, NJ 08029. I've been learning a lot about juvenile diabetes since
our 12 year old son Ryan was diagnosed with type I diabetes in
February 1991 . (\ should have paid attention in class!) I'm working at
Children 's Hospital Care Associate (part of CHOP) since January '89
and just finished my second year as a clinical preceptor for the University of Pennsylvania graduate nursing program in primary pediatric
care . I would love to hear from any of my former classmates.
Christine Sachs McCann (Jim}, 1881 N. Wabash Street, Wabash, IN
46992. I hope to see everyone in 1992!

Class of 1971
Eileen Blum Moran (James) , 515 Franklin Avenue , Cheltenham , PA
19012. I'm working part time as staff development instructor at Fox
Chase Cancer Center. Erin is 8 and Jill is 4 years old .
Deidre Mullin Yuknavich (Richard} , 708 Fontaine Bleau Avenue , Mary
Esther, FL 32569. I work part time in the staffing pool at Humana
Hospital. Rich has been deployed to Saudi Arabia since December
28th . This is a difficult time but we pray for his safe and quick return.
Aaron at 3 years is an active preschooler, he keeps me busy.
Grace Ann Spena, 2551 S. Sartain Street, Philadelphia, PA 19148.
Hello to everyone. Looking forward to seeing many of you in May
1991. Hope by that time the war in the Middle East is over and the
world is at Peace.
Frances M. Boothby Koniers (Christopher) , 448 Harrison Avenue ,
Glenside, PA 19038. Chris and I celebrated our 18th wedding anniversary in October 1990. We have three children, Vicki 15 years , Christine
12 years and Kevin 1 year. I am working at Holy Redeemer Hospital in
the O.R. as a staff nurse.
Major Kathryn M. Francis (Capt. Edward D. Burgess} , 3002 Sunland
Drive, Alamogordo , NM 88310. Greetings from sunny Saudi! 1990
was a year of challenges and contrasts. Ed and I were married in
Wichita Falls, Texas on a joyful day in February. Thanks for being there
Annie and Sally, you made it special. On our one month anniversary, I
joined my new family at Holloman AFB , New Mexico , and spent the
next 6 months adjusting to marriage , stepmotherhood , and my new
job as charge nurse of the med-surg unit. Desert Shield events rather
dramatically changed our lives, as on 4 September I deployed to Saudi
Arabia, along with most of our hospital. My staff of 42 nurses and
med techs man this 50 bed Air Transportable Hospital. Being the Chief
Nurse here has easily been the biggest challenge of my career. As 1
write, the ground war is in full swing and we 're praying for a speedy
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Class of 1973
Karen J. Huber Ciarrochi (John} , 512 Clothier Road , Wynnewood,
PA 19096. Hello to all , we are all well and hope you are the same.
Susan Broadwater Franklin (Donald) , 800 Oxley Drive, Mechanicsville, MD 20659. Life goes on! We 're all doing fine out here in the
country. Our children are both in school now. Stephen is 6 years , and
Christopher is 4 years. I continue to work in pediatric home care
independently.
linda Mrvica Lee, 6 Walnut Avenue , Norwalk, CT 06851 . Hello to all
my classmates from Jeff. This year I've become more involved with
the emergency department where I'm presently working part time. I'm
the unit representative on our new nurse practice council. I'm also
taking the pre-requisite courses for entering a master's program. My
children , Matt 13 and Jess 11 and I have enjoyed skiing this winter
and are looking forward to vacationing in Ocean City, New Jersey this
summer. I'd love to hear from classmates especially if you plan on
being in Connecticut.
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Class of 1975

Kate G. Felix (Scott D. Snyder) , 44-170-5 Lana Street, Kaneohe , HI
967 44. As 1write this, I am preparing to be reactivated back to active
duty, due to the war in the Gulf. Our plans for leaving the island have
been delayed as a result. We do have a job for Scott lined up in Denver,
Colorado , and I was planning on starting the PhD program in the fall ,
but everything is on hold. Hopefully the war will be over soon and we
will make it on schedule. Pray for a short war and a just peace.
Shelah B. Hoberman Luber (Robert) , 5131 NW 82nd Terrace, Coral
Springs, FL 33065 . We love living in Florida. My husband 's practice
is thriving. Harold is 13, Mark is 10 and Elizabeth is 7. I would love
to hear from anyone and if you are in the area give us a call. I'm
currently working part time in a pediatric office.
Barbara Willey Blood (Gerald) , Box 1092 Haines, AK 99827. After 17
years in the interior of Alaska we moved to the Southeast coast last
summer. Haines is a beautiful town surrounded by the sea and mountains. 1am not employed as a nurse , but do teach childbirth education
classes and do some home health care. If anyone ever cruises the
Inside Passage come by for a visit.
Margaret Morthorst, 6525 N. 5th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19126.
Even though I graduated from law school in May of 1990, and passed
the Pennsylvania bar in November 1990, I'm still working in nursing
as assistant head nurse in the operating room at Fox Chase Cancer
Center. I will see what the future brings.
JoAnne Bender, 37 Williamsburg Court, Glassboro, NJ 08028 . I
passed the certification exam of operating room nursing - it was like
taking state boards all over again . Twenty years later, I'm finally starting school again, better late than never.
Janet Welsh Barger (Geoffrey), 7305 Deep Run Road #622 , Bloomfield Hills, Ml 48301 . Our daughter Jennifer is 15 months old and
learning new things every day, she keeps me busy. I would love to
hear from Carol Scholz Carrick.
Anne Diehl, 825 N. 29th Street #2-G , Philadelphia, PA 19130. I
graduated summa cum laude from college in May 1990. Currently I'm
a full time law student at Temple Law School. After all these years I'm
still single .

Cathy Glavey Dowhey (Dennis) , 128 Lambert Street, Atco , NJ 08004.
I'm enjoying my position as freshman med/surg nursing instructor at
Our Lady of Lourdes School of Nursing. I would love to see former
classmates- let's all meet at the luncheon the first Saturday in May
'92. BE THERE!!!
Patricia Dick Walsh (Daniel), 562 Grant Avenue, Collingswood, NJ
08107. We have three chlldren , Kathryn 6, Julianne 5, and Patrick 2.
I work part time in dialysis .
June Matthews DeMoya (Jose) , 695 Hillcrest Drive , Maysville, KY
41056. Life here in Kentucky remains busy! It's hard to believe my
"baby" will be starting kindergarten in the fall. Where does the time
go?! I'm finally learning Spanish so I can converse somewhat w1thall
of Jose family. Plus , 1'm working part t1me m an extended care facility.
1 just can 't seem to stay away from nursing for too long . I hope
everyone is doing well , I would love to hear from anyone .
Linda Bingaman Napieralski, 133 Abby Road , Voorhees , NJ 08043 .
1am a part time clinical instructor at Jefferson as well as a staff nurse
in ICU at West Jersey, Voorhees. The girls are 5V2 and 4 years .
Carolann Dougherty Mashouf (Bijan) , 930 Indian Creek Way, Horsham , PA 19044. Hello to all! Can it be 16 years since graduation? Our
eldest son Jeff is 13 - a teenager. The little one, Justin is 6 and
just started kindergarten. Freedom! My husband Bijan , is director of
Radiology at North Penn Hospital in Lansdale. I work occasionally
in I.V. therapy but 1 am looking forward to getting back into giving
Chemotherapy. Best wishes to all and peace.
Theresa O'Brien (Mark Funt) , 1179 Plowshare Road , Bluebell , PA
19422. 1 am working part time at Jefferson in a mixed position teaching for parent education and supervising on weekends for the
women and children care programs. I designed a new series of classes
this year, "Adoptive Parenting " classes and I am very excited about
them . Life is hectic with work and a 3 year old, but wonderful!!!
Florence Cox Zapolski (Edward), 3702 Corral Canyon Road , Bonita,
CA 91902. Lindsay Michelle joined our family December 17th , 1990.
Her older sister Lisa, and brother Billy really enjoy her. I am also
keeping busy teaching a postgraduate perioperative nursing course at
a local junior college plus my clinical instructor job at Grossmont
Hospital. Ed is still in the Navy, with orders to spend 3 more years m
San Diego .

Class of 1974
Maria Dildine Pepper (L. Douglas M.D .), 105 Orchard Avenue , Belle
Vernon , PA 15012. Hello to my classmates who have taken the time
from your busy schedules to read this . Can anyone still fit into their
little pink dress?
Julie R. Jennings Fenimore (William) , 121 E. Graisbury Avenue , Audubon , NJ 08106. I'm currently working night shift in a busy, local
E.R. Our daughters are 10 and 12. My extra time is spent on our older
home and helping my husband Bill with his business. I send greetings
to all the 1974 graduates.
Debora K. Boyle Borkowski (Winslow), 2538 Berwyn Road , Wilmington DE 19810. After 10 years away from nursing I have returned .
The excellent education and training at Jefferson made the transition
back to the work field fairly easy. At present I'm working part time as
a visiting nurse in pediatrics . Winslow and I will be celebrating our
16th wedding anniversary in June . We are settled in Wilmington , Delaware with our three children .
Margaret "Peggy" Smith, 6902 Lawnton Street, Philadelphia, PA
19128. 1 am working as a school nurse practitioner in the city of
Philadelphia. I'm currently the president of the School Nurse Practitioner of Pennsylvania.
Susan Sheaffer Cantwell (Jeffrey) , 804 Plumtry Drive, West Chester,
PA 19382. Our news remains pretty much the same. Matt is 13, and
Katie is 10. They keep us busy with swim team , baseball and scouts.
Jeff is busy traveling for his job . I enjoy being able to work more now
that the children are a little older. I'm still at Lankenau Hospital part
time , I'm so glad I never gave it up .

Class of 1976

Sue Marriott Sauzet-Parini (Robert), 4731 Pandrama Drive , San
Diego , CA 92116. No news on the job front - I'm stil.l. in nursing
leadership at a community hospital , JUSt more respons1b11it1es as the
health care dollars dwindle. Bob is still C.F. 0. with Soup Exchange.
This year we added a second home, a mountain cabin about an hour
away from San Diego . It's the escape we've been looking for since I
can 't remember when . We've also added a new critter to the "family"
a German Shepherd puppy. At nine months, he weighs 100 lbs., some
baby! 1finished the Masters in June 1990 so I am another educated
fool. Best wishes to fellow 1976'ers, wherever you are.
Mary Dugan Jordan (William) , 304 Earlington Road , Havertown , PA
19083. 1 am currently an assistant director of nursing at Fitzgerald
Mercy Hospital. We have 3 girls, Anne born 717!90 , Jenny born
5/25/88, and Kate born 3/13/85 . I'm looking forward to seeing my
classmates at our 15th reunion.
David J. Snyder (Ruth , '76) , 830 Southampton Road, Philadelphia,
PA 19116. Sorry we couldn 't make the activities this year, but I was
recovering from bypass surgery at "Jeff". Ruth and I would like to
thank all of our friends at Jefferson for their visits, love and support
during my hospitalization . We both work at Osteopathic Medical C~n
ter, I'm night supervisor and Ruth works 1n CCU/teleme~ry. Our g1rls
Laurie and Julie are now 11 and 8. After my recent expenence I must
say that Jefferson is the best hospital around . Please, all classmates
feel free to write and keep in touch. I was the first male student, and
Ruth and I were the first married couple to graduate from "Jeff".
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Class of 1977
Andrea Rothman Mann (Robert), 525 Wain Road, Glenside, PA
19038. I'm looking forward to our 15th year reunion. It seems like
only yesterday. Lauren is almost 7, Lindsay 4, and Jessica 1. I'm still
full time teacher and full time mom .
Darlene M. Ribaric Rosendale (Robert) , 562 Grant Street, Newtown ,
PA 18940. Hello to all! I haven't had time to breathe these past
months . In September '90 Anthony joined Lissa 4, and Robbie 2. We
moved in December, and I finished my BSN in May, finally!! I'm still
managing to work part time in administration at Jeff. 1 can 't wait to
enjoy some fun time in the summer.
Ba.rbara Bachman Symons (Thomas), 3519 Oakmont Street, Philadelphia, PA 19135-3520. I'm still working at Jefferson in the "University
Health Service," (new name this year) . I have been taking graduate
courses at Jefferson , just a hobbie , which keeps things less stressful.
Now I have to matriculate into the nursing tract. Tom was working on
1-95, by Center City, long hours , but close to home. Hope to see you
at the luncheon .
Maureen A. Brady Fox (Robert A., Jr.), 1518 Sylvan Drive, Blue
Bell , PA 19422. I'm currently pursuing MSN/MBA degree at Widener
University, Chester, Pennsylvania. I graduated 5/90 from the Advanced
Placement program for RN 's at Thomas Jefferson University and graduated summa cum laude. I received the Carolyn B. Brown award at
graduation. Placed in Who's Who in American Nursing 1990-1991 .
I'm a member of Sigma Theta Tau - Delta Rho chapter, Thomas
Jefferson University. My current position - clinical coordinator at
Doylestown Hospital , Doylestown , Pennsylvania.

To say the least this is "my most difficult patient." The kids are fine ,
all three are in school and luckily I have a wonderful family and many
friends helping us out. The loss of Joseph Cammarota last year hit us
hard also . He's thought of often and missed . I would love to hear
from classmates. Being home is not easy, I'm a brain washed nurse
through and through , I have lots to thank Jeff for.

Joanne Stock Petrelli (Gene) , PO Box 1222, FPO Seattle, WA 98764.
Hopefully, we'll be back to the States this summer. Japan is great but
I sure miss home. Hope the luncheon is great. I plan on attending for
101 st anniversary. Hello Class of '78 .
Terry Keating Sandman (Bill) , 1440 Blackrock Road , Swarthmore, PA
~9081 . I'm doing a combination of visiting nursing and private duty
mhome care. There is a nursing life outside the hospital. I have written
my first article, cuffless tracheostomy tubes , with three other nurses.
Will let you know which journal will carry it. My major time is spent
with our two daughters Marie and Laura, and my husband and best
friend Bill. I wish you all a more peaceful year.
Alice Leisch Guarino (Carl), 15 Oak Glen Drive, Malvern, PA 19355.
We're all doing great. April 17th our third child arrived , a girl , Karen
Allison. Chris was six in June and Eric is two. Best wishes to everyone
at Jefferson . Hello to my fellow classmates .
Linda L. Aspinwall Borromeo (Charles) , 300 Wilmington-West Chester Pike, Chadds Ford , PA 19317. Hi classmates! We have been blessed
with a second child- our son , Matthew, was born April10 , 1991 .
C. J. is now 3% years. Between raising the "boys" and helping to run
our business, my days are full. I hope to attend the '92 luncheon .
Hope to see you there.

Luciann Maurer Drinkwater (Peter) , 354 Styer Road, Glenmoore, PA
19343. We have two children, Jullian 10, and David 5.

Carol Miller Muller (Carl), 1024 Martha Blvd ., Atco , NJ 08004 . I'm
still working full time in labor and delivery at West Jersey Hospital Voorhees, New Jersey 36/40. We 're very busy, we had 4800 deliveries
last ye~r. Carl is busy with his construction business . Erika is 7 years
old , en)oymg school and Brownies . We will be camping in Oregon and
California this summer for vacation .

Joy Haynes Bailey (Harry), 1634 Suzanne Drive, West Chester, PA
19380. I'm working per diem at Paoli Memorial Hospital. Our boys
are a and 5. I organized a breakfast reunion at Denny's with Diane ,
Chns, Ruth, Terry Metz and Andrea the day after Thanksgiving , and
would like to do it again this year. Everyone please call me. 1 saw
Anke , Diane and Andrea at a Christmas reunion . I heard from Sari,
Judy and Terry Mayne.

Theresa Franzone Snell (John) , 7605 Tortola Bay Lane , Las Vegas,
NV 89128. Hello to all! John and I were married in March 1988.
Af.ter John completed his residency in anesthesia at the University of
M1ch1gan, we moved to Las Vegas to fulfill a 3 year scholarship program from the Air Force. John is chief of anesthesia at Nellis Air Force
Base. Unfortunately, he did serve in Desert Storm for 4 months, but
returned in April safe and sound . I am now a full time student at UNLV
and will be completing my BSN next year. I plan to continue in the
Master's Program . We are also expecting our first child in February
1992.

Roxanne Lasure, 501 One Independence Place, Philadelphia, PA
19106. I became engaged this spring, and I plan to be married in
June 1992.

Class of 1978
Heidi Riesdorph Wright (Robert) , 40 Longview Drive, Churchville, PA
18966. I completed my MSN in June 1989 specializing in gerontology.
I am working part time on a med/surg unit at Holy Redeemer Hospital.
I hope to work in the SNF when it opens . We have two children ,
Jeremy born 11 /86 and Melissa born 6/89.
Maryann Mallee Bowman (Charles) , 5110 Capistrano, San Antonio ,
TX 78233. We'll be moving this summer to Cheyenne, Wyoming . If
anyone lives there look me up.

Terry Keating Sandman (Bill) , 1440 Black Rock Road , Swarthmore,
PA 19081 . I am currently working critical care every other weekend
and private duty home care during the week. My husband and our
two daughters are all doing well. I hope to have one more child before
"35 " (tick, tick, tick) . I plan to return for my BSN in January. Jan
Riddle where are you?

Linda Heinold Muelenaer (Brian) , 25 Old North Road , Mountain Top,
PA 18707. Hello to all! Things are going fairly well in Northeast Pennsylvania. I'm working part time in home health . It works out well with
the kids. Morgan is~ years old. She is enjoying school, becoming a
soc1al butterfly. Evan IS 2 years old and constant motion, he keeps us
busy. Brian is still with Wickes Lumber in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.
Our best wishes to you all!

Rhonda Mote Pierce (Jeff) , 321 Virginia Avenue , Phoenixville, PA
19460. Hello to everyone! We are all well . Jeff is still a trainer with
Villanova basketball. I'm working full time in ICU/CCU at Paoli Hospital.
Our daughters Kelly (8) and Lindsey (2) keep us very busy. 1hope to
make it to the reunion next year.
Barbara McGrenra Doerr (Kreg), 1438 Rosedale Avenue , Coraopolis,
PA 15108-3050. We live in Pittsburgh this year. I'm working part time
and gomg to school at Pitt. Our son Colin, will be 2 in September. If
you ever have a layover at Pittsburgh Airport , give me a call (412/2642333) because I'm only 5 minutes from the airport. Patti Ward , Janet
Holliday, Colleen and Faye- are you still alive!

Linda Parr Southwick (Steven) , 935 Vanderwood Road , Baltimore,
MD 21228. We are still in Baltimore. I returned to work in August '90.
I'm working two Saturdays a month at University of Maryland Cancer
Center. Emily will be 4 in September '91 , and Daniel was 2 in June
'91 . It's wonderful being their mommy. Hello to all my classmates.
Leslie Ann Wilkinson Stickley (William) , 546 Parkway Avenue , Penndel, PA 19047. 1991 has not started well for us. Bill was in a serious
car accident breaking his neck and back. He is a fighter and is on the
road to recovery very quickly. But, we may drive each other crazy in
the process. I'm taking a leave from my UNM position at Inglis House .

Ernest Weatherley, 0-518 lnerness Apts. Westville, NJ 08093. I'm
working full time at Presbyterian Hospital on the night shift, also
workmg toward my BSN . I'm still single and traveling extensively. "I
sadly miss my good friend Joseph Cammarota '78 who died last year. "
He was an excellent nurse and truly cared about his patients .
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Joan Wolbert Reimer (Chip) , 440 C Sunnyhill Avenue , Franklinville,
NJ 08322 . Chip and I and our two boys Shawn (11) and Kevin (9)
still live in South Jersey. I continue to work day shift 7 AM to 7 PM at
West Jersey's labor and delivery unit. Our boys are active in sports
and school and with Chip and I both working full time, we are a very
active family. 1still enjoy riding my horses, sometimes one of the guys
will ride with me. Our large yard and various gardens keep us busy.
Chip enjoys his running and biking , while I continue to enjoy gardening, crafts and all my animals. Hi to all of my classmates, I'd love to
hear from you .
Diane Scott Ross (Charles) , 22 Dogwood Drive, Somers Poi~t . NJ
08244. Family life is going well. Charles is 6, Scott 4, and Jennifer 2,
keeps us real busy. I continue to work part time in PACU and I am
still active with childbirth education at Shore Memonal. Hope my
classmates are doing well. Gina, thanks for your help.

Ursula Maslofsky-Hobbs (Tom) , 216 Richards Avenue , Atco , NJ
08004. Tom and I finally got married in January 1990. We have celebrated our 1st anniversary of wedded bliss. I finally left the SICU at
Jeff after 7 wonderful years . For the past year and a half I've been
the liver transplant coordinator at TJUH . It's given me a whole new
perspective on transplantation . Hello to everyone that I never seem to
find time to keep in touch with .
Dianne Olesiewicz Yasik (John) , 134 Aspen Drive, Newark, DE
19702. It has been ten years already and I am still working at Jefferson
in the Endoscopy unit. I am working part time , it gives me a lot more
time for family life. Michael is 3 years old and I enJOY my t1me being a
mom. A big hello to the class of 1980.
Donna Kloss Casey (Joseph). 14 Bentley Drive , Sterling : VA 22170.
I'm working part time on the surgical unit at Reston Hosp1tal Center. I
work full time at home raising our little ones . In 1991 Chnstopher
turns 6, Jamie Lynn turns 4, and Katie turns 2. They keep me very,
very busy, but it's truly a labor of love. They've taught Joe and I what
it's really all about.

Class of 1979
Sandra Lee Wilson, 5291 Cobble Creek Road, #25 F, Salt Lake City,
UT 84117. I've been living in Utah since August 1990, and really like
it in the west. I'll be back in school in the fall at the University of
Utah's MSN program. Best wishes to all.
Kathleen S. Ghegan D'Aiessandro (Dominic) , 19 Sycamore Drive,
Burlington Township, NJ 08016. Dom and I have. been married for 10
years. We are enjoying raising our three g1rls . Knsten 7, Stephanie 5,
and Amy 2%, they do keep us busy. I work pool status at Rancocas
Hospital in maternity. Hello to everyone.
Carmen William Russo, RR 13-67C Salina Road , Sewell , NJ 08080.
This year 1got to dance in a Christmas production of "The Nutcracker."
Also, I marched up Broad Street on January 1st with the Dick Crean
String Band . 1 am now in rehearsal for "No, NO , Nannett~ ." In m.y
"spare" time 1am chief nurse anesthetist at Kennedy Memonal Hospital , Washington Township Division . Robin and I just returned from a
great week in Aruba. Honest Debbie!!!!
Theresa M. McGlynn (James P.), RD 5, 23 Gaye Drive, Seaford , DE
19973. Hello to all. I'm working part time in Jim's ob/gyn off1ce .
Maura is 7% years, Christopher is 5% years , and Cassie is 3% years.
We're doing great. Give a call , if you 're near the Delaware Beach area.
Elaine Harkins Lack (Craig} , 31 Woodward Drive, Wilmington , DE
19808. 1 am staying home and enjoying my one and a half year old
daughter. April 25, 1991 our second daughter, Melissa, arrived . Hello
to all my former classmates.
Deborah Samuel Timpano (Eugene), 3 Sherring Way, Tabernacle, NJ
08088. Hi everyone! I am continuing my part time position at TJUH ,
ICN . 1 am also having a good time teaching childbirth classes ~or
Jefferson . Eugene will be 7 in July, Chris was 4 in March. Our third
child , Michael Raymond, arrived June 14, 1991 .
Karen Hollander Bernardini (Richard) , 54 Green Tree Drive , We.st
Chester, PA 19382. I'm still working at CHOP in the day surgery umt.
I'm kept busy at home with Lisa 7, David 5, and Michael1.
Kathleen Kelley Carbone (John) , 213 E. Meade Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19118. Hello to everyone.
Mary Elizabeth Cooley, 260 South 16th Stree~. Apt. 3F, Philadelphia,
PA 19102. I'm working as an oncology clinical nurse specialist at
Philadelphia Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Philadelphia.
Sharon Marie Miller Chilton (Mark) , 8110 Clearfield Road , Frederick,
MD 21702. Mark and I are proud to announce the arrival of Daniel on
March 2, 1991 . He joins Craig 4% and Matthew 6. (Only a. few more
and I'll have a football team) . I'm already back working, playing tenn1s ,
and running back and forth to the beach .

Mary Ann Mullen Ragone (Louis) , 28 Dogwood Lane .. Turnersville,
NJ 08012. 1 work part time as staff nurse on 13th Pav111on at Jeff. I
am very busy with our three children , Louis 6, Christina 4, and Daniel ,
an active 14 month old .
Tamra Lucas Goldschmidt (Joseph) , 1356 Dermond Road , Drexel
Hill PA 19026. Not a whole lot new to report except that my dad
pas'sed away July 4, 1990, we sure miss him . We love it here in Drexel
Hill. 1continue to work 1-2 days a week at Delaware County Memonal
Hospital. Joe's practice is coming along . Lauren 7, loves 1st grade ,
Joseph 4, is growing up fast. I would love to hear from classmates. I
miss those wonderful years at Jefferson .
Barbara Engel Kenney (Charles), 29 N. Brookline Driye, Laurel
Springs, NJ 08021-4838. I'm currently employed as a cert1f1ed registered nurse anesthetist with West Jersey Anesthesia Association.
Marianne K. Maxwell Ostrow (Curt) , 131 Pulaski Avenue , Blenheim ,
NJ 08012. Curt and I are expecting our first baby this July and can't
wait for the new arrival. I am still working at Jeff on 9 West.
Kathleen O'Brien Shindle (John) , 106 E. Wayne Terrace, Collingswood, NJ 08108. I'm presently working part time on 9 WesUNorth
West at TJUH. We have three children who keep up very busy. John 5
years, Daniel 3% years and Erin Marie 20 months.
Susan E. Albrecht Curcio (Joseph), 3561 Edgewater Lane .. Brook~a
ven PA 19015. The Curcio's are happy and healthy. Kyle (6) IS grow1ng
like 'a weed and loves school and karate lessons. Chris (2%) is a little
(lovable) terror. 1work in Jefferson 's Short Procedure Unit. and I l~ve
the respite from oncology nursing . Joe loves working 1n Jeffs beautiful
new Emergency Room . We both received awards for 1990 nurse's day.
Joe was chosen outstanding tech of the year, and I was chosen as
outstanding clinical Ill for the Medical Care program . I am also serving
as the chairperson for Jefferson's Nursing Retention Committee and
I'm involved on several other committees. Keeping busy, busy, busy.
Carolann McNeil Pilla (Timothy) , 3 Arborwood Court, Sewell , NJ
08080. We are proud to announce the birth of our twin girls Julianne Elizabeth and Jennifer Alexandra on February 21 , 1991. They
join brothers Tommy 5% years old and Timmy 3 years old. I love
working as a full time mommy. Tim is a general and vascular surgeon
at Underwood Memorial Hospital in Woodbury, New Jersey.
Katherine Martens Schultz (John). 122 Coopers Kill Road , Delran ,
NJ 08075. We timed our move to a bigger home perfectly. Baby
Schultz #4 is due in early October. Kate (7) , Matthew (6) , and Will
(3%) happily await their sibling 's arrival. I work as a substitute school
nurse and hope to be certified in 1992.
Kathleen Carley Gregg (Tom) , 19 Villinger Avenue , Cinnaminson , NJ
08077. We had a wonderful year, I started a new job at Our Lady of
Lourdes Medical Center in Camden , New Jersey. I'm working in the
ICU. Tommy (5) and Bradley (4) are bec?ming m?re indepen.dent ~Y
the day. Our new family hobbies are camping and b1k1ng . I beg1n TJU s

Class of 1980
Lisa Burkeitt Cangemi (Joseph) , 125 Haven Court, Sewell, NJ 08080 .
1 changed jobs in April 1990 to be a full time mom , and part time
nurse instead of the other way around . Thank God that nursing affords
us thi~ flexibility. Joey is 2 now and not so terrible. Joseph and I are
looking forward to buying a 4 bedroom house, is anyone interested in
our condo?
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BSN program this fall , a new challenge! I would love to hear from
classmates.

Judith L. Troutman, 1022 Westwood Drive, Springfield, PA 19064. I
am home for a year or so to work on my masters in nursing education
at Villanova University. I've been in Kenya for the past 4% years teaching in a nursing school. I love it there , and plan to return to Kenya
late in 1992 or early 1993.

Kathy Santangelo Sharkey (Ken). 4618 Bailey Drive, Wilmington , DE
19808. I work every week end at Albert Einstein 's NICU , and attend
LaSalle University during the week. Hopefully I will finish my BSN this
summer, finally!!!
Christine Kopistansky, 7940 Church Road, Rockledge, PA 19111 . I
hope all is well with everyone . I was glad to see you at our tenth
year reunion in May. I'm employed with utilization management at a
suburban hospital.

Class of 1982

Class of 1981
Lisa A. Kelly Sakser (Ernest) , 32 Wynmere Drive, Horsham , PA
19044. I hated management, no patient contact. So I'm back at the
"Hill" (Chestnut Hill Hospital) working on the Infectious Diseases Unit.
I've had a great deal of fun precepting new grads. Ernie continues to
do well , he is completely cardiac pain-free . We loved our trip to South
America. It was great fun walking into the "Banco de Commercial " in
Montevideo and seeing great, great grandfather, the founder of the
bank, hanging on the wall. (Of course , in the form of a portrait.) Hope
everyone is well.
Sylvai M. Spaeth-Brayton (Charles) , 306 Blanchard Road , Drexel Hill ,
PA 19026. It was great seeing people at the reunion luncheon . I'm
working at U.S. Healthcare in Blue Bell as a perinatal nurse doing case
management. It's very different and yet the same in the corp. world .
Chuck is at Methodist in Medical Records and loving every minute.
We 're working hard at starting our family. In the meantime we 're
gardening , caring for our 3 cats and golfing . Keep in touch gang ,
Cooney where are you?
Linda Gordon Tucker (Joshua) , 3533 Lindberg Avenue, Allentown , PA
18103. I'm currently working per diem at the Allentown Hospital's
labor and delivery unit which keeps me very busy. Josh and 1are really
enjoying our 2 year old daughter, Beth , who also likes to keep us busy.
Angela Mihalanas Siliani (Robert} , 78 High Street, Sharon Hill , PA
19079. Bob and I are the proud parents of our second child , Samantha
Diane was born March 29th, 1991 . Lauren is going to be three. I'm
still working part time in critical care at Delaware County Memorial
Hospital. All is well with us .
Leisa E. Lee Krespan (Charles B.), 861 Westminster Avenue , Lancaster, PA 17601 . Hello class of '81 . 10 years already! Charlie and I are
happy in Lancaster. The girls (Carey 5, Kelly 3, and Elise 16 months)
are growing so fast. I'm not working outside the home, but I miss
nursing a lot. KT where are you? Hope all are well .
Irene Babins Repka (Mark) (JMC '81}, 6 Gladden Road , Annapolis,
MD 21401. Right now I'm busy being a full time mom to Ricky 2%
and Kelsey Rose 1%. I am looking forward to returning to work as
soon as they are older.

Deborah A. Cava Frye (Curt} , PO Box 3043 FPO , New York, NY
09560. This past year has been a busy one for me. We moved to
Bermuda in June 1990, and we plan on staying here for 3 years with
the Navy. Curt and I have also become the extremely proud parents
of our beautiful little girl Jessica born November 4, 1990. She has
brought so much joy to our lives. I've just recently started back to
work part time at a hospital here on the island . I'm planning on coming
to our 1Oth reunion so I hope to see you all there.
Theresa Heim Cook (Jim} , 104 S. Crestwood Drive, Danville, PA
17821. Laura Grace joined the Cook family on December 6, 1990.
Jonathan 6% and Lisa 4, are thrilled to have a new sister. I'm home
full time for now and keeping very busy.
Maryann Heinick Leonard (Jack) , 5 Poppy Lane, West Grove, PA
19390. Jack and I became the proud parents of our first child, John
Williams, born October 1990. I am currently working part time as a
nursing supervisor in maternal child health at Pennsylvania Hospital.
Let's all try to make our 10 year reunion in 1992.
Marie Waldron Hopkins (Mark) , 146 Bagby Lane, Bahama, NC 27503 .
I'm still working at Duke as an assistant head nurse in a post anesthesia
care unit. Alyssa and Tara are lots of fun, keeping Mark and I very
busy. We sometimes miss the North, but really enjoy the temperate
weather and culture of the South . Plan to attend our tenth in '92.
Francine Pollock Miller (Bill) , 108 Winfield Court, Fairless Hills , PA
19030. Hi, we are the proud parents of Eric 2% and Tammy 6 months .
All is well. I'm still working at Episcopal Hospital, and I occasionally
volunteer on the ambulance. I work every weekend , so I won 't be able
to attend the luncheon .
Margaret O'Kane DeNicola (Thomas), 221 Kempsey Drive, North
Brunswick, NJ 08902. Tom and I are proud to announce the birth of
James Clark on May 5, 1991 . His one year old brother Joseph Rosario
is growing so fast. I am still working part time when not on maternity
leave. I'm looking forward to seeing all of our classmates at the
luncheon marking our 1Oth year reunion .
Patty Jenkins-Barnard (Jack} , 39 Jonquil Lane, Levittown , PA 19055.
The boys are growing up so fast. Matt is 7 years and Adam is 5 years
and David 4 years. I'm working on weekends and at Lower Bucks
Hospital in the CCU and one day a week in the E.D. Hi to Sue S.,
Kathy S., Debbie C., Terrie F.M ., and Patty F.C., where are all of you?
My love and prayers to all of the class of '82. See you all at our 1Oth
reunion.

Lisa Bressi Auletta (Vincent} , 16 Joni Avenue, Hamilton Square, NJ
08690. In addition to our 6 year old son Jason, we have two new
additions since my last writing . Kristin our 4 year old daughter and
Kelsey born 1/24/91. In my "spare" time I work part time at a pediatrician 's office in Princeton, New Jersey.

Barbara A. Kaminsky Leone (Chuck} , 193 Leonard Avenue ,
Clarksboro, NJ 08020. I'm director of Nursing/Case Management with
Mediplex Outpatient Rehab . I work with traumatic brain injury survivors . I'm married 9 years , we have two sons, Carman (7) and Joseph
(5%). Chuck is working as Prison Warden.

Kathleen Tregear Santisi (Anthony) , 923 S. 6th Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19147. Greetings to the class of '81. I'm enjoying married life very
much . I will complete my MSN in cardia pulmonary nursing from the
University of Pennsylvania in June 1991 .
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The History of the Jefferson Cap
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Jefferson graduated its first class of nurses in 1893. At that
time the cap that was worn had a high crown and a wide brim
with ruffle around the brim . It was made of a delicate material
called "lawn ", similar to material used to make handkerchiefs .
The cap resembled the Philadelphia General Cap , which at
that time was made of a similar material.
In 1894, Susan Hearle, a graduate of Philadelphia General
became Directress of Nurses at Jefferson. When she noticed
the similarity between caps , Miss Hearle decided that Jefferson Nurses should have their own distinctive cap .
The crown was lowered , the ruffle was removed and the
brim was narrowed, flattened and spread like wing tips, across
the front of the cap. The material was changed to organdy
which gave the cap more body.
In 1932, the cap was worn with the brim starched and the
wings made to stand out-that is the way we wear it today.
Initially, it was traditional to earn the cap by passing the six
month probationary period . Now the cap is given to the stu dent to wear as soon as she enters the school.
This was a great responsibility for the student, knowing that
the Nurse's Cap originated historically from the veil worn by
women who traditionally covered their heads in public, and
the cap is a symbol of humility and service to mankind . A
responsibility because the Jefferson Cap is recognized and
respected the world over, being worn by more than 4500

graduates of the school ; many of whom earned their cap and
consider it an honor to wear it. (With the closing of the School
of Nursing in June of 1982- the total number of graduates
will be 5,078) .
The student is entrusted with the cap and must wear it with
dignity and respect for the tradition that is to be upheld.
(The above article was presented at Capping Exercises for
the Class of 1982, by Patricia Zarella '51 , R.N., B.S.N.,
Instructor School of Nursing, September 1958 to July 1980).

TYPE MEMBERSHIP

RENDEZVOUS

JUST A LITTLE BIT MIXED UP

Patient's Name---- - -- - - -- -- -- -- -- - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - -

I cannot do my work today,
A butterfly is on the fence ,
And though I try to concentrate,
I've given up the dull pretense.
How can I think of anything ,
When skies are blue and clouds are white ,
And crystal waters ripple so ,
And little forest trails invite?

Just a line to say I'm living ,
That I'm not among the dead,
Tho' I'm getting more forgetful
And more mixed up in the head.

Diagnosis (If injury, give date of accident) - -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -

For sometimes I can 't remember
When I stand at foot of stairs
If I must go up for something ,
Or I've just come down from there .

If patient hospitalized: name of hospital _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

I have a rendezvous to keep ,
With long-awaited spring this year.
Oh , do not scold me if I seem,
A little absent-minded, dear!
There is a sunny, windblown hill ,
Just waiting there for me to climb.
Pack up a lunch and come with me,
There'll never be a better time .

And before the trig , so often,
My poor mind is filled with doubt,
Have I just put food away,
or have I come to take some out.

Look how the ivy hugs the wall ,
See how the squirrels run and play!
I am a miser who cannot
Afford to waste a single day!
Oh , can 't you feel it everywhere?
Impossible, it's only me ,
Caught up within the age-old charm ,
Of springtime's flowered sorcery!

So. If it's time to write you,
There's no need of getting sore ,
I may think I have written ,
And don't want to be a bore.

APPLICANT DATA
Name _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ Maiden Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Year Graduated _ __ _

Address _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ __ __ ___
STRE ET

CITY

ZIP

STATE

Social Security Number

Telephone (

Have you received Alumni benefits before

0

Yes, Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0

No

List your specific needs----- - - -- -- -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - --

I

1[

Include the reason for this request _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

0

ACTIVE

Signature--------::-::---=--- - - - - - - - ---- Date _ _ _ _ _ __
APPLICANT OR REPRESENTATIVE

Relationship to
Applicant--- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - -- - - - - -

0

Address _ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ____
STRE ET

CITY

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN STATEMENT

From _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ To _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
If patient in nursing home or
extended care facility:

DATE

DATE

Name of Facility----- - -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - Address of F a c i l i t y - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- - -

Physician 's Signature - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - Degree _ _ _ _ _ __
Address------ - -- - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - Telephone _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
STREET

CITY

STATE

ZIP

AUTHORIZATION
I hereby authorize the above named physician to release any, and all information requested by the Jefferson Nurses' Alumni
Association with respect to this claim for Relief Fund Benefits.

So remember I do love you,
And wish that you were here,
But now it's nearly mail time,
So I must say, "Goodbye, Dear."

Signature------:-=:-:-:-:-:-:::-=-:= =:::-=----- - - - -- Date _ _ _ _ __
APPLICANT OR REPR ESENTATIVE

There I stand beside the mailbox,
With my face so very red ,
Found I didn't mail your letter,
I opened it instead!

Relationship to Applicant---- - -- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - ---REV. 5/88

IMPORTANT: READ REVERSE SIDE OF THIS FORM

Submitted by Cassie E. Ogilvie
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ZI P

STAT E

Date first consulted for this i l l n e s s - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- -- - Length of illness _ _ _ _ _ __

And there's time when it is dark out,
With my nightcap on my head ,
I don't know if I'm retiring,
Or just getting out of bed.

Grace E. Easley

LIFE
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THE CLARA MELVILLE-ADELE LEWIS SCHOLARSHIP FUND

TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR RELIEF FUND BENEFITS

of the
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

1. Membership in the Association for one year preferred . However, all requests will be given consideration.
All things being equal , members will be given first consideration .

(DIPLOMA PROGRAM)
COLLEGE OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES

THE FOLLOWING ARE ENTIRELY EXCLUDED:

THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY

215-955-8981

1. Pregnancy and its complications

2. Cosmetic surgery

NON-GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION

3. Dental surgery and/or complications.

HOW TO APPLY FOR RELIEF FUND BENEFITS
1. Complete your part (the top portion) of the Benefit Form and sign the authorization at the bottom.

1. NAME----------~~~---------------------------------------------------------
(FI RST NAME)

(LASTNAMEl

(MAIDEN NAME)

2. ADDRESS------~~~~==~-------------------------------------------------(NUMBER AND STREET)

2. Have your physician complete his or her part of the Benefit Form .

3. If the Alumni member cannot complete the Benefit Form, the person submitting the form must show his or her relationship
to the member when signing and give address and telephone number.

(MIDDLE INITIAL)

(CITY AND STATE)

(ZIP CODE)

Social Security Number - -- - - - - - Telephone Number _ _ _ ___

3. Please have the following references sent to the Chairman , Scholarship Committee :
Director or Dean of the School
High School Counselor/Principal

4. The completed Benefit Form should be sent to :
4. GRADUATE INFORMATION (parent, grandparent, aunt, uncle)

Chairman, Relief Fund Trust Committee
Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association
Thomas Jefferson University

NAME ------------~~~----------~~--------------------------------------(LAsT NAME)

(FIRST NAME)

(MIDDLE INITIAL)

ADDRESS------~~~~==~-------------------------------------------------(NUMBER AND STRE ET)

834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315

(MAIDEN NAME)

(CITY AND STATE)

(ZIP CODE)

Date of Graduation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Social Security Number _ __ _ __ __ Telephone Number _________

Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127
Telephone (215) 955-8981

NOTE : Refer to your 1984 By-Laws for complete Relief Fund Benefit details.

Member of the Alumni Association

0 Yes

0

No

Recipient of Scholarship

0

0

No

Yes

5. Proposed program of study and plans for your future nursing career:
School in which you are enrolled--- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

All Relief Fund requests will be considered by the Board of Directors of the Nurses' Alumni Association for the amount

Address of School _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

of monies granted .

Tution cost ___________ Other expenses _ _ _ _ ___ Amount of scholarship desired _ _ ___
Describe Program (Continue on the back, if necessary).

6. Financial assistance available to you : (state amount/s)
Scholarship _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Loans _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __

Work reimbursement _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ Other _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
Signature--- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- - - - Date _ __ __ _ _ _ _ ___
Seplember 1989
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THE CLARA MELVILLE-ADELE LEWIS SCHOLARSHIP FUND

THE CLARA MELVILLE-ADELE LEWIS SCHOLARSHIP FUND

of the

of the

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

NURSES' ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

(DIPLOMA PROGRAM)

(DIPLOMA PROGRAM)

COLLEGE OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES

COLLEGE OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES

THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY

THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY

Purpose:

215-955-8981
SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION

To assist members of the Alumni Association in the pursuit of college preparation for a degree in nursing .

General Requirements:
Membership in the Alumni Association (Continuous membership from the time of graduation is preferred).

At least one year of professional experience as a registered nurse.

1. NAME : ________~~~~------~~~~--------~~~-----------------------tLAs T NAME)

(FIRST NAM E)

(MIDDLE INITIAL)

2. ADDRESS : ______~~~~~~----------------~~~=-----------------------(ZIP CODE)
(NUMBER AN D STREET)

Enrollment full -time, or part-time (for a minimum of six credits per semester), in an accredited program , leading
to a degree in nursing.
Two satisfactory references .

Awards:

(MAIDEN NAME)

Scholarships may be awarded annually to applicants meeting the general requirements .
All other things being equal, preference will be given to those who have been most active in the Alumni Association , and who have most nearly completed degree requirements .

3. Date of Graduation : _ _ __ __

(CITY AND STATE)

Social Security Number: _ _ _ _ __ _

Telephone Number: _ _ _ ___

4. Please have the following references sent to the Chairman, Scholarship Committee:
Director or Dean of the school you plan to attend
Director of the program at the time you graduated from your basic program
5. Positions held. Arrange in sequence , listing present or last position first.
Title of Position

Name of Employer

Address

Dates of Employment

Application Procedure:
Applications are available from the Chairman, Scholarship Committee , Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association
(Thomas Jefferson University, 834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 191 07-5127 Tele-

phone (215) 955-8981 ).
Submit applications with references at least four weeks prior to the regularly scheduled meetings of the Alumni
Association (second Tuesday of September, November, January, March , and the annual meeting in May) .

6. Are you a member of the Alumni Association ? _ _ __

Each application is given careful consideration and considered on a first come , first served basis.

7. List your activities in professional organizations.

Amended November 1987
March 1984
Spring 1978, 1982
Fall1977, 1976

8. Proposed program of study and plans for your future professional career :
School in which you are enrolled---- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -- - Address of school _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Tuition cost _ _ _ _ _ _

Other expenses _ _ _ __ _

Amount of scholarship desired _ _ __

Describe Program (Continue on the back, if necessary).
9. Financial assistance available to you : (state amount/s)
Scholarship--- - -- -- - -- -- - - Loans _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
Work reimbursement _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ Other _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _
Signature - - - -- -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- -- -REVISED NOVEMBER 1987
MAR CH 1984
OCTOBER 1976
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Date _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __

Scholarships for Children/Grandchildren/Nieces/Nephews of Graduates
Purpose

To assist young people in the pursuit of a nursing career.
To more fully utilize the fund as it was intended.

PINS
Jefferson pins may be purchased from J.E. Caldwell and Company, Chestnut and Juniper Streets, Philadelphia, PA
19107 (graduates prior to 1969) and from Neal Abrams, Inc., 740 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106 (graduates 1969
and after).
Identification may be obtained by directing correspondence to the Director, Student Affairs and Services, College of
Allied Health Sciences, Thomas Jefferson University, 130 South 9th Street, Suite 709, Philadelphia, PA 19107-5233. Telephone
(215-955-8189) .

General Requirements
Child, grandchild, niece, nephew of a graduate of the school of Nursing (Diploma Program) .

TRANSCRIPTS

Confirmation of enrollment in an accredited program to a degree in nursing .
Transcript of records , if part of nursing program has been completed.
Two satisfactory references (Dean of School , High School Counselor/Principal) .
Letter from Jefferson graduate explaining relationship .

Application Procedure
.
.
,
.
. .
Applications are available from the Chairman , Scholarship Comm1ttee, Jefferson Nurses Alumn1 Assoctatton ,
Thomas Jefferson University, 834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315, Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127. Telephone (215)

955-8981 .
Submit applications with references at least four weeks prior to the regularly scheduled meetings of the Alumni
Association (second Tuesday of September, November, January, March and May).
Applications are considered in the order received and the level of commitment to a career in nursing.

All requests for transcripts must be submitted in writing to the Registrar, College of Allied Health Sciences, Thomas
Jefferson University, 130 South 9th Street, Suite 711 , Philadelphia, PA 19107-5233. Telephone (215-955-8894 ). Requests
should be submitted at least a month prior to the date needed , giving the name of the institution to which you want them to be
sent. There is a $3.00 fee for each transcript. Checks should be made payable to the College of Allied Health Sciences,
Thomas Jefferson University.

CLASS ADDRESS LISTS
Class lists are available from the Alumni Office coordinators at a charge of $2.00 per list. Enclose a long, self-addressed ,
stamped envelope. If you write to the Alumni Association , use your first name, maiden name, married name, and year
graduated. Make checks payable to Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association .
Please notify the Alumni Office coordinators of any corrections , marriages, deaths or changes of address. Help us keep
errors at a minimum and our files accurate. Direct correspondence to: Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association , Thomas Jefferson
University, 834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315, Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127. Telephone (215-955-8981 ).

CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM
PRESENT N A M E - - - - - - --

-

-

- - - --

- - SPOUSE 'S NAME _ _ _ _ __ __ __

NAME WHEN G R A D U A T E D - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

-

-

-

YEAR _ _ _ __

FORMER ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __
NEW ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PRESENT PHONE NUMBER (Area C o d e ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - PRESENT P O S I T I O N - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - PERSONAL NEWS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _

Mail to : Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association , Thomas Jefferson University, 834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315, Philadelphia, PA
19107-5127, Telephone (215-955-8981 ).
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Nurses Alumnae Association of
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127

JEFFERSON NURSES' ALUMNI MEMBERSHIP
Wife

or
Present Name _ _ _ _ _ _ Husband _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

JE.f

Present A d d r e s s - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - street and Number

Zip Code

Cit y and State

Name When G r a d u a t e d - - - - - - - - - - - Year-Employment
Position-------------------

IB I

NU

Area Code _ _ _ Telephone No. - - - - - - - - - - Social Security N u m b e r - - - - - - - -

CENTENNIAL TILE

Date Dues P a i d - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dorothy A. Cloud, Treasurer

--------- ------------ ------------ --------------

ORDER FORM

YEARLY STATEMENT

NAME _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

Please complete the above card and return with Check, Money Order or
Postal Note made payable to

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

JEFFERSON NURSES' ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Membership - All those actively engaged in the Nursing profession or
desiring membership in the association. (See By-Laws)
Dues $10.00 a year

Nurses' Alumni Association
Thomas Jefferson University
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127
(215-955-8981)

DAYTIME TELEPHONE NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
NUMBER OF TILES ORDERED : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COST: $15.00 plus $1.50 handling

TOTAL $16.50 (each tile)

AMOUNT ENCLOSED: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Respectfully yours,
DOROTHY

A. CLOUD

Make check payable to:
PEG WUNDER WELLS '58

Treasurer

CUSTOM TILE DESIGNS
3014 GREEN STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17110
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Weather Lore
Whether it's cold or whether it's hot .. .
We shall have weather, whether or not!
A sunshiny shower won't last half an hour.

Evening red and morning gray
speed the traveler on his way.
Evening grey and morning red
bring down rain upon his head.

The sharper the blast, the sooner it's past.
News and weather . .. they travel together.

It rains as long as it takes rain to come.
To talk of the weather
is nothing folly ;
when it rains on the hill,
it suns in the valley.

Rain, rain go away ...
Come again another day.
When the dew is on the grass,
rain will never come to pass.

Yellow streaks in sunset sky,
wind and day-long rain is nigh.

When sea birds fly to land
there truly is a storm at hand.

The south wind brings wet weather;
the noth wind , wet and cold together ;
the west wind always brings us rain . ..
the east wind blows it back again .

Year of snow ...
fruit will grow.
The chill is on, near and far,
in all the months that have an " R'.

When the morning sun is red ...
ewe and lamb go w~t to bed .

Ice in November
to walk a duck,
the winter will be
all rain and muck.

Onion skin is very thin
mild winter is coming in.
Onion skin is thick and tough
winter will be cold and rough .

From twelve till two
tells what the day will do.

Clear moon , frost soon .
The moon and the weather may change together,
but change of the moon does not change the weather.

Rain before seven
quit by eleven.
Rainbow at noon,
more rain soon.

Pale moon doth rain ,
red moon doth blow,
white moon doth neither rain nor snow.

Rainbow in morning, shepherds take warning ;
rainbow at night, shepherds' delight.

When the stars begin to huddle
the earth will soon begin to puddle.

Rainbow in the east, sailors at peace.
Rainbow in the west, sailors in distress.

According to old lore, rain is coming if:
1. Birds sit on telephone wires .
2. Cats sneeze.
3. Dogs refuse meat.
4. Fireflies fly low.
5. Bees stay in hives.
6. Pigeons fly slowly.
7. Tarantulas crawl in daytime.
8. Horses grin.

When a cow tries to scratch her ear
it means a shower is very near.
No weather is ill,
if the wind is still.
The more rain , the more rest ...
fair weather's not always best.
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Ca mpus Map
Gibbon Building - Patient
rooms and servi ces, physi·
cian offi ces, securi ty,
commercial space, dining
2 Bodine Center for Cancer
Treatment - Radiation
therapy
3 Foerderer - Patient rooms
and services
4 Thompson - Patient rooms
and services, DePalma
Auditori um
5 Main - Patient services
6 College - Jefferson Medical
College administration and
classrooms, clinical science
departments, Herbut
Auditorium, McClellan Hall
7 Curtis- JMC classrooms,
clinical science departments,
patient services
B 1100 Walnut - Same·day
surg ical center and
physician offices
9 Martin - Student residence,
hu man resources, outpatient
billing
10 Scott - Library, University
ad mini stration, corporate
services
11 Orlowitz - Student res idence
12 Barringer - Student
residence, day care center,
commercial space
13 Parking Garage - 400
parking spaces
14 Bluemle Lifo Sciences
Building - To house JMC 's
departments of biochemistry,
dermatology and microbiology
and department of medicine's
research division of rheuma·
tology. Included also will be
the Stein Cente r and sup·
porting faci lities (scheduled
for completion in 1991)
15 Jefferson Alumni Hall College of Allied Health
Sciences admissions; College
of Grad uate Studi es
administration, basic science
departments, recreation
facilities, dining, Solis·Cohen
Auditori um , mezzanine
auditori um
1

15
]effirson Alumni Hall

909 Walnut - Outpatie nt
MRI and physician offices
19 Walnut Towers - Out·
patie nt dialysis and phys ician
offices (leased facility)
20The Ben Franklin House Development department,
physician offi ces (leased
facility)
21 Belmont Building - Student
res idence, patient servi ces

16 Edison

- College of Allied
Health Sciences administra·
tion, department offices and
classrooms, corporate
services departments
17 1015 Chestnut Street
ae.fferson Building) - Mar·
keting and public relations
and hospital admini strative
departments (leased facil ity)

18
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22118 So. 11th Street -

Ad ministrative offi ces
Above: The Jefferson campu s
occu pies approximately 13 acres
of center city real estate, bounded
by Chestnut Street to the north,
Irving Street to the south, 9th
Street to the east and 11 th Street
to the west.

NOTICE

ALUMNI LUNCHEON DATE
MAY 2, 1992
11:30 A.M.
The Plaza is located between the Scott Building and Jefferson Alumni Hall.

A POET'S PRAYER

OUR YOUTH

Let me not lose the wonder of
this earth
When I become enmeshed in daily
toil.
Open my ears to Springtime's
joyous mirth,
My eyes behold the promise of
the soil.
Let me remember quiet mountain
heights,
Or dusk who folds her wings above
the sea.
Awake to crystal dawn 's first
freshening lights,
These things made life so beautiful
for me.
Give me the faith to see beyond
all fears ,
And wisdom for each trial that
meets my day.
Teach me the words to halt my
brother's tears ,
And find the courage in truth 's
shining way.
Of all my prayers , Lord , grant me
this one part,
The understanding of a loving heart.

How do I know my youth has been spent?
Because my getup and go, has got up and went!
But in spite of all that ; I am able to grin
When I think of where my getup has been ;
Old age is golden , I have heard someone say.
And sometimes I wonder as I go to bed.
My ears in a drawer, my teeth in a cup
Ere sleep dims my eyes, I say to myself;
Is there anything else I should lay on the shelf?
And I am happy to say as I close my door,
My friends are the same as in days of yore.
When I was young my slippers were red
I could kick my heels way over my head.
When I grew older my slippers were blue
But I could dance the whole night thru.
Now I am old , my slippers are black
I walk to the corner and puff my way back.
The reason I know my youth has been spent
My get up and go, has got up and went.
But I really don't mind ; when I think with a grin
Of the places my getup has been.
Since I have retired from life's competition
I busy myself with complete repetition.
I get up each morning ; dust off my wits
Pick up my paper and read the obits.
If my name is still missing, I'm sure I'm not dead
So I eat a good breakfast and go back to bed.

JEFFERSON ALUMNI HALL
1020 Locust Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107
ANNUAL MEETING- MAY 2, 1992
10:00 A.M.

Zelma S. Dennis
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